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CHAPl'ER I 
THE PROBLEM 
The importance of a suitable materia1 for the lqing of bricks 
in furnace and kiln construction has been- recognized by the retracto17 
industry for a long time. It is necessary that a strong bond should 
d~elop between the bricks to impart strength to the entire construc-
tion work. A weak joint would fonn the weakest link and dangerously 
weaken the whole structure. 
Such being the importance ot the bond, the ~etractoey 1ndustey 
has made quite an effort to develop jointing materials which would 
produce strong bonds. During the last two decades, due to intensive re-
search and develoµnent work, many good bonding materials have been ma.de 
available. As a result .of such developnent ~ork it becomes necessary 
to evaluate the strength of such bonds, and hence test methods were de-
veloped to measure the bonding strength or mortars. Adequate speciti-
cations and standards of testing methods have been provided both by 
Federall specifications and by The American Society for Testing Ma.ter-
ials.2 Among several tests recommended by them, the test to determine 
the strength of the joints is one ot the most important. 
A method has been specified by them by which the strength ot 
1 ''Federal Specification for Mortar-Air Setting, Refractory 
Bonding", ~. Spec., HH-M-6llA, October 29, 1943. 
2· ' 1 Standard Specification for Air-Setting Refractory Morlar 
{Wet Type) For Boiler and Incinerator Service'', A. S. T. M. Designa-
1!2n: Cl78-47. 
2 
joints can be measured at room temperature after air setting or after 
heat treatment of the joint at several temperatures. According to 
these methods, a joint after being made, dried at ~m temperature and 
at · lo·;~c·, is then subjected to the modulus o.t rupture test. The data 
indicate the s~rength of joint ~ich ·has be~ attained ~ter air set-
.· ting~ Similarly the strength is determined on the joints which are 
fired at several temperatures. After firing, the joints are cooled to 
room temperature, and· .. modulus of · rupture is determined as before. Sam-
ple results which are recorded as .strength of the joints at the speci-
fied temperatures .are ·shown 1n Figure 1 on page 3. This method of 
measuring bonding strength is now universall.7 practiced by both users 
and ·manufacturers of re!ractol'7. mortars. 
By careful study of the bonding strength method, it w:1.ll be 
realized that the method .for measuring strength at various .temperatures 
is an erronevus one. According to this method, information is collected 
regarding room temperature strength of joints whic~ had been previously 
subjected to a heat treatment. The strength at higher temperatures as 
shown in Figure 1 does not indicate the true strength of joints when 
maintained at these temperatures. · Since fumace linings are expected 
to withst~d: stresses at operating temperatures, it becomes necessary 
to have exact knowledge 0£ the true strength of the joints at working 
temperatures of the furnace and not at room temperatures. The above 
described test procedure does not provide such information. 
During the literature review it has been noticed that some 
attempt has ·been made to detennine strength of joints at a few isolated 
temperatures. This work, though it adds to present information, does 
I i 
! I l 
! 
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4 
not contribute much to the knowledge or strength of joints through the 
entire range of temperatures. In View ot this, the present investiga-
tion was undertaken. This investigation · is a study_ or the behavior of 
· · refractory mortars as regards to their bonding strengths at elevated 
temperatures. 
· During this investigation an attempt has been made to study the 
strengtb'ot joints at elevated temperatures and the at.feet of various 
·variables . of the mortar batch on such strengths. · The ·mortar batches 
' 
are compounded by vaJ.71.ng sane of the variables in the batch. These 
batches are then used to prepare ·mortar joints. After drying and tir-
ing these joints to temperatures ranging from 100° to 1400°c, they are 
then broken at these eleva'ted temperatures to determine the modu1us of 
rupture. Severa1 other tests are· a1so performed to supplement the data. 
An attempt has been made. to determine the .factors which caused the 
chaDge in strength at these temperatures. This was done by petrograph-
ic and x-rq methods of investigation. Fin~ an effort, has been made 
to study the affect of various constituents or the mortar on the 
strength or the joints at e1evated temperatures. 
The :importance of this problem lies in the tact that by this 
study one can easily evaluate the temperatures to which the refractory 
mortars can be used. Also one c~ deve1op a mortar composition which 
1'111 give added strength at high temperatures by varying the propor-
tions ot various constituents of the mortar batch. 
CHAPI'ER II 
THE REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A._ Earl.y Retractor,y: Mortar Canwsitions 
.. , The A. s. T. M.3 defines refractory mortar as a composition ot 
finely ground materials ·ma.rketed iil ·either wet ··or dry c'ondition ·which 
: -·~ require telllpering with' water to attain· the desired consistency and 
·: which .. is -suitable -for laying refractory· brick and -bonding them strongl.7 
upon' dry:tng· and upon subsequent heating at' furnace temperatures._ This 
- is a good· definition to cover th(f essentials ·or a mortar which is manu-
factured today but · does not verr · well describe· the earlier mortar com-
positions which were used in 1'urnace and kiln construction work. 
Bef'ore and just after the turn of· the century it was the ·univer-
sal ·practice ·to use o~aey clay or .f'ireclay as bonding agents tor lay'-
ing refractory bricks. ·Whether it was tireclq brick or silica brick 
being laid, the chief joining materia1 invariably used wa·s Cl83" • . There 
was not much information available at that time regarding ·the other 
possible materials which can be used as a bonding agent. The inherent 
difficulties in using raw clay for brick l.aying were lmown to the early 
users ot retractor., bricks. A clq bond develops little strength at. 
room temperature .and does not ~bit at\Y strength even at higher tem-
peratures except at temperatures close to its vitrification point. At 
tbis ·temperature it also acts as a fluxing &gent on the bricks if' the 
chemical composition ot the clcl1' is not properly selected. In 1917 
3 Definition - • 1 Air Setting Refracto17 Mortar• •, A. s. T. M. 
Designation 071-47. 
6 
Richards4 made the first report regarding the selection of clay having 
suitable chemica1 composition to be used with the specified type of 
. . brick. He stated that the bes'b clq mortar · tor_ firebrick is one as 
,high ,as possi~le in alumina • . ww.alum1na .has a high fluxing action on . 
fireclay bricks~ ~he ·.best mortar for silica bricks is one which is as 
low_µ_,. .alumina -as possible. A high alumina .clay has a powerful fluxing 
action on silica bricks. For the selection of suitable clay as a bond-
ing agent., . he suggested that the brick and , mortar be . tested in intimate 
contact at a high temperat~e. This is one of the earliest references 
to be found _in the literature 'Wherein some specific in£ormation ·regard-
ing . the mortar is · made available. As years .· passed · by more and more 
references appeared in technical. journals giv~ meager information 
regarding the composition and use of ·mortar. One such reference is 
found in a patent taken ~ut by- BoltS in the year 1919. The composition 
which he used in steel. mil1 practice consisted or 2S% tireo~ and 75% 
roll scales. Booth6 in 1920 prepared a refractory cement · or monar to 
be .used specifically in the preparation ot a protective coating on 
electrodes~ · The materials which he used in compoWlding .this cement 
consieted .ot feldspar, quartz, silica sand, sodium silicate and . sodium 
sulphate. _Thi~ composition was varied according to the .requirements of 
. 4 J~ · w. · Richards, • 'Refractory Mortars and Slag Lining'', Trans. 
Farad. Soc., ·12: 148, l.917. 
S R. F. Bolt 1 • 1 Fire Resisting Co~posi tion' ' , U. S. Patent. 
No. 1,.318,960., . October 14, 1919. 
6 . 
. H. B. Booth, • 'Refractory Ceme:it • ', .~. ~. Caram. ~. 
3:82, 1920. 
7 
the temperatures at which it was put to use. This was achieved by 
vary.lng the te1dspar content of the batch.· The important consideration 
in this batch is that, since no cl~ was used, some otl'_ler setting ma-
terial. was needed. This batch contained sodium silicate and sodium 
sulphat~ ~ch helped setting of the cement at room temperatures. This 
is one ot the few earzy- compositions known in which some kind of set-
ting material besides cl.a¥ was used. Later on more · and more varieties 
ot material.s were used in compounding a mortar batch. Sbipn.an 7 in 1922 
prepared. a mortar to treat the wall.a ot the furnace so as to render 
them impevious to combustion gases. The chief material.s used for this 
mortar were clay and sodium silicate only. He made a slurry using 
these materials and coated the walls and exposed the coating to hot 
combustion gases. But it was Bales8 who prepared fireclq mortar by 
using various bonding agent additions and studied the effect of each 
addition. In preparation of the fireclay mortars he used common salt, 
sand, cement, water glass, lime, asbestos and fireclay grog as add.1-
tions to the batch. Ha found that a11 the materials except the fire-
cl81" grog decreased the refractoriness of the firecl~ to various 
extents. The most satisfactoey material which he recommended for use 
in laying firebrick was a thin batter made of high grade firec1ay to 
which is added 50% ot the finely ground i1rebrick bats. Another patent 
7 c. F. Shipman, • 'Rendering Fu.mace Walls Impervious to Gases t ', 
U. s. Patent No~ l, 387, 739, August 16, 1922. 
8 C. E. Bales 1 • 1 Refractory- Cement and Protective Coating' •, £l!z Worker, 78t 146, 1922. 
,-
8 
f~r a refractory mortar composition was taken out by Carlstrum.9 in 
1924. Follm-dng is the composition he used :l.n the preparation of this 
~rtar. Fireclay 20%, coal ash 68%., gan:lster _ 10%., and common sa1t 2J)%.· 
He . speci~~ed that the coa1 ash in the batch should not exceed 78%. 
·aosreau10 prepared a mortar to make a monolithic lining materia1~ · He 
used polfdered ~or ground refractory materials along with several_.. binding 
materials. He f'ound that to obtain_ a good bond at high temperatures, 
sili.,c~~es, f'errates and aluminates are the b.est suited. Also besides 
th~_ -r~1:~clay _mortars othe~ types of mortars were developed_ simultan-
. ., . 
eous~~ : Rochowsll_ Canadian pate~ in 1923 descri~e_s a refractory cem-
en~. composition consisting of powdered silic~ rock, calcined silica 
. . '. . . ~. . . . ·. . . 
. . 
and _dry powdere~ s~dium silicate~ This cement was designed to_ be used 
with_ silica bricks~ Later on the same inventor12 obtained a similar 
. . 
patent in the United States on a simil~ m~rtar containing silica, _fire-
clay, calcined silica, and dry pulverized s~ium silic:ate~ This mortar 
was c~d:to_make a superior bond and _to result in hard dense joints. 
Though acid in nature, it offered advantages 1n most furnaces where 
. . 
fireclaJr or silica bri¢ks were used. Jones and Emery-13 studied severa1 
9 C. G. Carlstrupi, • 'Refractory Mortar · and Cement Compositioni ', 
u.· s. · Patent; ' No. l;SlljS03, October 14, -1924~ 
. . .. . 
. . ··
10
·a. c~ Gosrew; j monding 'High-Temperature Refractoriesi 1 , 
fil!!!q. l!!i· b· 31:69~~98., 1924~ . 
. . . ; . . . 11 .. . · 
· · W. F. Rochow, • •Refractory Cement", Canadian Patent No. 229, 
684; March: ~o~ 1923. 
12
·w. · F. Rochow, • ·~rractory· Cement Composition•', u~ s. 
Patent No~ -11576; SSO, Marc~. 16, 1~6. · · 
13 D •. Jones and w. ~17, ••Jointing·Materials tor Ref'rac-
tories''• Found. Trade~. p. 28, J~ ·12, 1923. 
9 
jointing materials for refractory bricks. Their mortar consisted of' a 
mixture in various proportions of firecl.ay, ganister and crushed silica 
bricks (grog) and bonding agents such as ·plaster~ lime, and sodium sili-
' =, ·c~t~:~ · ·~rom this study they concluded that .best · resuit.s ·would be obtain~ 
ed by the· admixture of fireclq, ganister and grog. F,qual or greater 
~ . .. 
:proportions· of ganister to grog· gave very good ··joints~ P1astic refrac-
tory clay was found to be more useful than the ·less.plastic f:irecla.y • 
. : ·.· . ' ' . . ' . 
A moriiar to be used with hig~ a1umina refractories w~s also developed 
. ~ ' '. . ' ~ . 
at this date~ Rocho~ prepared a diaspor~ mortar composition composed 
of ·d~as·po~~, both raw and calcined, powered sodium silicate and dex-
trin. · Chromite mortars ~re also reported at this time. In 1922 MottlS 
obtained a patent on a mixture of boric acid, iron oxide, chromium 
oxide, and silicate ·ror use -as a refractory- coating on carbon articles • 
. A patent ·was. ·issued to Cl:appl6 .in the same yea·r f"or a mortar composi-
. . 
~ion .·c·on~isting or· chromite, ferro-silicon and a solution of sodium 
·· silicate • . ·Later ol'!.t in the year 192S Youngmanl7 developed a mortar con-
. . . .. ._. . . ·. :/f .·' . ' . . ·. . . 
sieting of ·a · mixture· of chrome ore,· powdered sodium silicate and dex-
trin. Since. :d-cl.n was used to improve the plasticity, a srnal l amount 
. ., 
\ ' . 
· . 14 \i~ F •· Rochow, · .• •Neutral Cement··•, u. · s. Patent, No. 1,606,481, 
November 9, 192~ •.. 
. . . ; . .. 
15 .~ • . R. · 1~tt, .•.•compositions. for Coating Refractory Articles,• 1 , 
~· Patent ·No.· 1,425,603, August 15, 1923. 
16 H. -B~·. Clapp, • •Refractory· Material. for High Temperature 
Apparatus' 1 , . u.· s. Patent .No • . ·1,437,584, December 5, 1922 • 
.... 
· · 17-R • . ff.·. Youngman, ''Neutral .cement' 1 , !!:.....§.. Patent. 
No. l,Sl4,Sl2, November 11, 1924. 
10 
~f':bauxlte, diaspora .or clay- .was sugg~sted as a substitute •. Such mix-
tures .o:f':mortars .which were developed later, had good work~bilit.y_ and 
. . ... . . . 
. ~re: .. su1:>j~ct .. to less at~ack by molte_n slag or. me~a1: th~ the_ mortars 
.· ·: ,pre,~ously used. 
·. B~ · Later . Developments. 
rh~ a~ove mentioned early _investigations served as . the basis tor 
later deve1opments in refractory mortars. Thompsonl8 described and 
.. rec~mmended . ~ good mortar ror all parts of the i'urnac~ exposed. to high 
temperatures. Hie mixture l'JaS very simple, consisting of. grog made by 
. - . , . . . - . . 
crushing · old firebrick, and fireclay as the bond. Booz19 openly con-
. - - . .. . 
demned the.use ot lime, Portland cement and salt as binders in ref'rac-
toey mortars as they are very corrosive t.o f'ireclay brick. To increase 
cold strength., he suggested that it be accomplished by addition of' 
plastic fireclay- or some .organic 1r.ateria1 such as dextrine or sulphite 
of pitch. If suf'.ficient cold strength is not attained, he recommended 
the use or sodium silicate in just sufficient proportion so as not to 
a.f':fect the retracto'riness of the mortar. ¥..ou1ton20 prepared a refrac-
tory tor high temperature use .from burnt firecl~ or pulverized waste 
refractoriness and bentonite or acquacr.yptite as bonding materia1s. 
The addition or this. type of material increases the cold strength con-
. . . ' . 
siderably .and ·o!U1" lowers the fusion range sufficiently to vitrify the 
·, · 18 H. M. Thompson., ' • High Temperature Cement' ', Trans. ~. 
Foundrpten'~ A~sn·.~ 34: ·147-49, 1926. . 
· 
19 H~ c. B~oz, · ~'Use or Retractol"Y' Cements and Plastic Refrac-
tories••, ~el~ and Furnaces, 4, (6)~ 677-78, 1926. 
. ' . 
· · 
20 D. A.· ·Mou1ton, ''Refractory !8..nterials Used as Mortars for 
~ng up Refractories", Trans. Ceram. Soc. ~., 27, (4) • 329-33, 
1927-28. -
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joint at furnace temperatures. This high temperature mortar. he sug-
gested, mq be mixed with coarse grog to make a monolithic lining in 
various types of .furnaces • . At this stage of development Norton Co.21 
and General Refractories Co.22 placed on the market their new refrac-
tory mortars for higher temperature service. The Norton Company offer-
ed the material which can be spr~ed, painted, poured, trowelled or 
rammed into position. The basic component of the mortar prepared by 
the General Refractories Co. was chromite, thus titting the mortar for 
high temperature service. Robson23 used bawd.tic Portland cement as a 
constituent of the mortar to be used at elevated temperatures. He no-
ticed that bawd.tic Portland cement in mortars which are to withstand 
1600•F or higher is not desirable. For such work as setting car tops 
he pretered sodium silicate cement to the use of any other type ot cem.-
enting materials. 
In 1935 Clews, Booth and Green24 conducted a series of experi-
m~ts on certain mixtures which can possibly be used as jointing cements 
for firebricks, silica bricks and other refractories. In a mixture to 
be ueed ~-1th fireclay bricks, they used crushed firebrick, crushed 
commerc~al sillimanite and crushed calcined refractory as the non-
plastic constituent of the batch. In addition to these non-plastic 
21 •'Cement-Refractory'•, Metal Industry (London) 24:385, 1926. 
22 1 
'Cement-Refractory'•, .2h!!!• ! ~. Eng., 34:117., l.927. 
. . . 23 . ·: 
J. T. Robson, • 1 Constituents of Mortars to be Used at Eleva-
ted Temperat~~s••, Fuels m!! Furnaces, 10, (1). 71., 1932. 
24· F. H. · Clews; H. Booth and A. T. Green, and others, 11 Jointing 
Cements' 1 , I-XI, !u!!l• !!!:ii• ~. Research Assoc. 1932 to 1945. 
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material.a they us~ ground f'ireclay, bentonite and sodium silicate as 
bonding materials. Each mixture with various proportions ot grog and 
·. . . . .. . 
bonding material was then sub.jected to several tests such as refractor-
iness, _deformation under load, and bonding strength. ot 'the joints to 
. . · . 
eval~te the ~tability or each mixture. This is the ·on1y··1«>rk record~ 
ed. to . da~e. ·lddch at all approximates the present investigation under-
taken •. , They ~so studied the effect or· cold . setting addition ·to various 
.. · :: . . . 
mixtur~s_~: . Such c~ld setting. additions which were used by them are 
caii~~,.~- _be~tonite, bal1 clay,· su1phite :cy-e, firecl~ and sodium sili-
. cate~;_ .The effectiveness of cold _ set was measured by determining the 
. strength ot-joints atter setting~ In 1936 se112 S obtained . a . pate~t on 
· '-:: . . .· . . 
·a··ret1:9actory c~e~ suitab1e for glass furnace joints and other similar 
. . --~ .. - ~ . 
typ~s ·or ~ervicea •.. It was proposed that a heat treated, recrystalJ.ized 
chromite and periclase be _used with sodium silicate together with rosin 
or soluble starch •. A study of pyrophyll.ites and cements was reported 
in 1937 by Greaves-Walke~ and others26. They developed some interest-
· 1ng data_ on the· use of pyrC>phylllte cement. It was found that by a 
· proper balanc_e bet~en the clays, minerals and sodium silicate, the 
tendency o~ s111cate to decrease the pyrometric cone equivalent 0£ the 
mortar can be .. minimized. Tretethen27 in 1939 ·discussed the advantages 
25 G_. _: E. Seil, • 'High Temperature Refractory Cement•', 
U. s. Patent, , No. , 2,042.,363, ,Jfay 26, . 1936. · 
· · . 
26
_·A~ . F. Greaves~Walker~· -·  w. -Owens"- Jr., T • . L. ~ Hurst, and 
R.• ·.:.L~t ;tone, •.•Development ·or ·ryrophyll:l.te_ ttetr~ctories and Refractory 
Cementa• 1 , Univer~ 2! North Carolina. : Eng. -~· . §li • . B111·1 •. No. _ 12, 
105 pp. ·Feb. 19.37. ' . . .·· . . · . 
' .. 
27 R. A. ·Trefethen,·· t 'Advantages 0£ High Temperature C~ent 
Over Fire Clay £or Bonding Fire Brick'',~·~· -~. 60: l.69, 19.39. 
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of high temperature cement over the firecla.y for bonding firebricks. 
·For satisfactory bonding of firebricks and silica bricks with thin 
strong air . and gas tight joints, he recommended air setting high tem-
perature material.a ground extremely fine and with exceptional plastic-
ity - a material which stays in uniform suspension and spreads easily. 
He has not described any specific materials suitable for air setting 
with such properties. 
By this time t'WO distinct types of refractory mortars were being 
definitely recognized. These two types in general were (1) Heat set-
ting mortars . and (2) Air setting mortars. Heat setting mortars are 
those mortars wherein the fireclay is the chief setting constituent. 
They have very little bonding strength developed at ordinary tempera-
tures, but strength is developed, that is, setting takes place only 
after heat treatment. Contrary to this, air setting type mortars de-
velop a good bond· strength at room temperature due to addition of ma-
terials which promote such strength. This strength though changed by 
heat treatment io not much affected until the vitrification point or 
the mortar is nearly reached. This type of mortar usually contains 
silicate as the air setting material. As this material is available 1n 
both dry and wet condition, the batch of the air setting refractory 
mortar can be prepared in both dry and -wet states. Thus at present 
both dry and wet types of air setting mortars are available on the mar-
ket. · To attain the necessary properties or the mortar, several. further 
additions are made to the mortars besides the air setting constituents. 
The ettect ot such additions on refractory mortars is described later 
on in this Chapter. 
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Heindl and Pendergast28., 29., 30_, .31, .32 initiated a series of 
experiments to evaluate the properties of the heat setting and air 
setting mortars and to study the affect of various constituents of the 
batch on the properties of the mortar. They obtained mortar batches 
from several manufacturers and subjected these mortars to severai 
tests. The mortars were tested for consistency, water content, sieve 
analJreis, PCE value, workability, refractoriness, setting time and 
tr~sverse strength on mortar bars and mortar joints:' The collected 
data g~ve a very ~ood over _all picture 0£ all the necessary require-
ments o:t a good mortar. These tests were conducted on both heat and 
air setting, wet and dry-types of mortars~ Though this work was initia-
ted to develop standards on refractory mortars, it has also added valu-
able information about the behavior and properties of refractory mor-
tars. Reinhart33 recommended definite mixtures for mortars to be used 
28 R. A. Heindl and W. L. Pendergast, ' 'Bonding Strength ot 
Cold-setting Re:f'raotory Cements 1 ', Bull. Am. Ceram. Soc.' 15:182-85, 1936. 
29 R. A. Heindl and w. L. Pendergast, *' Properties of Air-
Setting Refractory Bonding Mortars of the Wet Type 1 ', ~. Research, 
!:!!ll• ~. Standards, 23, (1), 7-.38, 19.39; R. P. No. 1219. · 
.3o ·R. A. Heindl and w. L. Pendergast, 11 Effect of Water Content 
and Mixing Time On Properties of Air-Setting Refractory Mortars Con-
taining Sod;um _ Silicate" 1 !!!Y:,!.~ f}m. Ceram. ~. 19: 430-.34, 1940 • 
.3l R. A. Heindl and w. L. Pendergast, ''Properties o:f' Dry Air-
Setting Type ot Refractory Bonding Mortar• 1 , Jour. Research ~. ~. 
Standards, 28, (4), 401-16, 1942; n. P. No. 1461. 
· 32 R. A. Heindl and w. L. Pendergast, •'Properties or Dry Air-
Setting Type of Refractory Bonding Mortar'', ~. Research~.~. 
Standards, .30, {~), 303-10, 1943; R. P. No. 1534 • 
.. .33 F. Reinhart, ''Refractory Mortar for Furnaces'', Tonind. Ztg. 
6.3, (54), 617-19, 1939. 
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tor laying silica bricks and basic bricks. As b:1.nders he suggeeted 
water glass, high alumina cement, colemanite, fine chalk, sulphite of 
_ lye and cl.ay. In a patent taken out by Wa~son34, high alumina cement 
to which is add~ tine.ly gro~d fused alumina.,. was used in bondi.ng re-
'fractory_ grogs such ~s firecla.y grog, magnesite ar'4 ~ilicon carbide. 
Along with oth6~ types 0£ ~rtars, the investigation was also conducted 
·on mortars suit'able f_or retractor, l .ightweight brick. Pirogov and 
Roize.n.35 have re~rted such an i~vestigation whose purpose was to 
choose a raw material and determine specif"ications tor a cement tor 
:: , . ~ 
frothed grog and other light weight refractory materials operated at 
~ ~ • 4 , • • ·, : • 
high, medium and low temperatures. !he cement prepared for service at 
high and ~edi~ temper~tures contained a mixture or tw Russian clays, 
kaolin and water glass. Finely g·round grog from kaolin, pu1verized 
silica, water glass _ and N82SiF 6 were mixed for production of the low 
temperature cements. Na2S1F 6 was used in the batch to accelerate the 
hardening of the cement. Balea36 in 1941 reported a new cement which 
was found to prolong the lite o! refractory settings. The cement re-
ported by him was made from eyanite, diaspore and other tu.ghly refrac-
tory materials. Their use has actually prolonged the life of refrae-
toey settings in ioodern furnaces. Kalpers.37 reported special mortars 
34 S~ F. Watson, ''Refractory'', u. s. Patent No. 2 1246,226, June 17, 1940. 
3
.5 A. A. Pirogov and A. I. Roizen, 1 '.Mortars !or Refractory 
Light Brick'', Ogneuporz, 8 (2), 83-91, 1940. 
36 C. E. Bales, ''New Refractory Cements Found to Prolong Life 
ot Settings•'., Steel, 108: 223-224, January 6, 1941. 
37 H. Kal.pers, ' • Jointless Lining for Industrial Furnaces'', 
Keram. Rundechau, .51: 44-45, 1943. 
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and protective coatings used for jointless lining of industrial fur-
naces. Herold and Burst38 developed refractory mortars using meta-
phoephates a.s bonding agent. To the standard mortar composition which 
consisted of grog, calcined diaspore, plastic fireclay and ball clay 
severa1 types or metaphosphates were added. The metaphosphates used 
were aluminum metaphosphate, barimn metaphosphate, potassium meta-
phosphate and lithium metaphosphate. The metaphosphates were added in 
amounts of 1% and 5% addition to the batch. They have developed a 
theory explaining the action of metaphosphate in forming rubbery like 
poqDlers. A chain phosphate is formed which contains wisatisfied val-
ency charges on each end. These changes become satisfied by the chains 
rolling on themselves forming balls which enclose volumes o~ liquid. 
Such gels or polymers were found to work with clay producing clay-gel 
cement. However, a rather large amount of phosphate gel was required 
to produce an adequately plastic mass. Mortars were tested for 
strength, fusion point, vo1ume and porosity. In the strength tests it 
was found that al.uminum metaphosphate raised the strength considerably 
as did the other phosphates. Some strengths were raised by as much as 
700%. The fusion point 0£ the original mortar was not lowered more 
than two cones and in some cases it was raised. The volume and por-
osity or the original fireclay mort,.~ did not change appreciably on 
firing. This was true except for the 5% additions of berylliun and 
sodium phosphates. Al.1 the phosphate additions in general, caused an 
)S P. G. Herold and John F. Burst, ' 'Use of Metaphosphate in 
Refractory Mortars• 1 ~ !!?,. University., School 2!. Mines ~ ~. ~. 
Tech. Series. 18, (2), 34 pp. 1947. · ' · 
. :: 
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increased amount of mullite to form in the standard mortar. This 
action produces an increased fired . strength in the mortar. . Sodium 
hexa.m.etaphosphate caus~d a lowering of mu1Jite fo~tion at high tem-
peratures. 
A patent was taken out by Da.ussan39 for another special type 
ot refractory mortar. In this patent a claim is made or preparing 
solid refractory compositions for mortars, cements, coatings, etc., 
which will not require any addition of mortar. The water necessary 
for setting the refractory mass is included in the dey product in the 
form of an alkal.ine silicate containing water of crystallization, 
such as sodium metaeilicate. The water is liberated under the action 
ot heat in furnace walls which are still hot and acts in the same wq 
as tempering water added by the usual methods. A special mortar has 
been reported by Josephson40 which has developed for .use with superduty 
silica bricks. Randall and Gethen41 have patented a composition for 
insulating finishing cements useful at temperatures up to 1000°F. The 
cement consists of fly ash 28%, Portland cement 24%, gypsum 41,, tufted 
rock wool 35%, bentonite 8.5%, pregele.tinized starch 7.5%, trisodium 
phosphate 2%, and su1phate ot dodecyl alcohol 1%. The tui"ted rock wool 
is prepared by a special carding process. The latest developnent in 
mortar is reported by Reinhart42 in 1952. He has deve1oped special 
39 H.J. Dausean, ''Refractory Compositions'', British Patents, 
No. S96,34l, January 14, 1948. 
40 G. w. Josephson, ''Refractories'',~.~. 1 1 (3), 
Sect. 2, 93-94, 1949. 
4l M. C. Randall and · G. · s. Gethen, 1 'Insulating Finishing 
Cements'', u. s. Patent, No. 2,516,342, July 25, 1950. 
42- R. F. Reinhart, ''Mortars tor Refractory Lining and Acid . 
Proof Lining 1 ', Glass-F~sil Keramo-Tech 3: 321-3, 1952. 
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mortars !or refractory linings and acid proo.f lining. 
This brings to date information which is available on various 
refractory compositions. It is noticed that as necessity arose, the 
mortar compositions were changed or entire]¥ redeveloped. to meet the 
requirements of various services. Such changes and development necess-
itated further developments in severe testing and testing procedures. 
Research on the development of testing procedures has been conducted 
for the last several years by the American Re.fractories Institute. 
Phelps43 in the annual reports ot this institute has outlined the prog-
ress ma.de on such investigations. Testing methods for evaluating con-
eistericy, -water retention, strength and such other properties of the 
mortar have been studied in much detail. 
C. Reguirements 2! Refractory Mortars. 
For developing any type of mortar and to t.llake it more effective 
in service, a thorough understanding of the requirements of a good mor-
tar is very necessary. Such requirements of mortar were not very 
clearly understood as much as they are today. It is noticed that clay 
and grog mixtures had been prominently used in earlier mortars. The 
important requirements of such a mortar were outlined by Klinger44 in 
1920. According to him, good refractory mortar should increase in 
strength during service as lime mortars do in bonding building bricks. 
It should not melt at the temperatures of the furnace and should show 
43 s. M. Phelps, '' An Outline or Progress Made on Studies By 
Refractories Fellowship at ·Mellon Institute''· Am. Ref. Inst. Tech. 
~. Noa. 78, 81, 82, 85, 89, 91 and 93, Junel942, March 1945, 
July 1946, ~uly 1948, February 1952, October 1952 and September, 1953. 
44·a. n-1- ,.... · , . . ~~ ...... u 6 er, 1 Mortar-Refractory'', Tonind, Ztg. 44: 17, 
132, 1920. 
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a small firing . shrinkage. Tha chemical analysis ' of the mortar shou1d 
be adapted to the type of brick lad th which it is used. More detailed 
requirements ot refractocy mortar were outlined by Lindsay45. He eta-
ted that s. mortar should be refractory and should have a melting point 
close to that o:r the brick with which it is used. Hardening or mortar 
in cold weather should be avoided, and a good hard refractory bond 
formation is required. The expansion and contraction of the mortar in 
relation to the brick should be the same. The chemical and phy.sica1 
propert_ies of the bonding material should be similar to the brick and 
the m~rt~r shoul4 possess good worki~ qualities. In 1929 several 
articles we~e published in the t~chn~cal literature describing the 
properties and requirements of a good refractory mortar. Amongst these 
the work reported by Edwards46 and HarveY47 is very important. The 
properties which are necessary and desirable in a good mortar are many 
and it is necessary to realize that some properties can only be obtain-
ed at the expense or others. The important requirements pointed out by 
Edwards are working qualities, grain size and texture, shrinkage, 
adherence to bricks, hardness after drying and firing, strength and re-
fractoriness. Harvey has listed the :following properties which are 
essential in a refractory mortar. They a.re refractoriness, 'Wide tem-
perature range bonding, 1ow shrinkage, expansion, contraction approxi-
45 · R. F. Linde~, • 'Requirements of a Refractory Mortar 1 1 , 
~. ~- ~., 28: 1080, 1923. 
46 C. Edwards., 1 'Jointing Cementa 1 '., Trans. ~. £2£.. 22£• ., 
28: 405-416, 1929. 
47 F. A. Harvey, ' 1 High Temperature Cement'' 1 Fuels ~ ~. 7, (9)., l40i-07., 1929. 
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matel.y the same as the brick, strength under load at·:. high tanperatures, 
resistance to slag erosion., resistance to gas and fume penetr.ation and 
working qualities. The properties as outlined by Edward and Harvey 
cover all the important points expected of a good mortar when put into 
service. Phillip48 in 1930 str~ssed the importance-of porosity of the 
fired joints. A mortar, he mentioned, for ref'ractory brick :must have 
sufficient adhesion when first applied and also must have after firing 
a porosity of not more than that qf the brick work. The first require-
ment is sat~sfied by the use of fireclay, or, if refractory oxides are 
used instead., by addition of bind~rs such as sodium silicate, dextrine, 
etc. The second requirement demands that the working temperature shal.l 
be above the sintering temperature of the mortar but below the soften-
ing point. Sintering temperatures can be lowered by addition of fluxes 
such as salt, sodium silicate or asbestos. Kerr49 in 19.32 outlined 
some ot the same requirements as stated by some .of the authors above. 
In addition to describing other properties he has pointed out that 
cement should be of such a nature that it will not . react ·with re.frac-
tories at elevated temperatures. It shou1d be inert chemical.l.y _to the 
action of furnace gases and be resistant to slag attack. He also men-
tiona that if air setting cement is used it should harden within a !ew 
48 o. Phillip, ''Refractory ~~rtars 11 1 .9!!!!. Fabrick., 3: 86-86, 1930. 
49. w. R. · Kerr; ''Types, Uses and Testing o! Refractory 
Cementa•' 1 £h!!!. !1!1• Eng. 39: 331, 19.32. 
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hours. · Some requirements were discussed by La.keSO in 1934. . He stress-
ed. the importance of a joint idth 1ow porosity. ·. Low porosity, . accord-
ing to him, : of a good joint is a condition of resistance to slag 
·attack. ·. Slags should not be a1lowed to penetrate beyond the surface 
of the furnace wall and hence the cement must be such .that :tt 'kill pre-
ve·nt s1ag entering in at the joints.· Open or porous joints also allow 
the penetration of gases and fumes.· I£ the ·pressure outside the fur-
. . 
nace is higher than within, · such penetration will lower the furnace 
temperature. · I£ inside pressure is higher, gases and £umes will pass 
through the porous joints. These conditions result in chemical. attack, 
causing spa.lling and other troubl.es in brick work. A refractory cement 
of 1ow porosity is therefore very essential. Resistance of cement 
under load is a1so discussed. Patterson5l while discussing the advan-
tages of the use of high temperature bonding mortar, has pointed out 
several. such requirements of refractory mortars. Heindl and Pender-
gast 52 · during their investigation on commercia1 mortars, have tested 
all the · mortars for the properties discussed above. However, they have 
made an attempt to add an extra point to all these requirements. They 
have tested the strength ot joints at 750°c by which they tried to 
evaluate .the effect of heat treatment on the strength of joint~ 
Robitschek53 al.so stressed that the mortar shou1d sinter and be mech-
50 
r. o. Lake, • ' Requirements of Refractory Cements 1 ', 
Concrete (!:!!!l Section), 42, (10), 43-44, 1934. 
5l ' J. A. Patterson, · i I Advantage~ in Use of High Temperature 
Bonding Mortars' 1 , ~. ~. ~. Inforl!l. £!!:£_. 1., 7pp, 1939. 
52 R. A. Heindl and W. L. Pendergast, QE.. Cit. 
53 J. Robitschek, ''Refractory Mortar'', Schweiz, Tonwaren, .!m!• 
41t 4-6, 1938. 
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anically strong at the temperature to which the furnace masonary work 
is heated. It will be reall.zed here that .for the first time import-
ance has been given to the eva1uation of strength of' joints at higher 
temperatures. Just about at tMs time C1ews and othersS4 were con-
ducting a series of imrestigati.ons on jointing cements for refractory 
bricks. In one of the studies they surveyed the properties of some 
commercia1 jointing cements~ .In order to determine the qual.i.ty of 
these cements, they were tested for the property of water retention 
capacity, de.formab11ity o.f cements when subjected to increasing 1oad. 
grain size, f1uidity_of cement. drying., f'iring contraction. co1d 
strengt~ refractoriness, and behavi.or of joints under compression and 
tension. This is the most extensive study that has been made to date 
for eval.uating the propert,iea o.f commercial. mortars. 
Based on all t;lds _previous work and experience, standards and 
specifications were developed for refractory mortars both by Federal. 
authoritieaSS and The American Society of' Testing Materials.S6 Rec-
ommended specifications are avai1ab1e at present .for both heat-setting 
and ai~set;i;ing type of' ref'ractory mortars. The general. requirements 
out1ined b7 Federa1 specif'icat.1.ons are p1asticity and preservation, 
fineness or grain size. consistency--trowell.ing and dipping, bonding 
, 54 F. H. Cl.ews, H. M. Ri.chardson, and A. T. Green, ''Jointing 
CementayVIII - A Survey or Properties of Some Commercial. Jo:f.nting 
Cements 1 ' 1 !!Yll• ~. llit!• Research. Assoc. 48, l.9)8; ~. ~. 
}mgrs. • 193, S2-6S, 1938. 
SS Federal. Specification for Air Setting Refractory ?{ortar, 
2n_. Cit., p. 2. 
S6 A~ s. T. M. Manua1 of Standards on Refractory Materia1s. 
2P.. fil.!:.. , p. l.1. 
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strength and characteristics after heat soaking. The mortar, accord-
ing to this specification, shoul.d be of such consistency that 1.t w.111 
be spread easily 1'r.l.th a trowel, or, present ·no difficu1ty in correct-
ing the mortar to a dipping consistency by the addition of water. 
Bonding strength of assemb1ages of br:lck and Il!Ortar of air set.ting 
type. after drying• shal.l. show a modul.us of' rupture 0£ no't less than 
200 psi. As to heat soaking requirement, :it is apeci.f'ied that the 
mortar in the p:1er sha11 not be visib~ bl.oated, f'1owed from the 
joints, separated from the brick or have cracks developed as a result 
of heat treatment. Partic1e s:f.ze., bonding strength, water content and 
ref'ractoriness are the requirements specified by A. s. T. M. Accord-
ing to thi.s specification., the water content shal1 not be more than 
25%. pa.rtic1e size must be such that 95% sha11 pass a No. 40 sieve 
and not more than 0.5% retuned on a No. 20 sieve., bon<ling strength 
after dry:tng have a modulus of' rupture of not less than 200 psi, and 
the mortar shall not f'1ow out of the joint when subjected to test tem-
peratures. Both these epeci.fications are al.so identical. and both of 
them are accepted as standards by the manufacturers as well as the 
users of ref'ractory mortars. These standards are tentatively revised 
from time to time as the necessity ari3es. 
D. Esaentia1 Pronerties 2! Refractory Mortar. 
In the previous section~ the 11terature on general. requirements 
of a refractory mortar was briefly reviewed. Now each of these proper-
ties will be considered more in detai.l.. The methods of eva1uating 
these properties, testing procedures and affect of each one on the 
mortar as a body w.ill be reviewed here. 
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Tho essential. properties 0£ a mortiar needing consideration can 
be listed as foll0\-1s: 
l.. General. Appearance 
2. Segregation and Cond.1.tion on 
Storj.ng - Hardening 
). Water Content 
4. Cons:l.stency 
s. Chemical. Analys:1.s 
6. Workab~ty, Water Retention 
Qua.1ity and Setting Time 
7. Partic1e Size Distributi.on 
8. Shrinkage or Expansi.on Character1.stics 
of Mortar 
9. Porosity and Permeability 
10. Res1.stance to S1ag Attack 
11. Refractoriness 
l2 • Bonding Strength or Refractory Mortars 
at Room Temperature and E1evated Temperatures 
]3. Behavior of Joint Under Load at High Temperatures 
l.. Genera1 Appearance: Tlds property of the mortar can not 
be given much importance, since mortars are avai1abl.e in.both dry and 
wet con<liti.on. However, :if' the mortar ia in wet condition. observa-
t:ions nre to be made at the time of' opening the conta:lner as to . the 
conditi.on of' mortar. General.ly speaking., mamd'actured mortars appear 
1ike a thick pasty mass, if' prepared for trowel.l.:lng purposes. For 
making di.pped joints the mortar wou1d be in st.ate of' a syrup like liq-
ui.d. A1so from the general. appearance :lt can be estimated ld1ether 
the constituents of' the mortar have been gi.ven a thorough mixing or 
not. Dr,- mortars shou1d be observed ror caking which is an '-ndicat1.on 
of' acc1.denta1 exposure to mo'-sture dur:lng storage. 
2. Segregation g Condi.ti.on on Storing - Hardening: Since 
a11 mortars are stored bef'ore they rea(?h the consumer, importance has 
been given to the condi.Uon of' mortar on s'toring. Heind1S7 in his 
S1 R. A. Hewd1 and w. L. Pendergast.. ••Properlies of' the Ai.r-
Setthlg Ref'ractory Mortar on tho Wet Type'•~ Jour. Research ~-~· 
Standard. 23 (1), 7-38, 1939, R. P. No. 121.9. 
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studies on ai.r setting refractory mortars observed the condition ot 
segregation of solid mater1.a1 from t,he liquid in the mortar. Liquid 
separates out as a supernatant liquj.d above or at the aides of the 
mortar body. Fifteen out of twenty mortars tested by him showed tMs 
condition of segregation having an appreciab1e layer of liquid separa-
ted. The l.ength of time for which the mortar has been stored aff"ects 
the segregation and consequently the l-:orking propert.ies of' the mortar. 
Af'ter a 1ong period of storing,~ segregation has taken p1ace, it 
becomes di.f'.ficu1t to recombine the solids and liquid by mixing in the 
kneading machine. Good mortars stey workabl.e even af'ter continued 
storage for a period 0£ a year or so. The condition o:t mortars after 
storing can be judged by the rel.ati.ve ease w.l.th ~ch the mortar can 
be removed from the contai.ner and with which the segregated solids and 
liquids can be recombined. 
The most couunon source or concern among the manufacturers of 
refractory mortars :ls the condi.tion of hardening. Mortars, in which 
sodium silicate J.s used as a bonding agent. have the tendency to hard-
en, out 0£ the contact with air. Thus once a mortar can :ls opened~ 
the unused portion of the mortar can not. be stored any 1onger without 
harderdng. This condition is also met with :1n some mortars when~ 
stored even in unopened condit:ion. Much work has been done by indivi.-
dua1 manu.f'acturers to study the cause of hardening of their individua1 
mortar~ but vecy little information is avai1ab1e in the literature. 
The i'"irst work published on the study of mechanism o:f hardening of 
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c1ay-sodium silicate m.L~ures was by Morgan, Peskin and Kronman58 in 
1940. They studi.ed the ei"f'ect of' so1ub1e sal.ts, solids, base-exchange 
reactions and e1ectorlytes on the conditi.on 0£ hardening of clay-sodiwn. 
silicate mixture. So1ubl.e silicates may form stab1e sol.a or unstable 
so1s which change to ge1s and produce hardenj_ng or changes in viscosity 
either rap1.d:cy- or over a period of' a 1ong time, depending upon the con-
ditions o:f formation. Ge1s may fonn ei.ther in acid or al.kaJ.ine so1u-
t.ions., but a contirru.ed increase either i.n aci.dity or alka11.nity will 
tend to cause the gel.1 to form more s1owly. Acid sal.ts such as might 
be expected to be present, in the c1eys f'orm of mortar, reacted readi.ly 
"4"ith sodium si.licate so1ution and produced marked changes ui viscosity 
out of' contact with air, causing the hardening. Magnesium sal.t.s are 
the most effective. Their e.xper1menta with .ful.1er•s earth and a pl.as-
t:!.c f'ire c1ay which were :tree o:f so1ub1e sal.ts and were saturated "4th 
hydrogen, indicated that base exchange reactions may al.so cause harden-
ing of silicate mixtures out 0£ contact with air. natural. plastic 
firec1ay, which contained negllgib1e amount of' so1ub1e sa1ts, were 
f'ound to harden out of contact with a:lrJ when ca1cium. and magnesium 
'l'rere present as exchangeable bases I but they di.d not, harden when these 
bases were absent. They f'ound that hardening 0£ c1a¥-sodi.um silicate 
mixture can be prevented by subjecting the clay to a prel1rn1nery treat-
ment. with non-precipatating sodium ions, introduced as sodium carbon-
ate~ before mixing the clay with sodium si1icate so1utions. 
58 w. R. Morgan, w. L. Peskin ands. J. Kronman, ''Mechanism 
of' Hardening of Clay-Sodium Silicate :Mixtures• 1 , ~. As• Ceram. ~., 
2.3: 170-73, 1940. 
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Another work on the hardening of a:lr setting mortar was done by 
Mueller59 in 1949. He conducted his study on the bases that the dry 
materia1 used :ln the mortar pl.ey an importa11t part 1n the harderrl.ng. 
He used three ba~:ic mortar f'ormu1as~ each havi.ng dif'.f'erent materials 
present ,dth :lts own ge1ling characteristics. Certain admixtures were 
tested and the presence of sodi\UJl :lons in the mortar was found to be 
he1pfuJ.. in overcoming the gelation but these tended to 1ower the re-
f'ractoriness of the mortar. A study a1so was made of' the base exchange 
capacity of dry mater:1a1s. The materl.a1 w1.th highest base exchange 
capacity was found to contribute more to gel.ation than one w1.thout so 
many exchangeab1e cations. The ef£ect of mineral. constituents of' the 
c1~a used was al.so studied. It wrc1s concl.uded by him that. the gela-
t:lon or hardening was not due to acy eing1e :factor, but the predomi-
nent cause was the presence of polyva1ent exchangeab1e cations adsorb-
ed on the cl.ay or other dry mater1.a1s used hi the mortars. The 
presence of f'ree silica was found to cause some hardening. The use of 
bentonite as a suspending me<lium in the mortar was found detrimenta1 
to the workabi.llty of the mortar as its hi.gh exchange capacity and 
h.1.gh percentage of exchangeab1e magnesium was f'ound to increase hard-
ening considerably • 
.3. Water Content. The ·water content of a mortar, though 
apparently not important, affects many properties of the mortar. Such 
properties are consistency, workability, setting time and eventually 
59 J. I. Muell.er• ''A Study of Gel.at.ion of Mr-Setting Refrac-
tory :Mortars'', Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of 
Missouri, July 1949, 95 PP• 
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the bonding st,rength 01." the mortar. The af'.fect. o.f water content on 
al.l. these properti.es of the mortar ld..ll be renewed 1ater. 
4. Consistency. Consistency is an important .factor which needs 
considerat:l.on in b1ending a mortar. If a mortar with the same working 
qual.:l.t1es is to be prepared continuously~ the best 'W8.7 by which the 
working qualities can be controlled is by the measurement of cons:l.sten-
cies. It :l.s therefore necessar.y that adequate informat:l.on be avail.abl.e 
about the consistency of the mortar~ There are several. 1."actors whi.ch 
may cause the product to have a 1ower or higher consistency. Mixing 
water may be too high or too l.ow., the sodium silica.ta content ~ be 
allowed to vary_ an increase in moi.sture content of inert material. or 
c1~ or an adve=-ae reaction between silicate and cl.ay are the .factors 
wh:l.ch wou1d change consistency. These factors can be controlled incH.v-
idually, but .it is di.1."£icu1t when they all vary at the same time. 
Thus• an accurate determination of consistency wou1d hel.p in control.ling 
the producti.on 01." mortars. 
Severa1 ef'f'orts have been made to determine accurat.ely the con-
sistency of' mortars. Of' course. the o1dest method depended upon the 
experts opinion. but, aevera1 methods have been devised 1ately. Heind1 
and Pendergast60 studied the consistency of' mortar by methods of ease 
Petrie and Kocher61 were the first to use 
some kind of' apparatus f'or determini.ng the consistency. They used a 
60 R. A. Heindl and 11. L. Pendergast• Qll. m. P• 1.4-15. 
61. E4' c. Petrie and D. w. Kocher. ••control. Testing For Consis-
tency of' Refractory Uort.ars••, Jour. Am. Caram. Soc., 25:459-63, 1942. 
--
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f'1owtrough• Hamne1 viscometer, and modified Vicat apparatus £or such 
measurements. The now trough was considered unsui.tabl.e £or testing 
'tlet type 0£ mortars but the other two instnments wou1d be satisfactory 
for a pl.ant or 1aboratory. The method or use of both i.nstr'1:ments is 
described by them. The advantages 0£ both these instruments is des-
cribed by them. The advantages of both these inst~ruments ai'e as f'o1.:. 
1ows. (1) They are easy to operate. (2) accurate resu1ts can be ob-
tained. (3) easily c1eaned~ (4) can be used £or eva1uati.ng setting in 
storage, (5) penetration reaul.t.s may be obtained qtrl.ckl.y and (6) the 
resu1ts may be qu:ickly eva1uated. They have pre.ferred. the modi£ied 
Vicat apparatus for testing consistency. 
Another method £or determining consistency- of re£ractory was 
suggested by Matveev62 • He had used the Abramson apparatus with a 
cone, and the apparatus of Cohn based on the pr:lncip1e or ball im-
press:1on. In the absence 0£ t,he comp1ete artic1e no further details 
were avai1ab1e. Mue11er63 had used the standard f'1ow tab1e methods 
:for PortJ.and cement., for eva1uating cons:lstency o:r mortars during hi.s · 
i.-mrk. This method was f'ound very practica1 and very convenient to use 
£or newzy mixed batches of mortar. 
5. Chemical Anal..ys:is. Thl.s property though or secondary-
importance needs some consideration. It haa been stated prev:lousl:,r 
by many investigators that the chemica1 composition of mortar shou1d 
be very simi1ar to that o:f the brick ~d th ·which it is used. The iJ:l-
62 R. R. Matveev. • 'Methods of Testing the Cons:lstency of 
Refractocy Mortars and Protective Masses''• Ogneuporz, 9:110-18, 1941. 
6.3 J. I. Muell.er, 22.• fil!.• P• 26. 
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portance of such compositions has been cited by Lake64. Ir a mortur 
with an excess or basic constituents is used with firec1~ or sil1.ca 
bricks, at e1evated ter.1peratures it wil.l eat deeply into the brick and 
endanger the structure. Thus the 1'1uxing property of the cement. can 
only be contro1led by proper se1ection of the chemi.ca1 constituent of 
the mortar. A1so the ref'ractori.ness, ind:irectly. depends mainly on 
chemica1 analysis. A previous know1edge 0£ :f'1uxes present in Tarious 
ingredients oft.be batch 1«>uld enab1e the :f'orecasthlg of" the refractor-
iness (PCE) val.ue of the mortar. 
6. Workability, Water Retention Quality~ Settlll~ !.!m!.• 
These properties of the mortar have been given much more at.ten-
tion than any other individual. property. The working quality of the 
jointing mortar is one of the most :important properti.es from the point 
of' view of the man who actua1~ uses the material. £or 1ay1ng bricks. 
Edwards6S points out t.hat w.tthout an adequate degree of 'WOrkabil.1.ty it 
is di.tf'i.cu1t. to obtain either thin or well ti.lled joint.s. If the 
cement is 1acldng in p1asticit.y. the rate of drying is so rapid that 
the mobi.11t.y characteristics are lost berore.there is t:ime to fix the 
brick in position. By .further movement a broken joint ~ resu1t. 
Harvey66 al.so stresses the importance of 1abor costs :1nvo1ved if the 
cement is not 0£ smooth working nature. Kerr67 confirms th1.e opinion. 
64 w. o. Lake, Oo. 
-
~- P• 43. 
65 c. Edwards, Op. Cit. P• 406. 
66 F. A. Harvey, QI?.. W,. P• 1405. 
67 w. R. Kerr, QE.. ~. p. 331. 
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The -workability of' cem.eni;s and mortars has been measured by 
several. methods. The methods have some time inc1uded the consi.stency 
test 'Whi1e others are. methods juot to eva1uate the rate of setting 
or t.he water retention ·capacity of the mortar. 
The water retention or setting time has been estimated by sev-
eral. methods. One of such metho~s is due to. Co1e68, who _ used it to 
determine the rat.e 0£ water adsorption of s~lica mortars~ Thie test 
i.s Qldte empirical since 1.t determin~s the amoun'I- of water removed 
from a mortar in a specifj.ed time against a given 5uction. SO gins. o~ 
known mortar was pl.aced on a wet f'ilter paper on a Buechner t"unne1 
and auction was app1ied. for 30 seconds. The water drawn was c;ollected 
in a graduated tube. The amount of water removed f'rom the mortar hi-
dicated the vat.er retention capac:1t7 of. the mortar. McMahon69 tested 
the workab:llity by trowel.1ing the mortar on the brick and judged by 
some experienced person. Some cements ho1d their moisture longer 
than others. Kozak:evich70 determined the s,etting time of the mortar 
by pouring 'the mortar on a brick and noting the time taken ~or settin& 
The ability of a mortar to remain -workable aft.er being applied 
to the refractory was studied extensi.vely by the .American Rerractori.es 
Inst:ltute. Phe1ps 71 designed a test ca1l.ed 1 'Water Retention Test' ' 
68.s. s. Col.e, ''The Study of The Worklllg Properties of S:l.llca 
Mortars' ', ~- A!!• Ceram. ~. 18s 61-64, 193S. 
69 J. F~ Mei.~on, • 'Development of Laboratory Testa For Hi.gh 
Temperature~.Cements' 1 , ~. Q!n. £!!:. 22.£. 6: 55-6S. 1937. 
70 s. s. Kozakevich., • 'Quality Contro1 of Re~ractory Mortars", 
Zavodska,,ya !=!2.• 6: 866-69. l.937. 
71 s. M. Phelps. • •Specif":l.cation and Test Methods £or Col.d-
Set. Cemen~a• •, ~. !!!!• .!!!.!!1• !!sh• ~- No. 60. September~ 19)5. 
t.o evaluate this characteristic of the T.lortar. This test :lnvo1ves a 
means 0£ dup1icating what. happens to the cement in use and also gives 
a num.erica.1 va1ue. The method essentitl~ used 1.s to make a. 1./41 ' 
joint between the t·t-10 hal.ves 0£ a cut f:irebrick by pl.acing 1/4' • 
square meta1 spacing bars bet.ween the bricks. An excess of' mortar 
:is pl.aced on the 1ower half and a timing period i.s started the instant 
the upper ha1f is p1aced in position, and excess mortar ~s removed. 
A1'ter a prescribed time, the spacing rods are removed and weight equal 
to 2_ psi of the area of the joint material. is p1aced upon the top 
brick. I£ this 1oad causes the cement to squeeze out, the mortar has 
not retained 1:ts liquid~ and indicates the 1oss of its workability. 
This t.est 1.s repeated :further, w.1th new samp1e bricks and fresh mor-
tar. By reducing or increasing the e1a!)se of til:le during the test, 
the time requj.red for mortar to just set and not to squeeze out of 
joint is noted. This time 1.s then design::J.ted as the workability index 
£or the mortar. In the Un1:t;ed States• th:is is the pract:ice f'ollowed 
by al.most a11 the manuf'acturers <"..nd consumers of re:fractory mortars. 
These methods were empl.oyed by Heind.1 and Pendergast 72 during the:ir 
investigation of refractory mort.ars. 
C1ews and capacity of cements 
by other methods. They have .toll.owed al.most the ident1.ca1 method used 
by- Cole which has been reviewed previousl.y. Cement was placed on a 
£il.ter paper on the Buechner £unne1 and connected to a suction pump. 
72 R. A. Heind1 and W. L. Pendergast, 21?• ~. P• 26. 
73 F. H. Cl.ews. H. H. Richardson and A. T. Green~ ''Jointhlg 
Cements - VIII'', 2.1?• Cit. P• 298. 
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The water content of t.he original cement and that taken from the f'un-
nel were determined by careful.ly drying the sample. This ratio gave 
the water retaining capacity of the cement. They a1so used the f1uid-
i.ty of the cements under vibration as an indicat1.on for the workability 
of cements. 
7. Particle~ Di.stribution. The significance of this prop-
erty is so bound up with other properties that it is accepted as rela-
tively unimportant. It is generall.y kno~ that joints thicker than 
1/81 ' are not desirable; however, thinner joints wou1d not be possible 
if' there are coarse grains present in the mortar. Coarse grains are 
1:iable to cause a bridging effect and hence it is important that the 
cement ehou1d contain a major fraction of finer particle sizes prefer-
ably which cou1d pass 200 mesh easily. Partic1e size distribution, in 
genera1. a:C.fects workability, shrinkage, bond strength and to some de-
gree the refractoriness. These are very essentia1 properties or the 
mortar to be affected and therefore proper contro1 ot the particle 
size must, be observed. Grain size requj_.rem.ents are specified by 
A. s. T. M. and Federal. specif'~cations. Standard methods o.f sieve 
analysis are used to determine the particle size distributions. Mat-
erial £iner t.han 200 mesh j.s washed through, and the portion retained 
is dried and a sieve analysis is run on the dey materia1 by- the method 
designated by A. s. T. M. 74 
8. Shrinkage .2!: Expansion Characteristics 2! ~ Mortar. 
In the section on genera1 requirements of the cement it is 
noticed that almost every reference has 11sted shrinkage as one of 
74 ••Stand~ Methods of Teet £or Sieve Analysis and Water 
Content of Refractory Materia1s.•• A. s. T. M. Designation, C92-46. 
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the required characteristics of the cement. It has been assumed by 
some workers that it is necessary £or a cement to have a negligible 
shrinkage on drying and firing to produce a sound joint free from 
cracks. A1so, importance is attached to the thermal expansion cha.r-:-
acteristice of the mortar. This shoul.d be simi1ar or approximately 
the same as that or the brick with which it is used. This is especi-
a1l.y important in mortars having h:1.gher silica ratios. Due to a dif-
ference in therm.al expansion the disruption ot the bond mi.ght take 
pl.ace. 
It is difficult to measure the shrinkage of a mortar in specific 
_units and therefore in the literature on any other characteristic no 
particu1ar 1imits are speci£ied for the shrinkage characteristics. 
However, some mention is always made about the shrinkage requirements 
of the mortar. As a consequence, there are no standard methods tor 
eval.uating shrinkage, and each investigator has £ollowed a method best 
suited to his l.aboratory conditions. · McMahon 7S applied a mortar 
1ayer of 1./16'' to 1/8'' thickness by the method of trowelling on a 
water saturated brick. This I.ayer was then a11.owed to dry and the 
samp1e af'ter drying was observed for cracks and other defects. Fol-
l.owing these observations the mortars whose dry bond strength was 
less than their drying strength, peeled from the brick. Those whose 
bond strength was greater than their drying strength were cracked, and 
among those cementa whose dry bond strer1orrth and drying strength were 
more or l.ees equal., cases of' cracking and peeling -were f'ound. 
75 J. F. McMahon, 22.• £!:!:.. P• 58. 
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Heindl and Pendergast76 measured the drying and firlng linear 
shrinkage on mortar bars made in brass molds. Bars were made by the 
process of casting mortar into the mo1d, pressing the mortar into the 
~ld and smooth:ing the top only, and also by pressing the mortar into 
the iuo1d and smoothing both top and bottom. The shrinkage of the mor-
tar bars af'ter drying overnight at 105° ranged .from _1.8 to 8.3%. Very 
little additiona.1 shrinkage took p1ace on heating to 500-750°c. Heat-
ing at 1000°C caused expansion but heating at lrl.gher temperatures 
caused shrinkage 1n all the samples. It. is interesting to note that 
good mortar showed very lltt1e shrinkage at 1.350°c, from that oE the 
wet condition. They also perf'ormed trowelling tests on the mortar. 
By using an improvised trowel1ing machine they made a layer of 1/4 1 ' 
to 1/16'' on the brick and observed the cond:1.tion before and after dry-
ing. The appearance before dryi.ng mostly gave an idea regarding the 
consist.ency. The mortar after <ir'y1ng either showed cur1ing or crack-
ing. The tendency of the mortar t,o curl. resul.ted in pulling of the 
mortar .from the brick. 'rhe qua11ty was rated on the degree of curling 
and cracking. Mortars lddch were good in the trowel.ling test ne:1.ther 
curled or cracked on drying. C1ewe and others77 studied the drying 
contraction on the mortar bars pressed 1.nto the brass mo1d. The cem-
ent was al1owed to dry for ten days and then at no•c. Drying con-
traction was measured between two marks and the percentage was ca1cu1a-
ted. 
76 R. A. Heind1 and w. L. Pendergast. Ql?.. Qll. P• .19. 
77 r. H. ciews. H. Booth and A. T. Green. and others. ~ • .Q!i. 
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9. Porosity~ Permeability. The importance of porosity of 
mortar joints was pointed out by Lake 78 and a1so by Harvey 79. If the 
joirit ia more porous. furnace £um.es and gases may penetrate the joint 
and ·cause chemica1 reaction within ·the joint. Also due to a di:fferen-
tiaJ.. pressure within and outside the furnace there may be e:1.ther a 
lowering or the furnace temperature or othendse resu1t.ing in an ex-
_treme 1oss of heat. Any way both of these conditions mey cause spa1l.-
1ng and u1timatel.y weakening of the structure. Though in standard 
specification no mention is made about this property, many investiga-
tors have tried to measure the porosity by actua1ly determining the 
permeability of the joints. Heindl and Pendergas_t measured porosity of 
the dried and f'ired mortar bars by the method designated by 
A. s. T. M. 80 This measurement of porosity on bars does not indicate 
the actua1 porosity of the joint since the re.f'ractoriness va1ue of the 
mortar changes slightly when used :1.n the joints. Therefore the poro-
sity or the directly re1ated property, permeability to gases, must be 
measured. Clews, Richardson and Green81 carried out experiments to 
measure the permeabi.lity of the fired mortar joint.a and to test the 
ability o.f cements to give gas-ti.ght joints under different conditions. 
7S W. O. Lake- Qn.. ~. P• 43 
79 F. A. Harvey, Qi?. Cit. p. 1106. 
SO Manual o~ A. s. T. M. Standards on Refractory Mat.eria1s 
2£. m- p. 89. 
81 F. H. Clews, H. M. Richardson and A. ·T. Green, ''A Note on 
the Permeability of Some Fired Cement Joints''. !h!!!• Brlt. !!!!.• 
Research Assoc. No. 41, 52, 1936; Trans. Brit. £!!.!:. 22.£. 39: 101-19, 
1940. 
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They- built up a column 4 l./2 • • high with 3 1 ' x 3 ' ' size pieces of 
1/2 t' firebrick spl.its using 1/4'' thickness · of' joint between each 
split. Al.so they prepared mortar cylinders 6 cm. in diameter. After 
drying., aetua1 measurement of' the tota1 ·thickness or jointing mater:tal 
and brick was made. Columns were then heated to 800°, 1000° and 
l200°C. The permeability of . the :fir~ cement cy~inder a.'P}d the resis-
. tance to air .f'1ow of the composite col.wnn perpendicular to the 3 • 1 x 
6 1/2' ' face was determined.. The cement was then detached from the 
.firebricks and resistance to the flow of' air of the brick only, in 
the same direction. was .found. The determi.ned values are reported as 
value or Fl.ow of Air 1n units of' cc/sec./cm. water pressure. The 
Pressure 
dif'.f'erence in resistance gave an :indication of poor or good joints as 
well. as good union of brick and mortar. Leakage of gas i.n joints f'ir-
ed at 800°C is greater than that at 1200°c which was attri.buted to 
higher mechanical strength developed at this temperature. However, 
they do not think that permeability cou1d be used as an indication of 
a technical.ly sound joint. 
10. Resistance ~ Sl.ag Attack. Thl.s property of the mortar 
is directly re1ated to the chemical nature and porosity of the fired 
joints. In .furnaces where s1ag erosion is an important factor in the 
weari.ng away of the furnace 11ning, this property or the mortar needs 
special consideration. Low porosity is a condition of resistance to 
slag attack, and therefore joints after firing should be very 1ow in 
porosity. A1so such joints will not permi.t the corrosive fumes and 
gases to penetrate., and eat away the joints and lining. 
There is no particular method reported to eva1uate the resis-
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tance of joints to sl.ag attack, and no such measurements are known to 
have been made.. The determination of permeability 0£ joints - as des-
cribed in the 1ast sectio11, however., would give a good indication re-
garding thl.s property. 
11. Refractoriness.. This is one of the fundament.a1 properties 
possessed by all refractory mater:la1s. This is the property of resis-
tance t,o melting, softening and deformation at h:1.gh temperatures. For 
purer materials me1t:ing point is used as an index or re.fractoriness. 
1"..aterials used in the Ceramic industry usua11y do not have a de.finite 
me1t:1.ng point and therefore the most commonl.y used index for re.frac-
-torinees is the Pyrometric Cone F.,qui.val.ent known as PCE. This PCE 
value can be de.fined preciae1y as the number o.f that standard pyrome-
tric cone ~ose tip wou1d touch the supportuig pl.aque aimu1taneousl.y 
with a cone of refractory materia1 being inveetj_gated, when tested 
according to the standard method of test for Pyrometric Cone Equiva-
1ent, as specif'ied by The American Society of Testing µ..aterials. 82 
Th1.s value is also determined for refractory mortar and is one of the 
reqlrl.red tests by Federa1 or A. S. T. M. specifications. The test is 
perf'onned in the usual manner. The American Refractory Institute sug-
gested that precal.cining to l.100°C of dried mortars helped to overcome 
some of the dif'ficu1ties. 
Phelps83, however, has indicated that PCE value is of 1ittle 
he1p as an indication of refractoriness, since this property ~"Ould 
S2 Manual of A. s. T. M. Standards• Op. Cit. P• 69. 
SJ s. M. Phelps, Op .• Cit. p. 8 
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change 1'.1hen the n1ortar is actual.ly used 1n a joint. Therefore another 
simulati.ve test has been suggested. This test, consists of 1aying up 
a 1/16' ' jo:f.nt bet.·ween two sui t,abl.e bri.cks and heating the joint to a 
temperature above the working temperature to 1earn if' there is any 
tendency of the cement to run out. or the joint.. This test- has been 
slightly modifi.ed by A. s. T. M. 84 so that a pi.er :is constructed in-
stead of joining t~-o br~cks. The pier consists of t1i10 who1e bricks 
and two ha.11" bri.cks.1aid f'1at having an 1/8' • mortar joint in between 
the br~ck and the halves. Af'ter drying the pier i.s £1.red to a apeci~ 
fied temperature and observation 1.s made af'ter cooling as to "Whether 
the mort.ar flowed out oZ the joints as a resu1t of beat treatment. or 
not. This test, was satisfactorily used by Heindl. and Pendergast85 :in 
their investigation on re!"ractory mortars~ however. they had uaed 
another test a1so as an mdication of refractoriness. Thi.a is the 
Fusion Bl.ock Test wherein they used fusion b1ocks having a 1/2' • to 
1/8 • • deep compartment. Dey ground mortar is wetted slight]Jr and 
packed 1n the compartment.a and the b1ocks then are heated to a prede-
termined temperature. E:xarn1nation of mortars in the fusion b1ocks~ 
a:f'ter cooling, gives the 1n1:ormat.:1on regarding shrl.nkage• cracld.ng, 
migration o:r salts and now caused by fusi.on. They have corelated 
resu1ts of tM.s test very well ldth the pier test for refractoriness. 
Cl.ewe and others86 tested the refractoriness 0£ the cement by the use 
S4 Manua1 of A. S. T. M. Standards, 22• ~. P• SS. 
SS R~ A~ Heindl and w. L. Pendergast. 21!• m. p. 10. 
86 F. H. Clews, H. M. Richardson and A. T. Green, ••Jointing 
Cementa VIII' 1 , Q.e.. f!!:.• p. 304. 
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of standard British re:fractoriness squatt:tng test and ini.tia1 de.tonna-
tion test. 
l2. Bonding Strength g!, Re.fractor;.y ¥;.0rtars !S. Room Temnerature 
~ ~ El.evat.ed Temoeratures. Amongst. all the properties of mortar 
this :ls the most important property required 0£ a good mortar. , There-
fore much attention has been paid to this property and mnch investiga-
tion has been carried out.. The earliest work regarding the stability 
of cement was reported by Howe87. In his experiments he compounded 
several. cements using different adcli.tions and f'ormed an arch using 
this joint. Tb:is arch wast.hen subjected to heat-treatment. After 
coo1ing the arch was ocserved to determine the condition of the Joints. 
Thir;, test is very well :illustrated in Figure 2 on page U in 1r.idch 
the instability o~ the joint can be observed by the disp1acement of' 
the br:lck in the arch. This is the f'irst. att~pt to eva1uate the 
propert,y o~ a mortar at higher temperatures~ The need of a wide tem-
perature bon<ling range of' the mortar was recognized by Harvey88• He 
refers to f:lrec1ay mortars stating that. this mortar will develop a 
bond at the hot. f'ace of the brlck• but. an inch or two back from the 
hot face, there w:1ll be no bonding at all. Co1d set. cements are 
expected to give a wide temperature range bonding strength. He does 
not. describe any specific method tor eva1uatjng bond:lng etrengthf 
Some investigators have tried to jnvestigate the strength of 
mortar 1.nstead or the bonding strength of mortar :ln a joint. Such 
8 7 R. M. Howe~ • •use of Firecl.q !n Laying Firec1q Br:ick' • ~ 
~ Worker~ 136-37. l.920~ 
88 F. A~ Harvey, Op~~· P• 1403. 
FIGURE 2 
.ARCH BEFORE MID AF.l'ER HEAT TREATMENT SHO\-W'1G THE 
1-COOHANICAL STABILITY OF 1-DRTAR JOINT. (HO\\'E) 
work was suggested by Edwards89. He mentions that tensile strength 
of the cement be carried out after firing to 1300°c. This usually 
indicates the strength devel.oped l-dthin the nortar af'ter firing and 
cooling, which, however, does not give any indi.cation of strength of 
the bond deve1oped between the bricks. It was McHul.1en90 who f'irst 
realized that, to find the strength of refractory cement under condi-
tions which are obtained in actua1 use, they must necessari.ly be test-
ed whi1e hot. He prepared 1 1 • x 1 1 ' x 7'' mortar bars and determined 
the modu1us of rupture of these bars at e1evated temperatures. The 
tests were made by the following procedure: (1) Heating the bar to 
the temperature and then breaking at thi.s temperature, same as 1, but 
the bar is broken co1d af'ter haVlllg been heated to the desired temper-
ature and (3) heat:lng the bar to the temperature, ho1dhlg for 5 mi.nu-
tee and breaking at th:ls temperature. The bars were broken l'.drl.l.e hot 
in a speci.al.l.y designed furnace~ The results o-r lrl.s test are shown 
grapM.cal.ly i.n Figure 3 on page t~. 
Loss of strength in cement between 20° to 400°0 is exp1ained as 
due to 1oss of the temporary bond. Risa in strenu-rth at soo•c :ls ex-
plained by- the fact that water of hydrati.on 1eav1.ng the cl.a;r tends to 
produce a tougher structure. The gradual. lowering :in hot, strengt.h 
above 800°C i.s due to incipient vitr:lfication in the cl.ay which causes 
89 C. Fn.wards, 2.!?• ~. P• 411. 
90 c. McMullen• • 'A New Met.hod £or Testjng Re£ractoey Cements", 
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a weakening or its bonding power. Both cold and hot strength are simi-
lar up to 8000C. At 14oo•c the cement was too weak to give any bond. 
It should be remembered here that these data are for the strength of 
the mortar bars and not the mortar Jouits. Coss91 also measured the 
strength ot mortar bars after drying and also after :tiring at 2250°F. 
Patterson and Weeks92 det.ermined the bonding strength ot mortar 
by the method used in cement technology. They used the standard Fair-
bank testing machine to determine the tensile strength of the blocks. 
Hal.f briquettes and tul.l. brique~t,es of shape ''8'' were prepared .trom 
sane refractory caupositions. These briquettes were .fired to 2450°F. 
The half' briquettes were then bonded with tireclay and dry- and we't-
type air set.ting cements. The bonded specimane were dried at 212°F •• 
and tenfd.l.e s'trength was measured. Hore sped.mans were t.hen fired at 
1soo•' 2010°. 2275• and 2440°r respectiveq. These specimane were then 
broken in the tensile testing machine and strength was noted. From the 
test data 0£ tensile strengths they conclude that. at ordinary tempera-
ture dry high temperature cement hae a bonding power six times as grea~ 
as the beet, firec1q used, while the wet, h1gh temperat,ure cement has a 
strength eleven t,o twenty Umes as grea~. At 1soo•F al.1 high t.empera-
ture cementa show a decrease 1n strength probabq due to comple~ deb7-
draUon. The clay bond does not su.rter t,bie decrease, but still. it la 
not. so strong as the weakest high temperature bond. The ~ b:l.gh temp-
91 B. T. Coss, • 'Compounding Reb-actory Cement,e• •, Cerami.a ~. 
17, (1), 11, 1931. 
92 w. E. Patt.ereon and c. c. Weeka, 11 Rel.aUve St,rengt,b ot 
Firebrick Bonds", ~- S!!!!• Met., 14, (9), 2,J-S6, 1930. 
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erature cements have a strength 7 to 12 times as great as firecl.q. 
After lSOO·F a chemical bonding comes into plq in the high temperature 
cementa and al1 bonds increase in strength; the fireclq somewhat more 
rapid 1n comparison. It is apparent, however, that dry cement is still 
stronger at 2000°F than the strongest fire~. The wet t7Pe cements 
produce two to six times stronger bonds. Firecl.ay, howeYer, provides a 
bond equal to that of high tempei'S,ture cement at 2080°F and to wet high 
temperature cement at 237S°F. 
Cold set strength of the mortar joint, after setting at room 
temperature was also described by' Phelps93. A 1/16• • joint is made 
between two fireclq soap brick. Five joints prepared 1n this manner 
are then dried at ll0°C and ~sted tor transverse strength or modul.ue 
of rupture. These values actual.J¥ give an indi.cation ot strength of 
joints. This test bad been m~f'ied by A. s. T. M.94 1n which 9" 
straight bricks are specified 1n place ot f'ireclq soap brick. Heindl 
and Pendergast95 et.udied the bonding a~rength o£ cold ee't mortars with 
respect to the nature ot the brick used, and its adeorpt,J.on capacity. 
They- followed the above mentioned A. s. T. M. procedure for testing 
the strength ot the joint-a. Their results showed that modulus ot 
rupture ot the bonded specimens is influenced by the type ot brick. 
Thoee bricks with 1ow rate of water adsorption and high transverse 
strength gives the strongest, bonded specimens. The bonding strength 
93 s. M. Phelps, 22• ~. P• 7. 
94 A. s. T. M. Manua1 of Standards on Retractor:, Material.a, 
QJ?. Cit. P• S6. 
9S R. A. He1nd1 and w. L. Pendergast, ••Bonding Strength o~ 
Co1d-Set.t.1ng Refraetor., Cements•', !ml!• .&a• Ceram. ~ •• lS: 182-SS, 
1936. 
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is also af'fected by whether the two cut faced are joined or the origin-
al outaid~ surfaces are joined. They concl.uded that bond strength of 
the mortar is greatly influenced by the rate 0~ adsorption and trans-
verse strength of the brick with which it is .used. · The same authora96 
during their study on propert.iea of ai~ setting mortar, exteneive:cy, 
investigated the bonding strength characteristic of various commercial 
mortars. They determined the modulus of rupture of the mortar and 
brick assembly (joint) at room temperature after drying and firing the 
assembly at various temperatures. They also det.ermined the modulus of 
rupture 0£ dry and fired mortar bara al.one. The modulus ot rupture on 
the assembly was determined according to the A. s. T. M. method men-
tioned before. The assemblage and the morlar bars were fired at the 
same time in a furnace so as to get unitorm heat-treatment tor both 
the specimens. Test results are shown graph1call,y in Figure. 4 on page 
47. 
The strengths of mortar specimen after firing at various t,emper-
atures have been summarized b7 them as tollows: 
l. For some mortars# high 1nitia1 or air setting strength 
was lowered b7 heating at intermediate temperatures. 
The strength increa&ed again probabq because ot vit-
rUicat.ion by heating at the highest temperatures. 
2. For ot,hers high init:1.al or air se'tting strength which 
was lowered by beating at intermedi.ate temperatures, 
was not- further lowered even after heating at. the high-
est temperatures. 
3. The remainder of comparaUve]¥ low initial strength, 
which changed veey lltt1e with heating at 1ower tempera-
tures, but increased progreseiveq b7 heating at modera-
t,eq higher and highest temperatures. 
96 R. A. Heindl. and w. L. Pendergast, ''Properties 0£ Air-
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Thq bad also broken the mortar bare at 7S0°C to determine mod-
ulus of rupture at this temperature. The resu1ts based on a lim1ted 
number of specimen indicated that a decided decrease in strength occurs 
at 750°C. From Figure 4 it can also be observed that transverse 
strength of the brick and mortar aasembq follows the same trend as 
mor~ar bars, however, the trend among assemblages varied more than the 
mortar bars. It must be remembered that this strength was determined 
at room temperature after firing at higher temperatures. They have 
pointed out a characteristic feature ot this test on assemblage of mor-
tar and bricks. None of' the joints showed a strength c1ose to that 
figure tor brick a1ong, though in many cases the brick ta:Ued rather 
than the mortar joint. Since the two outer ends of the bricks are join-
ed together, pby'sical characteristice of 1;his portion 0£ the brick and 
the center might be ditterent,. There is also a possibility that sili-
cate of soda which migrates lnto the pores~ the brick ve&kens the 
structure. In the assemblage test four type of failures were observed 
by them. They are (1) the brick tailed, (2) the aasemb1age tailed in 
the joint, (3) the mortar failed and (4) some combination o£ the ~ore-
going type. Although this lft>rk cloaeq approximates the present invea-
tigat.ion. no attempt waa mad9 to determine the strength at actual wrk-
ing temperatures. 
There are eevera1 other meiihoda al.so employ-ad to determine 
bonding etrength o~ mortar, one of which has been repor\ed b7 Kozake-
vich 97. He detend.ned the firmness of binding of mortars b7 binding 
9? s. s. Kozakevich, 21?• Cit. 
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together tlfO halves of an oct,agonally shaped specimens. Another empir-
ical method of determining dey bonding strength is described by 
McMahon98• According to him, if two saturated brick bonded with a dip 
joint, could b~ lifted when dried, by lifting one of the two, the dry 
bond strength is considered satisfactory. HO'Never, his test tor 
strength at higher temperature is of a different nature. A specimen, 
consisting of a half soap bonded to a 9 1 • stra:l.gbt brick b¥' a 1/8 • • or 
1./16 • ' joint, t.hat had been dried care1\ll.ly, was burned in such a man-
ner so as to have the soap dependent ent.ireq upon the bond afforded by 
the mortar for adherence during the firing. In other ,rords, the 
attached soap was kept attached to the brick, but in a position of 
suspension, in the tuma.ce. The assembly was observed throughout the 
firing operation in order to learn at what temperature the halt soap 
woul.d drop, should it do so. After cool.ing, the assembq is t.aken out 
and examined tor erldence of cement ta11ure. One of bis conclusions 
is that cement high in tree silica have weak intermediate etrengt,h. 
This teet does not give any- numerical value. 
In order to t1nd a quantitative measure~ adhesion of a cement 
1n a brick joint 1n the dried but unfired state, Green and Roy99 bad 
proposed the following test. Two pieces 1-3/ 4 1 ' x 2 ' • x 2' 1 are cut, 
from a brick and then cemented together b7 a thin joi.nt o~ appropriate 
cement. about 1/81 • thick. Uter a thorough dry.1.ng, the f'orce necess-
ary M> pul1 e.;,art the two pieces 1• determined. Some teat. pieces pre-
98 60 J. F. McMahon, Qn.. Cit. P• • 
99 A. T. Green and H. N. Ro7, ••Jointing Cementa Part I. Pre-
J1m1DAJ7 Investigation• •, ~- Brit. Ref. Research Assoc. Ho. 32, 193). 
pared this way, were heated under load at temperatures ranging from 
1100° to 1350°c, and the adhesion ot the ti.red material was tested. 
For a comparison o~ unfired strength of joints, a apec1a1 apparatus 
was devised by Clews, Booth and GreenlOO which 1e shown :in Figure S 
so 
on page S].. Thie is essentially a ba1anced l.ever system which is used 
to apply a gradually increasing vertical thrust to one of the two 
blocks cemented together, while the other is rigi~ clamped. The in-
creasing 1oad is obtained by gradually running water into the can car-
ried on one end of the l.ever arm. This test is a form of transverse 
strength measurement. Failure may occur by 1'racture of cement or by 
the cement parting tram the brick sur£aces. This method of testing is 
designed for dried joints only. 
The de'tcrmtnation of the strength 0£ joints at higher tempera-
tures b7 the method of measuring tensile si.rength has been reported by 
the same authore101• In this apparatus a Hirsch furnace is used tor 
heating the arrangement of the test material as shown in Figure 6 on 
page S2. A joint ot 1/2 1 1 thiclmess io made between the bl.oaks having 
the shape and dimensions indicated. hi> carborundum rods are provided 
which move relatively to indicate shrinkage or expansions of the joint. 
With this arrangement of b1ock and joint, presaure or tension can be 
transmitted through a 1ever system by applying load at either end of 
100 F. H. Chws • H. Booth and A. T. Green. • 1 Jointing Cements 
Part JY• Experiments on Certain Mixt;ures as Possib1e Application As 
Joo.nting Cement For Firebrick'•• !!!!!!• !!!:11• Ref. Research Assoc. 
No. 38, l.935. 
l.Ol. F. H. C1ewe, H. Booth end A. T. Green1 ••Jointing Cements 
Part V - The Behavior of Joints Under Tension and Compression''• 
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the beam. The rate of heating the f'urnace was 10°C per minute. The 
tensile strength of various joints were then r.iea~ed at 1300°c. From 
the test data on commercial jointing cements~ they concluded that high 
cont.raetion during drying, weakened some of the joints so that tension 
eouJ.d not be app11ed initially. These joints o.lso cracked badl_,v through 
the cement itself and these cracks persisted after tiring, f'orming a 
weak joint. Such joints would be readily attacked by corrosion and 
erosion 1n servi.ce. The cements which showed large contractions or de-
formations when heated under a load nearly always tailed under a moaJl 
tension at or be.fore l..300°C. They believe that only- a small amount of 
sodium silicate below 2% N~O io needed to produce a strong joint at 
room t,emperature and this joint having 1ess air setting agent -will give 
better resul.ts under compression and tension at higher tem:peratures. 
During their entJ.re stud1, they have studied various types ot 
cements with many mix variations. Behavior ot joints made out of these 
mixes under tension and compression were discussed individual]¥. 
lJ. Behavior 2t Joint Under Load !.\ Elevated Temperatures. 
Though this property is much more related to tbe one previous],y dis-
cussed. it will be considered separate~. In the previous sect.ion 
every effort was made to de~ermine the bonding ~rength ~ mortar, 
though no~ much information was available as to the behavior of joint 
under load at higher working temperatures. Since joints in furnace 
walls are subjected to stresses due to 1oad at opera~ing temperatures, 
t.his behavior should be known. 
First such an attempt, was made by Howel<R• in which be studied 
102 R. M. Howe, Qn. ~. P• 1,1. 
S4 
the stability of the joint 1n an arch at higher temperatures. It the 
mortar had fo'!"'l'l1ed considerable liquid• due to heat treatment• the brick 
would be slipped out of position due to shearing stresses. There was, 
however, no numerica1 va.1ue obtained for such behavior. ilthough 
Harvey103 did not suggest any method for deterPrl..ning the stability o~ 
joints at higher temperatures, he did indicate the importance 0£ such 
data. He m.entionee that mortar in a furnace wall must be capabl.e of 
standing the 1oad, and transmit it from brick to brick unifo~. The 
mortar will fail to perform this useful .funct.ion if it softens and 
yields at points where maximum temperature exists. A mortar o£ high 
mechanical strengt.h at the maximum temperature of any part of the fur-
naee is necessary to prevent such fail.ure. 104 Kerr suggested a method 
for determining the behavior of cement under such conditions of load-
ing. Piers are made in sandwich form bonding e:ltber three or. four hall 
brick with cement and using joints approximately l./4' ' thick. The pier 
after drying is set in the turnace and loaded to a predetermined f:igure. 
Temperature is raised to simulate service condi.t:ions and aft-er an inter-
val. ot time the pier is all.owed to cool dovi, and then examined. This 
test reveal.s the tendency of the cement to react with the refract,ory 
under pressure and al.so the resistance of the cement to load at tJle 
temperature used. 
Clews and others10S realized the importance ot the study ot 
103 F. A. Harvey, Qa • ..£!1. P• 1404. 
104 W.R. Kerr, 21!• C:it. P• 332. 
10, F. H. Cle,1S • H. Booth and A. T. Green, ' 'Jointing Cementa -
Part III' 1 , 22• Ci.~. 
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refractoriness under 1oad test on the rcortar composition. Thie test 
could be used to :indicate the temperature r3llge 1n 1ddch the contrac-
ti on of the cement becOl!los appreciab1e, and thus to define t,he temper-
atures of structural stability. 
The method they employed was (1) to prepare a rectangular block 
0£ the dr.led cement 3-1/2 1 ' x 2 ' ' x 2' ' and to heat it at the rate of 
50°C per S mi.mites under a llght load in a Hirsch furnace either to 
the temperature of failure or to a predeteroined 1ower temperature and 
to maintain it there £or a definite peri.od. The expa.noion and contrac-
tion of the system inc1u<H.ng the support. as well as the test pieces 
"ere recorded. (2) To prepare tl«> 1/4'' joints bet.ween three selected 
br ick blocks measuring 4 • 1 x 2 ' 1 x 1 1 ' and 'to observo the expans1.on or 
contraction of the system. In these methode there are certain obvious 
def'ecto. lcJhen a large block ~ dried cement is used as a test piece. 
it is apt to give a misleading resu1t dependi.ng on the developnent of 
cracks. Some tblee blocks co11apse at, temperatures considerably be1ow 
those at which the cements are stable as joints. ilso corrections are 
needed for the expansion of' t.he supports. l\'hen cemenw are tested in 
t.he f'orm of' a Joint• the bohavior of the brick on heating is incl.uded 
with tho cement. even when a correction is applied f'or the etf'ect of 
supports. This is more serious as the thickness of' brick cons1.derabq 
exceeds that of the joint. To overcome these de.f'ects the L1ethod of 
arrangements of' sacples and supports is as shown 1n Figure 7 on page 
56. In tide arrangement compensating brick piece supporting rods are 
so as to got the net reading of mortar !llone. From the resul.ts of 
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firebricks. they- conc1ude that. the expansion or contraction up to 
1000°C shown by' various curves is the net result o'I several conf'llct.ing 
etfect.s. In each case there is the normal therm.a.1 eX!'Slleion of ~he 
solid non-plastic skeleton coun'teracted to a great.er or less extent by 
the tendency toward con~raction of the cla;r. Jn certain cements bloat-
ing occurs while in cementa w.ith sodium sil.1~'1.te, a decrease in the 
viecosi.t.y of the water g1a.ss with rise 1n temperature may cause slump-
ing. The grain size of the cement mixture seems to exert some efte~ 
on the observed cont.racUon or expansion up to 1000°C. Fine grained 
material. contrac'ts more over this range than ~hose containing coarser 
grains. 
P1rogov106 al.so studied the stability or high a1umina cements 
at e1evat.ed temperatures. He prepared mortar cylinders as well as a 
joint between two high a1umina cylinders and subjected both of them to 
a load of 2 Kg/sq. cm. at high tempera.t11res. Test results 1n deta11s 
are not a.vnilab1e. 
B. Effect gt Various Constituent.a 2! the Mo~ar Bat.ch .2!l f!ord-
U!S. strength 2! Mort.ara. 
Several additions we~e made earlier to tireclay-mortars t,o de-
velop boncling strength of the mori.ar at, room temperature aa well as at 
moderately high temperatures. To study the ei'tec.t 0£ such additions 
How,.107 ae1ec~ed and used dUferent emoun1»s ot sodium silica~e. salt, 
Portland cement, carborundum• asbestos and lime 1n the bat.ch. Ex:andna-
l06 A. A. Pirogov. ''Air-Hardening Ref'ractory Mort,a:r•s. 
Ogneuporz, 151 29-38, 19SOJ Chem. Abn. SSSSC. 1950. 
107 R. M. Howe, Qa. Cit. P• U6. 
tion oE the dau showed that onq S% addition ot lime, Port1and cement, 
asbes'tos and ea1t lovers the fusion point by abo~ 299•F. Wat.er glaes 
and carborundum did not exert, so marked an influence. Much work 0£ 
this nature has been reported since then, the most. imponant being that 
done b7 Cleve, Booth and Green108• They examined several. col.d-eetting 
materials aa M> their effect on the bonding strength at room tempera-
ture. To compare bonding e~ren~h they used the equipment wtdch has 
been reviewed earlier. The additions examined are cassein, bentonite, 
sulphite lye, ball clay and North Stat'f's, and Stourbridge firecl.ays. 
Several irlteresting points are disclosed. Additions of' caasein, ben-
_tonite, sulphite lye 1n admixture and sodium eil.1cate and f'ireclq ad-
mixture gave higher va1ues. The strength of joint containing casaein 
increased with "the amount or addition, bu't with bentonite and .tireclq 
addit.ions a marlPDm 1a reached .at about s• bent.onite and 10 to 20!1 ot 
tirecl.q. Probabq the drying sm-:lnkage 1ooaens 1.be bo1d ot the cement 
on the brick surface when more than an op~imma amount. of these substan-
ces is presenh. In these cases the fracture occurs as a ~ing from 
the brick surfaces. Low val.uea ~or sulphite qe and different. sodium 
a1licate with ganist.er are slgnin.cant. It ie suggested that with 
these water aolub1e additions, t.he capillary aot:ion of the brick 1.e 
aulticient to withdraw a considerable portion~ the setting agent from 
the join~. wben, however, cl.q is preee?l't the join~ing material pre-
vents remova1 of the silicate ow.lng ~ increased sur.f'ace area of the 
clq resulting 1n a tine pore ayet,em. \6.t.b di.Lferent sodium eil.1oat.es 
108 F. H. 01ews, H. Booth and A. T. Green, ••Jo1nt,1Dg Cements 
Pan 1.V' 1 , 22• Cit. 
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of different s102 to Na20 ratio• added so as to g1 ve a con~ant Na2o 
coment, the one which i~roduces the largest amount 0£ cementing ma-
t.erial or bonding agent is most effective. ~eu 109 also <il.sclosed · 
f'ran hie study ot refractory mortars that. addi.tion of l. to 3 percent of 
bemonit.e greatly increases the strenph o~ refractory mort.ars, the 
strengt.h increasing vith increased firing t.emperature. 
Modern high tempera'ture refractory mortar esaentialq consists 
~ ot three major constituents viz. grog; p1astic clay, and air-
setting addition - usualq sod1.um silicat,e. Water. 0£ course has to 
be added ~o bring it to the required consistency and hence water~ 
. also be considered aa another constituent. The ettect. ot each ot 
t.bese coneti.tuents in genera1 will briefq be reviewed here. 
A. Eftect. o~ Wa~er Con~ent. Hfd.ndl and Penclergas" llO were 
first tto report the study ot the atten ot water content 0£ the mon&r 
on the strength o~ Vie mortar. They prepared mixtures ot (1) vat.er and 
clq. (2) clay and grog and (3) cl.q, grog, and eillcate 0£ soda solu-
t,ion. For t.bese mixtures the evength after drying increased and t,hen 
decreased as the wa"r was added to change the condet.ency from very 
atUt to a somewhat. .t'lui.d etate. At m,axim,1111 strength, however, these 
ldxt,m-ea were ~ar t,oo et,U.t' tor trowe)J1ng. 
For tbe st~ ot e£te~ ~ m1x1na time they made strength test,e 
on three brands ot a1r se~ting mortua, after mjx1ng £or various per-
109 K. Phdell• • !Problems o~ Modern C1q Research'•, Ber. Deut. 
S:erma. Gee •• 19• 32'1-:Jl.. 1938. 
llO B. A. Heindl and w. L. Pendergast, ''Ettect o~ Wa~er Content. 
and J6rlng T111le On Propenaa ol Air-Setting R-ei'n.~017 Honan Con-
ta:lnSng Sod.lwa Silicate••• Bull. !!!• Ceram. Soc.• 19• 430.34., 1940. 
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ioda up t..o 20 hours~ with intermittent overnight, soaking and maintain-
ing a conet.ant water content. They showed distinct clifterences in 
strength wit,h various mixing time. One mortar had maximum st,rength 
alter S hours o~ mixing, one decreased 1n st.rength after the first halt 
hour although t,he decrease was net;ligj.ble and one was weakest after 
2 hours and et;rongeet a.t~er 10 hours of mixing. 
Cl.ewa, Ball, Cl.ements and Green111 a1so inYestigated the atf'ect 
ot water content on st,rengt,h of joints. They eel.ect.ed commercial 
cement.a tor their study ot 1'hich 'three were tireclq cements cont.a:to1ng 
tirecl.ay and tirec]Jq grog. Three types ot joint.a were prepared using 
these monara: (1) joints with free shrinkage• (2) joints nth shrink-
age prevented and (3) Joints between non-absorbent. aur.taces. The .first 
join't is prepared in the usuai manner in which cement,ed bricks were 
free to approach together as the cement shrank on drying and firing. 
For the second type of joints, l/8• • sise ball bearing were pl.aced 1n 
the joint to prevent drying shrinkage. and porcel.ain rods were used to 
preYent fired shrinkage. The t,hird t71>e of joint, vas made between tvo 
glass blocks. Such joint.a were made of mortar with three or four water 
contents. The breaking strength of the dry joint and tired Joi.nt,s were 
then measured. Prom test results they have concluded that, tor the 
joints with tree shrinkage, strength 1n general increased as the water 
content wne increased over the whole workable range. An exception was 
shown in ~he cement having ldghest- shrinkage. Jo:lnt-s with restricted 
ll1 F. B. C1ews• F. Ball, J. F. Clements, and A. T. Green• 
''Jointing Cements - Part, XI, Et~ect of Wat.er Cont,ent on Strength ot 
Joint.s • '• Jml!• ~. Re.t. Research Assoc. Ho. ?O, 194J. 
shrinkage sho'Wd sim11ar features. however, the breaking strength val-
ues are considerable lower than t.he first one. The transverse fired 
strength of joint.s are a1so greater, the larger the proportion ot wat.er 
used in preparing t,he cement. Maximum dry joint strengths of cemented 
glasa surfaces were ob't;ained for two cements at, about 2°" water con-
tent. but et;r~ 1s noi. eigniticantq grea~er t.han was obtained at 
22.-. The l;>re~ strength values were less. but not very much less 
than those for some cements betwe·en brick surf'aces. They mentioned 
that the soundest joints can be obtained ldith cement in the most f1u1.d 
condit,i.on when unsoaked brick are used for l.qing. It shou1d be point--
ed out here that, 1n the batches. studied• sodium. silicate was not used, 
which otherwise migb~ have affected the st.rengt.h 1n a di.f'ferent manner. 
B. Effect. 2!, Sodium Silioat.e. Sodium silicate constitu~es one 
ot the mos~ important single ingredients ot ~he ba~cb ldd.ch atf'acts 
the bondins strength ot 't,he mortar. considerably. Bef'ore looking into 
the at~ect ot this material on etrengtb a bri~ review w111 be made on 
e.odlum slllcate and its properties. 
Socli~ a1llca" .1s the tena used tor a group~ comb1naUons of 
sllic• &lld aodi.um oxide which are prepared by fusion ot aUlca sand and 
sodiua carbonate. Moat ot these products are dlsaolYed 1n appreciable 
proportlona ot wate:r to give sol.ut.1.oru, ot sodium silicate. Comm.e:rc1-
all.F available aill.cate so1uU.ons cover the ffaaO to S10a raUo range 
~rm. 1 to 1.6 ~o 1 to J.9. The commercial eodiua su.lcat.e ao1uti.ona 
are colloidal which is indicated b7 the fact that the boiling ~int of 
the eil:lca'te ao1uUon ie a llt~le higher t,han that ~ water. The e1ll-
cat,e CQJ.uti.ona wblch are genaaJ.l3 uaed 1n t,he manufacture of retrac-
torr mortar commerciall,y, are those having the ratio of N820 to Si~ 
from 1:2.9 to liJ.22. 
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Collo1da1 silicates do not have definite melt.ing points. As the 
temperature increases they slow~ soften and tinal.ly become comple~ely 
fluid. The liquidus temperature for the soda-silica system has been 






















The silicate comaining ~he highest proportion of silica to al.ka-
li bas the highest llquidus temperature. The more aJk:a]jne sillcai.es 
soften at lower tem.perat.ure though not in direct proport,ion to the 
ratio change. It mq be noted that li2 silicate has a higher llquidus 
temperature than the more and lese alkaUne grades on dther side or it. 
The peculiar qualitiesll2 of soluble silicates have been ot par-
ticul.ar advantage in manufacture of refractory mortars. These qualities 
are: (1) ability to form strong binders when air-dried as wel1 as when 
heated, (2) resistance to high temperaturee, (3) high resistance to 
acids, (4) resistance to resolution at'ter dehydration, (S) ease ot 
application and (6) economical in use. 
112 
• 'Solub1e Silicates in Cementa,• • • Bulletin No. 24-1, pub-
lished b7 Phil.adelphia Quartz Co •• Philadel.phia. 
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The adhesive or cementing aoUon o£ dlicate has been discussed 
by vanlll in bis publication on soluble silicates. According to h1m 
there are three principal ways by means of tthich the setting of sodium 
silica~e cement can be achieved. In one the viscosity is raised and 
hardness is deve1oped simply by means ot lose ot water. Seco~ ce1a-
ent IDEq' .form a bond a~ high temperatures which is entirely £re• from 
water and tinal.q' in the third one, setting does not depend primarll.1' 
upon the loss ot water, bu't is due to a reacU.on with the substances 
which causes the setting action based upon the aggregation of d1.saolved 
silica. Amongst, these three processes it 1s due to .first proceaa tha~ 
cold-set; strength ls usual.q attained. 
In obt,aird.ng a good bond with sil1cate. these fact,ors are~ 
important. The n.rst, one la a chemical relation ~ surfaces b7 which 
the contact bet.'lfOen bonding asent and the sur~ace to be bond_. ia ob-
tained. Blnoe adhesives wet all surfaces o.t clqa .and other sillcatea 
a good contact of the surf'aces ls obtained. The second step in the 
action 0£ eillcai;e cement, is the tranelt,1on ot liquid slllcate into 
solid• wlch is commonq effected by loss ~ moisture. The rate ot 
moiature loss is attee'ted by silica-soda ratio, the more alkaline type 
drying more slowq. Here consideration shoul.d be given to t.he poi-osit)r 
ot the aur£acea wioh are ~o be st,uck together. Thia greatq at~ecte 
t,he rate ~ a8"1ng. The third important factor la the charact.er of 
'the bond which has deve1oped on dr;ylng. The strength of joint may be 
reduced b7 bubbles• cracks or tau1~ wbicb mq have occurred because ot 
113 James o. va11. ''So1ub1e SU1oat.ea• • • Vol. I & II., Beinhold 
Publiahing Corporation, Hew York• 19S2. 
an uneven rate of drying. Fast drying usu~ creates thGse t.ype of 
detec~s giving lower strength valves. 
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Three decades a.go use of silicate of soda in fireclay mortar was 
considered to be detrimental beoauee of its fluxing action on the fire-
clay. It was teared that as with most soda compounds, sodi'Ultl silicate 
also would have a tendency to lower the me1ting point of refractories. 
This ia true, but this fear was discarded in an art.icle published in 
19.3<>114. It was mentioned here that the use or silicate has the great 
advantage of making a strong air set joint possibl.e so that regardless 
of the temperature to which exposed within specified 11mitations1 it 
has the very important mechanical strength. A bond can be obtained at 
high temperature by sintering with ol~. Feldgandler11S in discussing 
the influence of additions on the mortar, stated that by adding soluble 
glass to the mortar, the retractoriness, density and linear shrinkage 
decrease and the permeability to air and resistance to rupture is in-
creased. 
116 Hirsch while testing refractory mortars observed that the 
addition of sodium silicate to mortar increased the strength of the 
mortar but caused comparativel,y l.ow melting compounds. Under the mi-
croscope this was observed. as glaze like material fllllng the pores or 
the brick surface. The formation or this glaze like material is also 
ll4 • • A Silicate Bonding Mor~ar 1 ' , Brick ~ ~ Record, 77 :216, 
1930. 
llS o. G. Feldgander, ''Mortars for Lq1ng Grog Brick - Influ-
ence ot Additions". Ogneupou. 3 (7), S24-30, (8) S74-81, 1935. 
ll6 H. Hirsch, ''Testing Refractory Mortars'', Tonind. Zt.g. 
ss. (91), 1261-62, 19)1. 
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the· cause of higher strength of the mortar which ie desirab1e. He cau-
tions that one should consider the composition of the mortar "4th re-
spect to grain size and its chemical. nature i.f' sodium silicate is to be 
used to get .favorable results. 
C1ews and others117 during their investigation ot af1"oct ot ,:old 
setting agents on bonding strength., poin'ted out that sodium silicates 
and tirecla¥ admixtures gave higher values. It sodium silicate is not 
retained in the jointing mate~ial. by the presence of c1ay or some other 
surface active substance, then a considerable proportion of silicate 
solution from the joint ie withdrawn into capillaries of the brick, 
thus giving low values for stre~h~ With different sodium silicates 
ot various S10rN820 ratio• when added t.o mortar so as to get constant 
N820 content, the one which introduces the largest amount of cementing 
material is most effective. 
The addition of silicates to ref'ractory cement mixes increases 
the tensile and shear strengths and decreases porosity as shown by 
Heindl and Pendergastll.8. For example- the addition of S and 12.5% by 
weight ot a powdered 2.0 ratio silicate to a tireclay-1 bal.l clay, 
kaolin grog mix increased 'the strength from 100 to 600 to 2S00 psi 
respectively. 
Hardening of mortars on ~rage is now believed to be due to 
base exchange reaction between sodium silicate and natural clay with 
117 Clews and others, • 'Jointing Cements - Part IV'', 22• Cit. 
ll8 R. A. Heindl and w. L. Pendergast. 1 'Effect of Water Con-
tent, and M:1x:1ng Time on Properties of Air Setting Yonar• '• 2£• Cit. 
p. 433. 
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adsorbed 1ons119. It is found that adsorbed sodium, potassium and 
barium ions have no effect on hardening ot silicate, but is severely 
a1'tected by celcium. and I\Tdrogen ions. Hardening due t,o this type o£ 
reaction can be avoided by a preliminery treatment of c1.a¥s to replace 
with eodJ.ma ions, the ions precipitating the silicate. Hardening due 
to o'Uler types of reactions can be m1nimised by use ot a more alkal.ine 
silicate whose viscosity is not so greatly af'fected by slight reactions. 
Mllellez-120 also had ahown t.hat hardening is a combined et.feet instead 
ot one single phenomenon like base exchange. 
C. Effect 2! Grog: Importance ot the grog or non pl.astic con-
stituent ot the mortar ba'tcb was realized earlier by many investiga-
tors. By a<lditi.on ot non plat.tic material, the drying and firing 
shrinkage of the mortar vas regulated, ao ·that it did not affect the 
strength ot the mortar joints. Also occasionally grog of special kind 
was added to increase the refractoriness ot the mortar when other 
fluxing materials are used as bonding agents. Such materials are 
kyanite, sill1man1te, silicon carbide, and other highly refractory 
subs'tances. 
An import.ant consideration ot the grog content, in the batch is 
its particle size distribution. It is noted t.hat tor sound and etruc-
tura~ stable join-ts at higher temperatures, thin joint,s are preter!'-
ed rather than the thicker ones. It the grog bas a much higher ratio 
of coarser sises, Ul1n Joints cannot be obi;ained. So a proper balance 
ot particle size distribution of the grog le very essential. As re-
119 w. R. Morgan, W. I. Peakin, ands. J. Kronman, 22• Cit. 
p. 170. 
120 J. I. MLteller., 22• Cit. 
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garcls the finer tract.ion it is necess&r7 for a cement to contain a 
considerable portion or material wtdch w1ll pass through a 200 m.eab 
aieve, otherwise the cement mq be abort, 1n l«)rlcabillt7 unless a con-
aiderabl.e amount of p1astic cl.q is present. This in turn again will 
affect the bonding st.rength of mortars. Thus texture ot the mortar 
which ie controlled by grain size o~ grog affects marJ1' important prop-
enies of the mortar. 
Work ot Oolel.21 on the effect. of grain size in silica cements, 
though not directly relat-ed to the present investigation. is worth men-
tioning here. He had made a thorough s'tudy' ot the at.feet, or size ot 
grain upon t.he so1'teJU.Dg point. and linear change ot s1lica cement.. The 
ratio~ grain sizes 1n a cement or constant chemical composition has 
a distinct aftect on softening point~ the cement. The linear change 
after heating at 110- and 1)00°C waa not appreciab~ affected _b7 varia-
tions of grain size. Clews and others122 also have shown that t.bere is 
some connect.ion between the texture of cement, and its behavior 1n the 
refractoriness under load teat. Coarse grained textures gave higher 
values lfbil.e the high eurtacee tact.or texture failed at comparative)T 
lower temperatures. 
D. Ettect 2! CJ.g;s. Clqe are added to 1-he mortar batch as a 
plastic constituent. The chief purpose of adding clq is to obtain a 
smooth wrkabilit,7 ~ the cement, eo that the mortar can be trowelled 
easill' wh11e laying the bricks. Higher amounte of clq g1 ve a better 
lft>rkability but requi.re a higher amount of water. C1ews and others12.3 
121 s. s. Oo1e, • 'The Effect of Size of Grain Upon the Proper-
ties ol Silica Cement'•, Jour. &!• Caram. 22£• 101 644-SO, 1927. 
122 F. H. Clews and others. 





trom their "-'Ork on commerci.al cements have shown that a cement requir-
ing a high water content to bring i.t to its maxim.wn working capacity is 
more workable wit.ha t.rowe:i than one only requiring a smal.l proportion. 
They also pointed out that there is an extremely rough relationship to 
be t'ound bet.ween fineness of grain siz~ and the water content. required 
to make the cement more workable. A higher amount 0£ cl~ wou1d cer-
tainlT introduce a h:lgher amount of finer particles int.he batch. 
Clews, Richardson and Green124 noticed 'that the 1«>rkab1llt7 and 
shrinkage of a c1ay-grog mixture is largely determined by the amoun't 
and character of the clay. Good workab:ility in a cemen't of this typ·e 
is associated with hi.gh drying and tiring shrinkage. and converseq, 
cements ot' l.ow shrinkage usua1J¥ possess poor 1«>rkabillty. They have 
attemp~ed 'to ascertain how tar the working properties or cl.q-grog 
mixes particularly those ld.th high grog content could be improved by 
the addition o~ smal.1 quant1Uea 0£ electro~es. Two typea ot' teste 
were made to det,ermine the workabu.ity. (1) water retaining capacit,7 
and (2) spread of cement. under vibration. These tests were applied to 
several. minures containing varying amount.a ot NaOH, HC1 and various 
other salts. Some additions were made also to purified • 'eydrogen• • 
clays. Inapeo~ion of results shows that the presence of electrolytes 
appreciab]¥ mod1f'iea in maey ins1;ancea the water retaining capacity and 
the property o~ vibratory spreading. The e£.tects are most, not.icable in 
the case of bentonite mixtures, though only a mall amount, was present 
124 F. H. C1ews, H. H. Richardson and A. T. argen, ' 'Join-t;ing 
Cemen-t;a Part IX - Effects o£ Ad<lttion ot Some El.ectro~es on the 
Workabil1t7 0£ Clq-Grog Mixtures'', !!Y!!• B~it. !!!• R.teearoh Assoc. 
No. S2, 31• 19.39. 
in the batch. Thi.a is probably due to the predominating clay mineral 
in bentonite being montmorillonite. while that. in ball clay and :tire-
clq it is kaolinite. Mont.morilloni~e has usua11¥ a much higher base 
exchange capacity than kaol.ini~e and its plastic properties are thus 
more markedly modified by the nature of adsorbed ions. The electrol.Y'te 
~ al.so modi.iy ~he 1«>rking properties by increasing or decreasing the 
degree of deflocculation or coagulation o:t the primary particles. 
There is also a re1at.ionship between the drying and firing 
shrinkage and bonding strength values, which is primarU¥ determined 
b7 the preeence or c~ of fine texture in the mortar batches. 
F. Furnace, For De~erpdning Strength 9J: Retractories n 
E1evated 'l'emnerat~es. 
·since in 'this 1nvest,igation a. furnace was to be designed for 
determination of modu1us o£ rupture at e1evated temperatures, a brJ.ef 
review was made o~ the furnaces wtdcb were used previously for the same 
purpose. 
The first. such furnace was report.ed by Geller12S, which he used 
tor measuring the transverse etrengt,h of tireclay tllee at tumace tem-
peratures. The f\lrnace is shown echemat1cal.q in Figure 8 on Page 70. 
The furnace was gae fired, and a baffie wal1 with che-cker lrlOrk pro-
tected the tiles from the direc't flame. Speciall.7 prepared tirecl.q 
pieces were used 1n supporting the brick as well as for applying the 
load. The load ueuall.7 was applied ~t.er attaining the desired temper-
ature until fai.l.ure occurred. In each burn ~he defiection of the ~ile 
12S R. F. Geller, • 'Transverse Strength of Fireclq Tiles At 
Furnace Temperatures•', Jour. S• Ceram. Soc., 4• 608, 1921. 
~ 
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was measlJred by a cat.he~ometer. A gradual 1owering coul.d be measured 
during the ~en or fif~een minutes preceding the co11opse of the apeci-
man. From the data. collec1;ed he eonc1uded that (a) at the tempera-
tures of l3S0°C, commercial. brick-clay tiles., as now manu.taotured, have 
very lit,tle transverse strength, (b) tiles cont,ain:lng comparatively 
fine grog, graded to produce a body having minim.um voids, gi.ve tho 
greatest transverse strength a.thigh temperatures~ (c) transverse 
strength decreases rapidl.T ,d:th an increase in temperature and vi.ca 
versa, (d) and the accuracy of the t.est depends upon t,he ef:feet. of 
small variation 1n the et.ructure of the tile or in the peysi.cal condi.-
t,ions of t,be teat, i.e., span, cross sect.ion and temperature. 
Another f'urnace wae reported in the same year by Hartmann and 
Koecbler126 by use ot ldd.ch they determined the cross _breakjng strength 
ot retra.ctoriee a~ 20• and at 135o•c. The furnace is hea~ed l:>y graph-
ite electrode. The 1oadj.ng device consist.a of a 57St.em cd 1ever arms. 
After the specimen bas been placed 1n the furnace. \he weight, of the 
lever 1s removed by means of count.erweight. ~er reaching the temper-
at.ure, the 1oad ie gradually increased till the brick f'ail.ed. 
The furnace used by V1ncent.-Dav1as127 easent,1.ally is t.be same 
as described b7 Hartmann and Koehl.er. The cross beam however was 
carried by a rlgj.d support which was entirely independent of the fur-
nace beds and vas mounted on a track. The track 1.e of such a 1ength 
126 M. L. Hartmann and w. A. Koehler. ''Physical Character-
istic of Special.ized Ref'ract,ories - Part IV - Cross Breald..ng strength 
at 20• and 13.50°0' '_ Trans. Am• El,ectrochem Soc., 40:458. 1921. 
12? C. A. Vincent;-Da'ri.ss, ''Transverse Breaking Strength o~ 
Refrac~ories' 1 • JotW. _s. Qeram. Soc., 12 t 738-39 • 1929. 
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that. it is possible t,o oarry a second f'urnace on either side of the 
f'urnace in service. '£he .furnace unit is mowit,ed on a base to which is 
.fitted .tour Sli1a.ll wheels ·which run in a channel i"ixed to rails. '.i~ 
f"urnaces run each on rail and can be used a1t,ernately. ~bile one is 
being heated the uther one is cooling £rom the previous teat. It is 
possib1e this way to maintain a continuous operation of transverse 
crushing stirength. The second advant.age of this f'urnace i.s that, modu-
l.ua of rupture can be measured at temperatures up to l.S00°C al.though 
only one piece can be broken at a t.i.me. In the same year Chaudron, 
Garvin and V1llachon128 conatruc~ed an apparatus :tor accurately deter-
mining the crushing st,rength 0£ refractories above 1600°c. 
In 1941 a furnace was constructed by Hunt and Bradl.ey-129 tor 
determination of hot. modul.us of rupture and hot crushing st,r~h o~ 
refractories. The f\uraace is £~red 'With open type ga3 burl'lers and is 
dee:igned to permit the control. of ~emperat.ure 1ndependentzy- on each of 
the two test, specimens. The 1oad is applied by a hydraulic jack ot 
24,000 lbs. capacity supported on a steel frame. The stee1 .f'rame is 
st,ructuralq independent of the furnace and the 1oad applied t,o the 
test, specimen :i.s taken by this frame '11bich is above, bel.ow and on each 
side of t.he .furnace. The hydraulic jack is operated by hand and is 
mount,ed upside down on a movable base .. The general arrangement, of the 
1oading head and the specimen is shOlfll in Figure 9 on Page TJ. From 
128 c. Chaudron, M. Garvin and A. Villacbon, • 'Apparatus for 
Determining Crushing Strength of Rerractory Material.a at Veey High 
Temperatures''• Chimie ~ IndustJj.e1 special. No. 21, 3.330, Feb •• 1929. 
129 E. B. Hunt and R. s. Brad1ey, • 'Description 0£ Hot Modu1ue 
ot Rupture and Hot Crushing Strength Tests and Discussion 0£ Resu1ts••, 
Bull. Am. Ceram. Soc., 20, 2$7-69, 194].. 
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t.he test results it i.s sho-.m that there is a general. tendency for the 
crushing and modulus of rupture test to remain rel.ativeJ.T constant 
from room temperature to approximatezy 1800°F. The strength is some-
what higher at temperatures .from 1800° t,o 2000°F. The specimens in 
both tests failed be1ow 1800°F in the S3m.e ?lk"UUler as at room tempera-
t.ures. At above 2000°F the specimen became compressed to some ext;ent 
or they bent berore they failed. 
l.30 ¥£Mu.1len described another furnace £or determining accurate 
modulus of rupture of fireclay refractories nt hi.gher temperatures. 
This is an electric furnace for determination of the transverse 
strength of 9 • ' x 4-1/2' ' x 2-1/2' ' refractory brick at t,empere.tures 
up to 1S00°C. The bricks were preheated to 100°C below their breaking 
temperature and then transferred to the breaking furnace in such a 
'Way that each brick was held for the same length of t.ime a't th1.s t,em-
pera t.ure. The load required ~o break ~he brick was supplied by a 4'' 
diameter pneumatic cylinder p1unger and -t;he maximum. possible val.ue c4 
modu1us of rupture possible was about 2600 psi. The _ furnace eoul.d be 
heated to 1.350°C in 3 hours at which temperature the time required for 
tha brick to become uni.form in temperature varied f'rom 15 to 35 m:lnutes 
depending on the type of brick. This .furnace was reported to produce 
eonsisten~ resul.te and a11owe a number ot s~ecimene to be broken in a 
m:1n1mum time. 
l.30 J. c. McMullen, ''Transverse Testing Furnace'•• ~. Am. 
Cersm. !!2£•, 25: 389-90, 1942. 
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The furnace and the arrangement described by Cletm and otherel31 
has been reviewed be.tore in other aecUons of this chapter, (See Figure 
6 on page 52.) 
F,quipm.ent for testing cerandc ma:terials to temperatures 0£ 
2QOOIIF was developed and reported by Breasma.nl32. With this. equipnent, 
the tensile strengt.hs, rupture cha.racterisM.ce and modu1us of ele.sti-
cnty of several. re.fract,ory material.a were invesUgat.ed. Also 1n 1949 
an appara:tus was patented by Huber133 £or ·making sustained load rni,-
ture test.son refractory materials. Hydra.ul.i~ applied J.c,ad malces 
it possib1e to maintain J.oa.ds within l$ ot arry desired vaiue over long 
periods of t~. The furnace is capab1e of handllng a number of test 
pieces simul.t.rmeoua4" under individual. constant, J.oad and is capab1e of 
high ·unif'orm temperature. 
G. Literature on mechanical. propei-ties and mechanica1 stabil• 
ity of refractories at elevated temperatures is riot, reviewed here be-
cause it is not possib1e to report extensive literd.ture on thie topic 
in such a short space. 
131 F • H. Cl.ewe• H. Booth and A. T. Groen, ' 'Jointing Cements -
Part V1 * , 92• Ci\. 
132 J. n. Bressman, • •Methods £or Determining Tensile Proper.. 
ties ot Refractoey Materials at Elevated TempeJtatures• •, Jour. S• 
Ceram~ Soc., 3()1 14S, l.947 • 
333 w. Huber~ • 'Apparatus for MaJdng Sustained Load Rllpture 
Tests•', u. s. Patent No. 2,467."J2.9~ Apri1 12. 1949. 
CHAPrER III 
DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH 
The Batch 
----
In var1.ous fields ot industrial practice where refractories are 
used, there are genera.ll.y- speaking three distinct, types of morlars used 
in l.aying up fireclay and other type re.fractories. These mortars ares 
(a) wet type air-set.iiing high tempe.rature., (b) dry type air-aett1.ng 
high temperature and (c) tireclay or heat-setting mortars. Each 0£ 
these mortars has its place 1n speci.fie applications, but as a rule wet. 
type high temperature mortar is more popu1ar with consumers and is td.de-
l;y used for severa1 purposes. On account of this fact, during this 
study, <>nl1" wet type air-sei;ting high ~em.perat,ure mortar was selected 
for investigation. 
Normally a mortar consists 0£ three chj.ef const,1 tuents, a plas-
tic material1 a non-plastic and a bonding agent. either in the dry or wet, 
condition. Water is added to this admixture to bring the mortar to the 
reqtdred condstency. As noted previously in the review of literature, 
workability, shrinkage, expansion or contraction. st.rength at elevated 
temperatures, deformation under 1oad at hj_gh t.emperature and resistance 
to slag attack or fume and gas penetration are the main requirem.ents 0£ 
a good mortar. There is no singl.e mortar avail.able now days that 1l10Ul.d 
sat.isfy 'libese requirements al.together, though some commercia1 mortars 
might satisfy some of them. The main dit:ficuJ.ty in developing such a 
good mortar :ls that to meet some requirement.s. some of the other re-
quired properties have to be sacrificed. Each mortar batch introduces 
so many variables. at the same time, that all of them cannot, be con-
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trolled togehher and as a result a mortar having fair~ balanced prop.. 
ert.ies only can be prepared. W1t.h this view in mind it was thought, 
advisable to study the effect of some ot these variables and prepare 
batches 1n such a way that, 'the e4fect ot some of these variab1es and 
prepare batches in such a way that, the ei'fect of each variable changed 
can be not.iced very eam.ly. Variabl.e factors which would affect, the 
propenies of a re:tractoey mortar can be lis~ as follows: 
1. Amount, o~ grog 
2. Grain Ed.ze distribution 0£ grog 
3. Refractoriness of grog 
4. Amount 0~ e1ay 
s. Grain size distribution of c1ay 
6. Amount of ·bonding agen't (sodium silicate) 
7. Ratio of Na20tS10:a in the sodium silicate 
a. Amount ot wat,er . 
Other variab1e .factors affecting the properti.es are m::Jx1ng Um~, 
firing temperatures. storing conditions• minera1 constituents of clay 
and macy others of 1ess imponattce. I't w1ll be realized ~hat all 
these factors can not be varied and hence some are f'ix.ed 1n this study. 
It was decided t.o change t.he amounts ot grog. cl.ay and sodium 
sil1cate ·1n th~ batches and study the attec~ of each one individual.q. 
U all of these were varied at the same time it wou1d int.roduce the 
diff'icult,y of recognizing t,be change brought about due 1.o one variab1e 
a1one. There.tore, the amount, of bondulg agent was varied together by 
keeping their ratio constant in the ba~ch. Thus on changing ~be amount 
ot sodium. silicate both t,he amount o£ clay and grog will automatically' 
be changed• though ~ey 1'10ul.d stJ..11 remain 1n a fixed rat.10. Thie 
would allow us to note i;he change e.f.tected by sodium silicate al.one or 
bJ" grog end clay content. together or indivi.dual.3¥. Grain size distri-
bution of the grog was the next f'actor taken :lnt.o consideration. This 
.factor can be varied individual.lT and its e£te·ct be known wit.bout much 
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difficulty. Since the amotmt 0£ sod:l.um. silicate, grog and clay content 
is varying, the amount of water required to bring the mortar to the 
same cons1.st.ency., would introduce itselt into the batch as another var-
iab1e. By sel.ecling only one type ot clay and sodium sil:Scat.e t,o be 
used throughout the study• the remajn:1.ng variab1ea could easi.q be 
.fixed. Since only one kind of grog is used, ~he refractoriness of the 
grog is i'ixed for all t.he batches. Thus 1n ~e final batches vari-
ab1es .3, 5, and 7 ere fixed while the others are changed. The f:lnal 














ilso three grain sizes o£ grog were se1ected tor 1me purpose of 
th.is work. They- are: 
A. Al.l through 100 mesh 
B. All through 200 mesh 
e. All through 32S mesh 
The above menUoned bat,cbes are prepared using each grain size 
grog. There.tore., the tota1 nmnber of batches to be investi.gated az,e 
nine and they are designa'Mtd as follows• 
AI - -100 mesh grog and 27% 8111cat,e 
A.II - -100 ~.eah grog and 23% Silicate 




-200 mesh grog and 27% Silicate 
BII 
---
-200 mesh grog and 23% Si11cate 
BIII ...... -200 mesh grog and 19$ Silicate 
CI 
-
..325 mesh grog and 27% Silicate 
CII ~ -325 mesh grog and 23% Silicate 
CIII 
--
-32 S mesh grog and 19% S1l1ca"1e 
In all these batches the ratio of plasUc cJ.asr t,o grog is 20 to 
50 and is kept constant· in all the compositions. A1so it will be no-
t.iced that the amcnmt of sodium silicate is increased by" 4%1n each 
batch going trom batch III to batch I, thus also al.taring the amount of 
plastic clay and grog content ~im.ultaneously. Amount of grog and plas-
tic c~ in a batch were ca1culated 1n the following manner. For exam.-
ple1 let us take batch III. Since sodium silicate is 19%~ the remain-
ing 83$ i.s the amount of grog .and clay together. The ratio of e1ay to 
· grog is 20: SO. 
• • • % Plast,ic Cl.a.y a 81 X ~ • 23.]$ 
'10 
and ;g grog= 81 x 2£ 0 S?.91' 
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sm:n arq- the amowit ot grog and plastic cla;v in the other two 
batches can be determined. 
The purpose ot selecting such batch compositions is simp1e. On 
running the chemical analysis o£ the standard mortar• supplied by one 
ot t.he 1ead1ng refrac~r:v manuta~urera. it was noticed that it con-
tained about 27% sodium silicate as a bonding agent. For the sake of 
comparison i~ was thought necessary that one of the batch compositions 
should approxlma.te this standard mortar and 27% silicate was se1ected 
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for one 0£ the ba'lch. Nortonl34 has stated t,hat, normally a mortar 
batch contains S to 2()% sod1.um silicate. Keeping this pojnt 1.n mind 
and a1so giving consideration to re£ractor:lness. it was thought advi-
sable to decrease ~he sodium. silicate content, in the bat.ches instead 
of increasi.ng. Thus the bat.chee selected have 2'1%, 23% and 19% sodium 
silicate consecutivezy. The rest. 0£ the mat.eria1 1n t;he bateh was 
centered around the sodium s:illca-te content~ which can be noti.ced .tram 
the batch cal.culation. Throughout the literattare one recognizes the 
tact that much import,ance is given t,o thin joint.a and consequent.zy a 
.fine size material :ls required in the batch. ilso it is knotm that. 
'with .finer grain idze a good packing fdtect is achieved due to 'tbich 
a denser joinii, low in porom.ty, could be had af'to:r drying and firing. 
This point. is important; from the consideration of the permeability ot 
the joint t,o fumes and gases at furnace temperatures. This pranpt,ed 
the se1ec~on of grog with a grain size o£ .-100 mesh- -200 mesh and 
-.325 mesh. 
Raw Material.sand Thei.r P.reparat.ion 
To make sure that the same type of grog is being used tor all 
baiiches. calcined nint. clq was used as the grog in place of fire-
brick ,y:-og, which is used comm.erci.al}T. The tl.1nt c1ay was obtained 
from one o£ the refract,ory manufacturers in a calcined conditi.on. 
The matena1 supplied was already crushed t.o a coarse state. To pre-
pare grain sizes £or the final batch it, was necessary to grind tu:r-
134 F. H. Monon, , 'Refractories••, 3rd Edi~ion, McGraw-Hill 
Book Publishing Company~ New York• 1949, P• 291. 
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ther. As grain sizes used are mu.eh .finerjt efficient grinding could 
only be done by use of a bal1 mill. The coarse material was placed in 
a ba11 mill• some water necessary tor wet grinding was added and the 
ball mill was run for a short l.ength of t:tme. At intervals, the ground 
slurry was ,d.thdra1m from t.he ball. mill~ and was tested tor amount 
passi.ng through 1001 200. or 32S mesh, depending on the size needed. 
I£ acy material. was retained on the screen, the grinding process was re-
sumed again. This procedure of grinding and testing was repeated until 
all. iihe materia1 was ground to pass through t.he specified screen. The 
slurry was then drained out of the ball. mill and dried in pans for re-
mova1 of water. The dried material 'WaS then passed through a pulveri-
zer and collected in sacks £or storage be.fore furt,her use. Thus al1 
-100, -2001 and -32S mesh grain size grog was prepared. The parilc1e 
size distribution of the grog ~s shown in Table III and alsographl-
c~ represent,ed in Figure 10. 
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TABLE llI 
PARTICLE SIZE DISTBIBOTJ:ON 
OF GROG AND RAW PLASTIC CLAY* 
Size in 
Microns. less than A B C D 




74 Microns 72.4 100.0 
---(200 mesh) 
44 ~crons S3.6 82.9 100.0 100.0 
40 .. 46.2 10.a 92.4 93.6 
30 
'' 
:;1.1 67.0 88.1 ss.6 
20 .. .34.9 S4.3 81.9 86.8 
1; ft 29.4 44.2 73.3 1,.9 
10 
" 
22.4 3.3.9 47.5 72.2 
' 
• t 
_17.1 19.s 28.9 60.4 
l .. 0.96 10.3 3.s 28.3 
o., tt o.a6 2.04 2.0 24.0 
A 
--
--100 mesh grog 
B 
-
-200 mesh grog 
C 
--
-32S meab grog 
D 
--
Haw P1ast.j.c cl.Q" 
* 
Determined by Andreason pj.pe\te1'5 Method. 
13S o. A. Loomis, ••Grain Size ot Wbiteware Cl.qs as Deiter.mined 
by the Andreason Pipett.e• • • £2£• .&!- Cer. 229.., 2l.1 .393. 1938. 
FXGURE 10 
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRmUTION CURVES 
JIOB GROG A.iffi RAW PLASTIC CLA:r 
The p1asti.c c1~ l'ta.S used :in mixing the batch ld..thout. arzy- :rurther 
treatment. 
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Liquid sodiUTil silicate supplied by the Philadelphia C...'iuartz Com-
pany was used as the bonding agent in the batch. It i.s known that in 
industry • •u• • or 1 10" brand silicate is beil'lB used in the prepara-
tion of mortars, therefore it was thought advisab1e t.o use the same 
type of silicate £or the experimental. batches al.so. "N' 1 brand sodium 
silicate ,-1as ee1ected as the bonding agent. The si1icate had a apeci-
f"ic gravity of" J..2,0 Be' and had 1:3.12 as the ratio of" Na20 to Si~. 
Tap 1-rater was uoed for nd.:d.ng a1.l the batches. Super duty f'ire-
clay' bricks supplied by a refraetory manufacturer were used to prepare 
joints £or determination of bond strength as wel.1 as for other pur-
poses such as setting t:une. ilso l" splits 0£ the same type of bricks 
were used to study' the shrinkage characteristics of the mo1--tar. The 
average porosity of the brlcks was 33.9% tested according to 
A. s. T. H. designation C20-46. The chemical. anal;ysis of all. the raw 
nnterial. used is given in Table IV. 
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'l'ADLE "N 
CHElO:CAL AiJ.AIXSIS(1) AMD P. C. E. (2) VALUE 
OF RAW l-1:ATER.tALS 
Monroe Calcined Super Duty Sodium 
Wad Clay Fl.int Cla:r Brick Silicate 
S:to2 70.30 49.7 48.3s 28.9 
A1203 19.70 46.2 46.10 
F8203 1.06 0.64 1.42 
-
Ca.O 0.38 0.67 o.sa 
-
Mg() 0.29 0.21 0.91 
-
H~ 1.12 1.as 1.64 
--
Alkali 
as.·~r:820 o.S7 0.7s 0.7a 9.2s 
loss on 
IgniUon 6.75 0.11 0.10 61.85 
(Water 
Content.) 
Tot.al. •••• • 100.17 100.J.6 100.18 100. 
P.C.3. Value Cone 28 Cone 34 Cone 32 
ti> Tested accoi--ding to A.S. T .M. des18na~1on 018-51. 2) Tested according to A.S.T.M. designatlon '24,-46. 
Batch !!;i;?dtJB. 
The dry materials (grog and p1asUc cl.83') were weighed out and 
put. into the blender shown in F:taure ll. These materia:Ls were b1end-
ed for half' an hour to secure an intimate mixture. at,;er lllh:ich a pre-
vi.~ weighed amount 0£ sodium shicate ,d.tb extra water was added 
to the mixed dey ma.terial.s. TM.s wet mixing was continued for 
another ha1f' hour adding more water when necessary~ but. not enough to 
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PldUR& ll 
THE BL'iRDER USED POR MUiliG THE EXPEBlHlmTAL K>B.TAR BATCHES 
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surpass the conEd.etency of 'the standard mortar. After tlds period of 
mixing 'the we't batch is al1owed to stand for about 4 hours so that 
the cley w:1l.l. soak up a.11 the water ~t can possibzy hol.d. The b1ender 
was again started and after a short Mme a sample was drawn to measure 
the consi.siiency of the mixed batch. If the eamp1e is found to be 
stiffer than the standard morta.r6 which usually is the case., a littl.e 
more water 1.s added and again mixed for another 15 minutes. 'lbis pro-
cess of adding water and mixing is continued unti1 the val.ue o£ .fl.ow 
characteristic or consistency of the mixed batch is exactly the same 
as the va1ue for the consistency of the standard mortar. This batch, 
then is taken out of the bl.ender and stored in an air ti.ght, container 
£or another 24 hours before uSlllg for any testing purposes. 
Consistency, ~ch is the property of the body by virtue of 
'Wh:lch it tends to resi.st deformation, can be measured by severa1 
methods. Some of these methods are already referred to in the litera-
ture review. The method used in the present work for meaauring con-
si.stency of the prepared batches is the Fl.ow Tab1e Methodl.36, 1rmich 
has been specified by the A.s.T.M. to measure the now of Portl.a.nd 
cement concretes. The method has been modi1"1ed to sui.t; the testing of 
refract.cry mortars. The specil:ied f1ow tab1e was used except that a 
4' • diameter mold was emp1oyed to form the cone instead of 101 • as 
specif:l.ed in the methods. Al.so the number of strokes in 15 seconds 
was varied. The method followed essenUal.ly' is as foll.o'ws. 
136 • • Standard Method of Test tor F10,., of Portland Cement Con-
crete By Use of the Fl.ow Table'•, A. s. T. M. Designation Cl.24-39, 
m2 ~ s_! A. s. T. M. Standards, Part 3, American Society for Test-
ing Materia1s, Philade1phia., Pa •• P• SS2-S4. 
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The fl.ow tab1e top is cleaned of al1 gritt,y materials and mois-
ture. The mo1d then is centered on the tab1e. The aamp1e withdrawn 
f'rom the mixer is then £.ill.eel into the mo1d by cont.i.nu.ous strokes w:ith 
a glass rod so as to fill all. tho corners, lmil.e rotating the top o£ 
the t-able by hand. Anal.her layer 0£ sampl.e was pl.aced and consolida-
ted 1n p1ace in the same manner. More mortar samp1e was filled in the 
co1d till the mo1d was :fi.lled entireq up to the top \d..th same excess 
material. remaining above the cone. The excess was removed car~ 
with a spatualla so as no1; to disturb the shape of the cone. The mold 
is then immecliate]¥ removed from the mortar by a s'tea.dy upward pul.1. 
The table then is raised and dropped twenty times 1n 15 seconds by re-
vo1ving the actuating cam cont.inuously at a uniform rate. The dia-
meter ot the spread mortar !.s measured, taking the average of six s.vm,-
etricalJ.T dist,ributed caliper measurements read to the nearest 1/16' • • 
The £low ~ the mortar is then recorded as the percentage increase in 
the diameter 0£ the spread mortar aver the base diameter 0£ the molded 
mortar. The f'ollold.ng formula i.s used to calculate t.he percentage 
Percent Fl.ow• Spread Diameter - 4'' 
4 
X 100. 
Following this method, the percent now oE the standard mortar 
was determined. and ca.1cul.atecl as tollowst 
Ave. Spread diame~er • S.l2S" 
• •. % Fl.ow = S l2S .. 4.0 x 100 
410 
o 2S.l$ 
now character1.stics of all. the batches mixed lmre adjusted so as to 
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match exactly the 28•1$ fl.ora of the standard nortar. 
The Standard Mortar. 
- ----........ -_......, ......... 
The camnercial brand of an air-setting mortar was used as the 
standard mortar throughout. this work. A11 the tests which were pel'-
formed on the test batches were also per.formed on the standard mortar. 
The partic1e size distribu'lion of thi.s mortar is given in Tab1e V. 
TABLE V 
PAR'l':ICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF STANDARD MORrAR* 
On U. s. S~eve No. 20 0.2% 
On u. s. Sieve No 30 o.is% 
On u. s. Sieve No. 40 0.15% 
On U. S. S:leve I'lo. so 1.9% 
On u. s. Sieve No. 70 7.5'/, 
On U. s. S1eve Mo. 100 12.0% 
On u. s. Sieve Mo. 140 s.9~ 
On u. s. Sieve No. 200 13.00% 
Through U. s. Sieve ?lo. 200 56.1si 
100.00 
* Al1 percentages are cal.culated on dry we1.ght basis and the 
test, was done according to the A.s.T.M. designati.on C92-46. 
AUXILIARY TESTS OJI IDRTAR AND RESULTING TESl' DA'l'A 
A. Genera1 Appearance g Condition 9.! Segregati.on. 
A11 the batches af'ter ndxing had the appearance of a thi.ck 
pasiie-llke mass. gra:, in co1or, exbib:lting a slight amount of p].aeU-
city. Though the mortar 1'IOU1d ho1d its shape., :lt 'WOUld require very-
litt1e et.fort to make it f1ow. On storing overnight. 1;hi.s condi:tion of 
plasticity was changed more or 1ess in every case, t.he most being in 
the batches where a supernat,ent layer ot liquid has separated out on 
atnn<ling. The change usnalJ;y encountered 1.s a slight stUtening of the 
mass, however., the same pla.sticity was agB.lll regained by lalead:ing the 
mortar tor a few minutes. 
Segregation on storing was observed 1n the batches11 when the 
finer grain sized mater1a1 \11&8 used, but the condj_tion was more noUce-
abl.e 1n the batches having a high content of p1astic CU\Vs. By segre-
gation is meant here the separation of a supernatant ~er 0£ liquid 
above the mortar body. The mortar batches with the highest percentage 
of sodium silicate and -100 mesh grog., did not exhibit any segregation 
for a few months, though liquid did separate out later on. In other 
mortar batches, upon a 1apse of time• more and more l.iqu.:ld separated 
out and hence al~ required a thurr.>ugh !meacling and ro:lx1ng 0£ the 
batch before drawing a.ey samp1e for test purposes. However- 1n no 
case was a serious separaUon noted. 
The standard mortar as received exh:lbii;ed no separation and 
showed no separat-ion af'ter severa1 months. This mortar. however, a1so 
had a ~er of liquid• separated at the top after a long period of 
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storing. 
The standard mort;ar and the batch AI readily hardened ,men out 
of contact with air• but the state o£ hardening was reduced f'rom batch 
AI t;o AIII. The same was true '\\.ti.th inortar batches having the finer 
grain si.zed grog. Generally speaking, the mortar having the highest 
amount of socli.um si.licate a1ways hardened £aster than the other mortars. 
B. Water Content. 
The water content of all the batches as we:u. as the standard 
mortar was determined according to t;he method specified by A.S.T.M. 
designati.on C92-46.l.37 After storing the batch £or 24 hours in a:1r 
tight containers. a sample was drawn for the water content determina-
tion. '!'he sampl.e was about 100 gms in size and was ·weighed on tared 
l-1a.x paper accurately to the nearest 0.1 gm. The sample ua.s then trans-
o -
ferred to a drying oven and dried at lOS-110 C for 24 hcurs. After 
cooling• the 1oss in woo.ght was determined by weighing t,he dey' samp1e. 
The percentage of water content was then cal.culated on the • • as 
received' ' basJ.s to 'the nearest o.i percem. The resul.ts obtained are 
sho'W?l in Tab1e VI. 
c. Setting Time. 
This teat was performed on mortars to determine the "w"Orkabillty 
of the batches. The workability of the mortar :ts one of the most dif-
ficult properties to eva1uate numerically. Thi.a eva:Luat:lon invo1ves 
the way :in 'Mdch ~t spreads with a trowe1~ the ah1 l i ty to stay in sus-
137 
••Standard Methods of Test for Sieve Analysis and Wai.er 
Content of Refractory Materia1s••, A.s.T.M. Designation: C92-46. 
Manual. sl. A.s.T.M. St.andar.ds i?!l Ref'ractorz Materia1s, P• 96, 1948. 
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pension and the property of remaining workable for a short peri.od after 
being applied to the brick. Consi.dering these properties it was obser-
ved that t.he property of renaining ,-10rkabl.e after short periods is a 
very important one. Mortars t•Jhich become short., sandy and thick ·when 
a.ppl.:l.ed to brick are difficul.t to 'trowe1 and it is impossib1e to~ 
up tho desired thin joint. This test of set-ting time or water reten-
tion time gives a mnnerical va1ue to this property. 
The method for eval.ua:ting setting time was fol.1owed as specified 
by Phe1ps138 in AitC bulletin No. 60. A 9• • ~raigbt bri.ck was cut 1n 
hal.t by means 0£ an abram.ve 'tmee1. The end faces 0£ these ha1ves 
were used £or a test joint. A joint of l./4 •' thickness "ta~ made by 
placing l./4' 1 aqua.re meta1 rods between the surfaces nush with the 
2-1/2 • • edge of the brick. The t,esli mortar was pl.aced on the 1otrer 
half' between the rods. An excess of mortar. more than required £or 
the join't waa placed 1n position so as to have the joint compl.et~ 
filled ,dth mortar. A timing period ·was s~ed the instant the upper 
brick half was placed 1n position and then 1-he excess of mortar vtdch 
squeezed out was removed with a spatuala. After a lapse of a prescri-
bed tiln.e the spacing rods were removed and a ~ght equal. to t,..o pourxis 
per square inch of the area of the joint ~ms pl.aced upon the t,op brick. 
This load eit.her caused the mortar to squeeze out of joint or to s~ 
in the joint withstanding t.he 1oad. In either cane the test was repea-
t'"Xi umng new test bricks and a fresh mortar samp1e., by increasing or 
decreasing the time int.erval. unt.il. a specilic t;ime• correct to a minut8• 
138 s. M. Phelps., 22• ~. P• 7. 
was obtained in which the mortar had just set and di.d not squeeze any 
mortar out of the joint on application of the J.oad. Thi.s time is term-
ed • • SettJ.ng Time 1 • ~ by which is meant that, wi. th sl.ight increase in 
this time the mortar 'WOUld set and withstand the load, whi1e w.i.th 
slight decrease in time the mortar would squeeze out. of the joint when 
placed under load. This is the time during wlrl.ch the mor..ar ju.st sets 
'When used in making a joint. Th.e results of this test on al.1 the 
batches are shown in Tabl.a VI. 
D. Pp:cmeteric ~ Equivalent. 
While renewing 1-he literature it waa noticed that this test can 
not give a correct indication for refractoriness of mortars, though it 
is ~ccesstully used tor all other refractory materials. For example 
P.C.E. determinations on an air dried sample o~ mortar, mq vary by-
several cones upon successive tri.ale 1d.th the same smnp1e. A1so when 
used in the joint, the porous bricks might partially ~aw the soluble 
bonding material out of the joint I and hence the refractoriness o~ the 
mortar 1n the joint. mq- be decreased or increased. However, this test 
'would at 1east give same indication of the refractoriness or the mor-
tar a1one and therefore it was thought advisab1e to run tlda test on 
all. mortar batches. To overcaae the ditticu1ty of variation in P.C.E. 
values for the same mortar. Phe1pal.39 bas a,uggeated that the dr., mor-
tar be calcined at 1100-C be.fore behlg used in preparati.on of cones. 
The P.c.E. val.uee ~ the mortar batches were determined according to 
the standard method specified by A.S.T.M. deaigna.Uon ~lr-4614". 
139 s. M. Phelps~ lb:ld. 
140 · A.S. T .H. Manual. of Standards on Refractory Mater.la1e, 2.2• 
Cit. P• 69. 












WATER CONTEHT, S:&Yl'INO TIME A.ND 
PIROMimllC CONE EQUIVALENT OF TEST I«>RTABS 
Wats: Cont& Sej;ting IJa.!. 
19. S% 32 minutes 
21. u 2S minutea 
23. 6% 10 minutea 
21. 8% 20 milmte• 
22.8% 13 mi.nut.ea 
a;.s% 7 minutes 
2.3. 8% 7 minutes 
26. 9% .3 minute• 












* The batch indi.cated by e&Gh des1gnat1on ia explained on page 
79 and this designation ot the batches will be used throughout the 
tollo,d.ng work. 
B. Shr;l;pkag,e Qh!t§ClteristJ.c gt Mort;ar an Pn1,ng .!l!.4 Fir1PS• 
The ahrinkage characteristic of a mortar bae a yery !mportant 
relationship to the bonding etrengtb ot the mortar joint. SeYeral 
met.hod.a have been employed to eYaluate this property, the most ccamon 
amongst thaa being the determination ot shrinkage of mortar bars atter 
dr:,ing and .tiring. Though tJlie method gives a numer1ca1 value £or 
the shrinkage ot mortar, it 1a ot little Yal.ue as tar ae a knowledge 
ot shrinkage la concerned when mortar ie used in the joint. The 'be-
harlor ot mortar on drying and .tiring is quite different when applied 
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on a brick, then when used al.one. When applied to the brick• on dry-
ing severe stresses are set up in the dry mortar body with respect to 
the brick so that either a strong joint is for.med or several cracks 
will be noticed · on drying ~ firing produced by the stresses. These 
features are not observed when the mortar bars are used for shrinkage 
determinations. The defects deve1oped by 3tresses in .the joint on 
dry:tng .have been pointed out by McMahonl.41 in his work. Those mortars 
whose dry bond strength was 1ess than their dry or drying strength 
usual.:cy- peeled off the brick •. Those whose dry bond strength was 
greater than their dry or drying strength devel.op cracks on drying. 
In such an event a good mortar must have ver,r little shrinkage on dry-
ing and firing but should have a good bording as well as dry strength 
to obtain a strong., non-defective joint. 
The method lddcb has been used most successtul.:cy- to evaluate 
tM.s property is the test method. Both McMahonU2 am Heind1 and 
Pendergast143 have follolftKl this method in their ~rk. Due to the 
£act that this teat. would give a more·specitic method for shrinkage 
characteristic of the mortar, 1.t was thought advisable to follow this 
method £or the present ~rk a1eo. The method Employed is as follows: 
For purpose o£ this test, 1 1 • splits of the same type or fire-
brick and having apprmdrna.tezy the same porosity wre obtained~ By 
using a suitable mold, the fresh batch of niortar was trowelled onto 
l4L J. F. McMahon, .QJ?.. ~. P• 58. 
U2 J. F. ¥.icMahon, ~. 
143 R. A. Heindl and W. L. Pendergast 22.• .Qa. P• 18. 
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this split making a -er of lf4i t of mortar on the split. The split 
and mortar assembly then '88 removed tran the mold and corners and 
edges were smoothed out to remove excess mortar~ Thia assembly then 
was dried at rOC111 temperature for 24 hours followed by another 24 hours 
at 105-110•0~ Atter observation was made for defects on the dried 
mortar~ the assemb:cy- was placed in a furnace and .tired to a specified 
temperature~ Ten such mortars and split assemblies were made tor each 
mortar batch and each one was f'ired at various t.emperatures f'raa 100• 
to u.oo•c~ which are also the temperatures at lddch the bonding 
strength of the mortars are determined~ Observations -were made on 
both dried and fired mortar J.a.yers to determine 'What defeci;s develop-
ed. Some ot the assenbliea are shown 1n Figllre l2, 13 and 14 wherein 
import.ant shrinkage character1.stics noted_. are exhibited. 
Inspection of the pictures showa that the batch AI mortar ia 
the best amongst all. the t.est ba'tchee as far as shrinkage characteris-
tic is concerned. This batch on drying liaa deYeloped a smooth and 
even layer without any peeling ef£ect, though ver:, minute hairline 
cracks• due to dry1ng shrinkage, have devel.oped on the surtace. The 
same batch atter tiring at 60o•c does not show any change in the sur-
face character. except that the mortar body baa darkened alightl,1' due 
to charring of organic matter contained in the plastic c~. On fir--
ing at 1()()()0C no not.iceable change in size ot cracks or surface is 
noted• but at a place or two acddental t1ava due to trowel.ling have 
shown up. At 1200-C signs of fusion are aeen on the surface am v.l.thin 
the body ot the mortar without affecting the size of cracks or ahowlng 
arzy- extra defects. The aaaeni>~ dried at 100-0 and the one ldlich is 
tired at 14oo•c, when compared, do not show any not1ceab1e change 
FIOOU 12 
CHARACTERISTIC SHRINKAGE OF DRY AND 




FIGURE 14 · 
ISTIO SHRINKAGE O BRY H:>RTAB 
AllI, BI AND CI. 
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bet,ween them except for the degree of tusion. Thie means that, when 
this batch is used for lfWing bricks, the joint a£ter deying and fir-
ing v.lll show a very negllgib1e amount of shrinkage, gi v1ng a strong 
joint. 
Turning to the standard mortar. the layer on the split aft.er 
dr,1.ng at 1oo•c shows a smooth surface without arrs cracks or peeling 
ettect,. T}4s mortar at 600°C shows no change 1n surface characteris-
tic but has considerably darkened due to charred organic materia1. 
At 1ooo•c the organic materia1 has compl.eteq burned out and a single 
line crack is developed 1n one comer. · Thie is ev1den~ due to the 
.tiring shrinkage. The assanbl;y fired at 12~ shows many cracka at 
·the surface vbich have increased in dimension al.so. There is a def-
inite sign ot fusion noticed. Due to .tum.on ettect the ~es of the 
mortar in contact, with the spilt have fused into the brick b~ .torm-
ing a stronger union. But a~ this temperature firlng shr:t.nY.age takes 
place, which cau~es cracks to develop 1n. the bod7 inst,ead of . a ~er 
pee11ng ott at 'lihe edges. Thia ~feet of shrinkage is ~kab:cy- in-
creased 1n the specimen :tired at 1400°C. The s:f.ze ot craeke has in-
creased, and more i'usion has taken place effecting further shrinkage. 
Batches AII and AIII show conaiderab1e d.r7,1ng shrinkage and 
cracks in the mortar body. So do the batches BI and CI which were, 
however, expect.ed to show lesser shrinkage due to the higher percen-
tile ot sodium silicate content. These batches, on account ot their 
in1Ual higher dr;ying shrinkage, were not f'ired at higher taaperature 
to stuctr the 1\trther et.t'ect of firing shrinkage. The shr:lnkage prop-
erty o£ the batch. i.s very well illustrated by this t.est. 
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F. Retractorinesa. 
In the section on the P,C.E. test it tf8.8 exp1a1.ned that Pyrame-
'tric Cone ~valent. does not give arJ3' indication of the true ref'rao-
torinesa val.ue in the case of refractory mortars. Therefore, ~ 
methods have been used to determine this property. The one lddch is 
usual.ly being .followed at the present time is the • • pier test' ' speci-
fied. by .A.s:r.M.144 In this test the effect of heat treatment on a 
mortar joint is observed by using the mortar to simulate consu-uct:Lon 
coooitiona. A pier. consisting of two whol.e br:1.cks and two hal..t bricks 
is made by using the mortar as jointing material. to g1 ve 1/8 • • thick 
joints between the bricks. Thia pier after drying at llOOC is placed 
in t.he furnace and fired to a tanperature specified for the · t.ype of · 
mortar used. On cooling, observation is made 0£ the pier for mv- now 
ot mortar tran the joint or excessive ahrinkage and cracking of the 
mortar in the joint due to .heat treatment. Tld.s observation :Ls taken 
as an .indication o£ the refractorJ.neas of the mortar. 
This is a much better test tor retractorineso then the P.c.E. 
determination. However. it does not reproduce conditions or the joint 
:ln 'the (ux-nace wall when the furnace is . operat.ing at a high temperature. 
The joint is subjected to nnch higher load 1n a furnace wall• while in 
the pier test, thie load is not accounted tor at al.l. A teat which 
woul.d r~produce these e:!nmlative com1tione wou1d be more informative. 
Such a test bas been described later on int.his chapter. 
Heindl. and Pendergaatll+S used the tuai.on b1ock test to deter-
144 A.S.T.M. Manual. of S'tandards, 2.Jl• Cit. P• 58. 
145 R. A. Heindl and W. L. Pendergast• 9Jl• Cit. I>• 10. 
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mine ref~toriness of the mortar a1ong with the pj.er test. This test 
has the: advantage of showing tbe . fQ.sion characteristics, tlow property 
at ·higher temperature~ viscosity and also the firing shrinkage of the 
refractory- mortar-. The condition of-shrinkage o~ flow is Ul'.).Con.fined 
in tho case of .fusion blocks while-in the case of .a pier~ a restricted 
condition for 'these features is observed. Since restricted conditions 
of mortAr in a. jC\int has been studied eeparat~ ~ .it was decided to 
use the fusion block test to evaluate re.f.'.ractoriness of the test 
batches. This a1so .would give the :tree flow characteri.stics of the 
batches at elevated temperatures. 
The method empl.ayed here is the one uoed in porcel a:I n enamel 
laboratories to study" the fusion characteristics of enamel.a by the 
fusion b1oek test. The fusion bl.ocks used £or ename1 purposes are 
usual.:cy- made of porcelain and have a low P .c.E. value. Since the 
P.C.E~ values for mortar test batches is trcm Cone 28 to Cone. 306 a 
block ld.th higher rerractor:lness is necessary. Such bl.oclcs are can-
mercially ava1lab1e * and have aver:, high P.c.E. value so that ·they-
can aate~ be used for this test purpose. The dimensions or the 
blocks are ~m1]ar to those blocks used tor enamels. 
The dried mortar is ground to a -100 mesh power. This mater-
ia1 i.s wetted · wt.th a sl1ght; amount 0£ gum arabic solution. and is 
then packed in the caviey o£ the fusion b1ock. The surface oE the 
packed material. was struck f'luah nth the upper .surface of the b1ock. 
The b1ock and batch# lta8 then dried ovemight at room temperature and 
at 110•c. tor another 24 hours. The b1ocke "8re then pl.aced 1n the 
* McDannel. RatractorJ.es Ccillpal\y • Bea'Var Falls• J>ennq1van1a. 
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t'urnace and fired sepa.rat~ a.t 1200° • 1400° • and 1500°c. · Such blocks 
were prepared and fired similar:cy for all the test. batches as well as 
for the standard mortar. Results ot this fusion block test at J.400°0 
are shown 1n Figure l.5. 
The material in the blocks does not show any shrinkage due to 
drying• but aft.er firing at 1200°C i~ is · noticed that, the mortar has 
shrunk more or less in al1 cases. Generally the · shrinkage .is obser'led 
to increase as the grain size ot the grog becomes finer.. ilso the 
same bolds true aa· far ae fusion is concerned. Materials having tiner 
grain sized grog have fused to a · i\trther extent as can.pared ld. th mater-
ials having coarser grain size. The exception ie noted in the case ot 
the standard mortar, where, t.hough the grain size ie much coarser, a 
higher amount of fusion is noticed. Turning to the material tired at 
14oo•c, further lbrinkage in volume is not,iced in all. cases and the 
shrinkage trend is the same as was observed tor the l200°C tired ·mater-
ial. Some ot the pieces in Figure lS do ·not ehowmuch di.t:f'erence 
between the 1200• and the 14.00°C f'1r1ng but., ·there is a volume shrink-
age and reduction 1n thickness which ia not. too m.dent trom the pic-
ture. 0~ course, due to .high temperature treatment, there ia a higher 
degree o~ fusion in all cases, but it is still less in batches AI• AII 
and Aill ae compared with the other batdhea. CI and CIII are fused the 
most. A mexinaun amount of fusion is noticed in the standard mortar at 
u.oo•c. At 1S00°C al1 the batches shaved a higher degree of fusion but 
ve17 little change 1n shrinkage characteristics as can.pared to the 
14.oo•c test. No flow of the fused material was observed at this tem-
perature. 
FIGURE 15 
FUSION BIDCKS SHOWING TIIE REFRACTORL'lESS 
OF THE 1-0RTAR AT 1400•0 
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G. Behavior~ Joints Under~ .!1 Elevated Temperatures. 
whil.e discussing 'the 1 'pier test.• • tor refractoriness of the 
joint int.he last section, a'ttention was dram to the tact that, the 
pier test does not reproduce actua1 conditions attained by the joint 
in tumace val.ls at operating temperatures. The joint in ·the furnace 
wall is subjected 'to a considerable load at higher temperatures and it 
is under these conditions. that a mechanical stability of the joint is 
much to be deaired. It the mortar nova out of the joint, the overall 
attect of such fiow'NOu1d be to endanger the stability o£ the entire 
structure at high temperatures.. Theref'ore, a kncndedge of the behavior 
of the joint under conclitions of loading becomes very necessary. 
Bonding strength determination at high temperatures gives some 
information regarding the mechanica1 atabillty ot the verticle joints 
m the atruc1iure, but throws very littie light on the condition of the 
horizontal joint in the wall. . The only means of evaluating this prop,.-
erty is to prepare a joint and subject ~t to load and study the chang~s 
taking place during firing at the desired tanperatures. Work of this 
nature had been done by C1ewa and othersl.46 on various mortar mixtures. 
The apparatus used by' them is shown bl Figure 7. The dimension of the 
blocks and joints wre prepared to sui.t the requirament of this appar-
atus. 
Since. during this investigation, 9" straight bricks are used 
tor al1 other testing purposes. it was decided to use these bricks for 
th18 test al.so. Standard A.s.T.M.147 method £or testing a r~ractory 
146 F. H. Clews and others, 22,. Cit. 
147 Manua1 o~ A.S.T.M. Standards on Refractory Material.a, Qn. 
Cit., P• 28. 
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under 1oad at high temperatures was empl.oyed with slight modilication 
to study the behavior ot the joint under. load. A direct load type 
tuma.ce., heated by Globar units was used and the entire set up of the 
furnace and other equipments is sholfn 1n Figure 16. 
By using 1/41 • thick spacing rods• a joint ot 1/4'' tJdclmess 
is made between the two halves of a cut 9' • straight brick., using the 
wicut 2-1/2 tt x 4,-1/2" ends for joint.ing. The spacing rods were held 
1n position till the setting t.ime, (previou~ known for the batch) 
had lapsed. The rods were then removed and the joint \188 dried 24 
hours at room temperature and at no•c £or another 24 hours. The brick 
assemb:cy- wae t-hen p1aced on em in the load tes't furnace, a ail.icon 
carbide brick waa then placed on the assembly and the ldlol.e system was 
1oaded as shown in Figure 16. The load applied was free to move 1n 
tJle .frame~ and any linear change in the asaembl.y' woul.d be transferred 
to the loading block cauaing 'the block to move in a vertical direct.ion. 
'!be measurement; o~ this 11near mo'f"anent ,. then 'WW.d certainly' record . 
the cbangee taking place 1n the whole eyatem, i.e. the •.assembly, sili-
con carbide brick as vel1 as the steel. can.ponenta, produced b7 the heat 
treatment. To make such measurements an index was recorded by use ot 
a cathetometer. The readings lR9re taken. to an accuracy of 0.01 cm., 
tor al.l the temperatures ranging from 1oo•c to 14oo•c. The 1oad 
applied to the aseembl.7 we.a l2 pm.. instead o£ 2S pai so specified by' 
the A.S.T.M. proeedure. However~ the .f'iring schedule~ the A.S.T.M. 
procedure waa followed i.e. 1400-C w.a reached 1n Jrl./2 hours. 
To determine the net change 1;ak1ng p1ace in the jo~ at these 
temperatures. acme blank runs were made uslng a aimilar type ot 9 1 ' 




firing were kept constant and measurements of linear change taking 
place 1n the brick, ld.thout &\V' joint, uere recorded by using the same 
cathetometer. Three bricks . slight.J.¥ different 1n appearence were sel-
ected, and linear change :for each of them was recorded simUarly. An 
average of these three runs was then taken as the linear change for 
the brick al.one. The dif'ference between these readings and the re~ 
and the readings obtained with the jointed half' bricks~ was then con-
sidered as the net change prcxluced by the joint alone. In this res-
pect, the linear change taking place in a joint, during firing up to 
J.40()°C1 was determined for the te~ batches. The data ca1culated on a 
percentage basis is given in Table VII and represented graphica1ly 1u 
Figure 17, 18 and 19. 
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TABLB vn 
PERCENTAGE LINEAR CHANGE m 11>RTAR Jon:r mmERIDAD 
AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 
Temperature AI AII AIII D BI BII BIII CI CIII 
100 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ·o.o o.o 
200 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
300 4.8 4.s 3.2 1~6 4.8 3.2 J,2 3.2 3.2 
400 1.6 6.4 1~6 1~6 4.8 4.s 4~8 4.a ,~ 
soo 3~ 4~8 1~6 ,~ 9~6 6~4 4~8 4~8 4.8 
600 3~ 3.2 1.6 9.6 9.6 4.s 4.8 6,4 4.a 
700 ll.2 9.6 4 .• s 9.6 11.2 6.4 6.4 a.o s.o 
soo 6.4 9.6 4.s 6.4 12.s 4.s · 6.4 6.4 4.a 
900 3.2 6,4 3.2 s,o ll.2 6.4 4.8 3.2 6 .• 4 
. . 
1000 o.o 6!4 1 •. 6 9~6 9.6 s.o 9.-6 6.4 6.4 
1100 -1.6 6.4 o~o 3.2 3.2 4.s 4.s 6!4 o.o 
1200 -4.8 3.2 -4.8 o.o o.o -1.6 1.6 o.o ..a.o 
1300 -12.8 -9._6 -6~-4 -4~8 -6.4 -6.4 -6~4 -ll.2 -12.8 










- CUKV'ES SHOWING CHANGE OF · RT IN JODT AT 
KLW ·TED TEMPBRATURES POR BATCH BI,, BII, BIII 
FIGURE 19 
CURVF'5 SHOWING LINEAR CHANGE OF MORl'AR IN JOINT AT 
ELEVATED TEMPERATURES FOR BATCH CI AND CIII 
Some pertinent tacts are observed from these data concerning 
behavior of joints under load at high temperatures. There is usualJ1' 
an expal18ion shown in every case at around 600° to 7oo•c and then there 
is a sudden temporary -slight shrinkage .fran 800° to ll00°C. Then again 
bqond noo• there is a permanen-t shrinkage shown 'Which keeps on in-
creasing as the temperature is rcd.sed to 1400•0. The highest shrink-
age is observed in all. batches at 1400-c, though there is quite a var-
iation Qlailg t,he batches themse1ves. This t.rend ot shrinkage and 
apaneion is observed for all batches as well as the standard mortar. 
CHAP.l'ER V 
BONDI?IG STRENGTH OF 1-l>RTARS AT ELEVATED TEMPEli.ATURES 
The prime purpose of this investigation is to study the bonding 
strength or jointing materia1 at elevated temperatures ao as to obtain 
a true picture of mecharrl.cal stability of the joints in a f'urnace wall 
at operating temperatures. From the literature review it is noticed 
that few attempts have been made to study this property and no data is 
ava:llah1e for the entire temperature range. Therefore~ it was decided 
1n this work to determine strength of joints using several batches, 
prepared by changing variab1es, at tsperatures ranging .trom 100• to 
1400°c, and to study the atrect of each variab1e which might have pro-
duceti a change in the bonding strength. 
-
Several methods have been emp1oyed to determine strength of 
joints at high tanperatures. Clewe and otheral.48 have determined the 
strength of joints by measuring the tensile strength of t;he bond as 
well as the caapression strength at one·part1cu1ar temperature. 
Heincll and Pendergastl.49• though not baring done at'\?' high temperature 
'NOrk~ determined the strength o~ joints by measuring the modul.us ~ 
rupture on the jointed aaeembl,y o~ brick and mortar. The eame method 
baa been specilied by the A.s.T.M.1S0 for determinat.ion oE bonding 
strength. Therefore, it was decided in this work to follow strict:q 
the A.S.T.M. procedure. 
148 F. H. C1ews and others, Sm• ~. 
149 R. A. Hil1nd1 and W. L. Pendergast• Op. Cit. P• 13. 
1SO Ma.nua1 ot A.S.T .M. Standards on Refractory matarJ.ala. 
9J?• .Qll. P• S6. 
The nodulus ot rupture is actu~ the tlexura1 strength or 
bending strength o~ a rigid beam when a long beam of a rigid material, 
which obeys Hook's law, ia aim~ supported at each end and broken 
under a centrally applied load• normal to the surface ot the beam. 
The highest teaile stress 1n the material is in the underneath face o£ 
the beam, opposite the point ~ application ot 1oad. When the appli-
ed load is in excess ot the tensi1e strength on the um.er side ot the 
beam, failure ot the beam takes place by fracturing at this surface. 
This 1oad or atrengtih necessary to cause failure by f'racture is variom-
~ lmown as bending strength, fiexural. strength or more caumonly as 
modul.ua of rupture. This strength, M, is represented by the 1'orm.ula: 
ffllere 1, b, and d are length, breadth and depth of the beam and p is 
the 1oad required for tracture. In actual testing, 1 more correctq 
represents the length ot span or points supporting the beam. This 
modul.us of rupture is 1n principal. the same as tensile strength al-
though in the actua1 test a dil.terence in figures is obtained. The 
dil:terence may be ascribed to the following causes• (1) the t1e• is 
not a long beam aa assumed in the simple theory 01' bending, (2) the de-
tlection ot ~e beam at fracture is larger than the theory assumes• 
(3) the material of which the beam ia made mq not obey Hook's law. 
(4) the volume of material subjected to the max1m:nn stress is sma1l.er 
in bending than in the tens1.1e test. 
The first three factors indicate that the stress deduced from 
the abova formula does not corresponi v.lth that actually present in 
ns 
the material. when fracture takes place. On the other hand the 1ast 
factor represents a genuine property ot the material lmich ~ give 
rise to a variation between bending and tensile tests. 
One f'act concerning strength or mortar must be pointed out tor 
cl.arif'ication. In many cases in the literature review• it is noticed 
that modulus of rupture has been determined on the bars of mortar 
a1one and the value obta:ined is imi.cated as the bonding strength of 
the mortar. This is a very erroneous indication since the value ob-
tained is tor the strength developed within the mortar body alone and 
· does not say anything about the bond it "WOu1d deve1op w.i.th the bricks. 
So this practice does not add aqy information regarding the horning 
strength of' the mortar and hence in this work no attempt was made to 
determine strength of' mortar bars at elevated tanperatures. 
The Furnace. 
- ....... --
Attempts at determining hot modulus of' rupture on refractory 
bricks or tiles have been made -smce 1920, as seen in the review of 
literature. For this purpose each investigator had constructed a 
furnace to meet his specific requi.rement. The f'umaces built before 
were either gas or electric~ fired and the dimension and 1oading 
devices depended mainly upon the size ot the specimen to be broken. 
Bare ranging from 1 • 1 x l' 1 x 6 • ' to 9 1 • straight bricks were broken 
in these furnaces. tlone ot them, howver, lftlre designed or built to 
meet the A.S.T.M. specif'ication for modu1us of' rupture determination 
except the work by Hunt and Brad1ql.S1. In their furnace they could 
determine hot modu1us of rupt,ure, tor two bricks onq, 'While the 
l.Sl E. B. Hunt and R. S. Brad1ey, 22• ~. P• 267-69. 
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A.S.T.M. specif'ication requires an average ot five determinat.iona. 
In this work it was planned to adhere• as strictly as possible, 
to the A.S.T.M. procedure tor detennining the bomirfg si;rength or 
the mortars. Theretore, it was necessary to design and build a furnace 
for determination of hot modulus of rupture \IJh:lch t«>ul.d meet all 
A.S.T.M. requirements as far as possible. The furnace which was built 
nnd used, is shown in Figure 20. Deta11ed design and sect.ional. views 
of the furnace are shown separateq in Appendix I. 
The essential. des1.gn of the furnace 1.s. the same as has been 
given :tor a direct 1oad type, elect.rically fired furnace, in F:lgure 
2 of the A.S.T.M. designation c16-41lS2, for testing refractory brick 
under load at high temperatures. The dimensions of t.he furnace and 
inside features are changed to suit the requirements o:r experimental. 
condition. As an average or five determinations is required, it was 
decided to have these determinations made during one .firing operation 
only. This means, five specimens will have to be fired at the same time 
in the same turnace so that all of them will receive the same heat. 
treatment. To accommodate :tive specimens• the dimensions of the fur-
nace were increased• which will be evident f'ram the picture. The fioor 
of the furnace waa constructed, with two brick courses above the build-
ing noor so as to obtain rnax1rnnm resistance to the load applied v.l:th-
• 
out endangering the structure. Above these tt«> courses of superduty 
bricks, a center ~er of one course of sill.con carbide bri.cks was 
laid. On top of these silicon carbide bricks, the supporting blocks 
were pl.aced at prerl.ousl3" determined interval.a. The mortar and brick 
1S2 Manual or A.S.T.M. standard on Refract.or., Materia1s, 22• 




assemblies to be broken are p1aced ove1' these supports tor determina-
tion of hot modulus ot rupture. 
The supporting bricks are reburned superduty firecbq bricks 
having a good mechanical stability at higher temperatures. The attach-
ed semi-cyllnderica1 supporting blocks were specially made by using 
silicon carbide grain and clq mixture. A.S~T.M. designation c13.3-3cj.9 
specif'ies a S/811 radius tor t;he supporting rods, and hence these sani-
eyl:lndera of si.llcon carbide were also made exact~ ot the same radius. 
These blocks are attached to the brick in such a W81' as to have a 7 
inch span between the t1r.0 bearing semi-cylinders. Thia al.so is accord-
ing to the specification ot A.S.T.M. designation stated above. The 
root ot the furnace is designed so as to permit the loading head to be 
moved from one specimen to another without 8lJ1' ditficul.ty. The opening 
in the root_ia large enough tor loading and unloading the specimens but 
not large enough to make an appreciable change 1n temperature when the 
retractor., covering :ls opened to move the loading head from one samp1e 
brick to another. 
The loading head and its assemb~ and the entire 1oading mech-
anism is mounted on a steel frame• lfhich is entirely imependent of 
the furnace structure. This can be noticed eas1]¥ tram the picture. 
The steel ~rame consists of two I beams secured to the floor, on which 
are supported t1«> channel.a facing each other, so as to form a track 
over which the whole loading mechanism. can be moved f'rcm one specimen 
to another. By this system, t.he entire load applied is res.isted by 
1S3 Manual of A.S.T.M. Standards on Refractory Methods, 22• 
~ •• p. S2. 
the steel .frame. The whole b-ame is located 1n such a way that the 
loading head always stqs in the center o~ the opening of the roof, 
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throughout its movement. By this arrangement, the head needs no ad-
justment so as to apply load at the central joint of the specimen. 
Once the bricks are proper~ placed on the bearing supports, no further 
adjustment is necessar.r to get central l.oading. This is true for al.l. 
five specimens. 
Figure 21 shows the entire loading mechanism and in Figure 22 
the loading head assembly is schematically -represented. The load bear-
ing head itself' i.s special.ly designed to meet the A.s.T.M. require-
ments. The tip of the head, which applies the load norma1 to the brick 
and mortar assembly has a S/8 • • ra.Hus and i.s J,,-l./2 • 1 l.ong so aa to 
applT l.oad uniformly and centrally across the width of the assembly. 
The length o~ head is such that the upper portion of the length remains 
outside the :turnace to wtdch the steel clamp can be safely attached 
without bei.ng affected by hv.t. Thie loading head is also prepared 
from a mixture of silicon carbide grains and clq, by the method or 
hand molding in a wooden mold. The loading head is attached to a brac-
ket which in turn is firmly welded to a solid stee1 rod. The upper em 
ot this atee1 rod is 1'1tted to the inverted hydraulic ram, lthich is 
used for applying load to the whole system. 
A? ton hydraulic ram, lbich can transmit pressure up to a total 
ot 14,000 pounds• ie used tor app~ the load. The piston of this 
ram is attached 'to the steel rod so that the steel. rod with the 1oading 
head tdll move up or down along ld.th the moYement of the piston. Thia 
hydraulic ram in turn is fixed to a th1.ck steel plate which ia backed 
against the channel of the steel structure. Since these channels are 
12.0 
'1GUJlB 21 
PIO'l'lIRI SHOlCtNG THB U>AD. G 11aUDAW·~ 
SCAIE DI INCHES 
6 
LOADING 
· S1C LOADING HEAD 
OF LOADING MECHANISM ASS.DtBLY 
FIGURE 22 
SCHFlfATIC DIAGRAM OF I.OADDlG MECHANISM ASSEMBIX 
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f':lxed to the I-beam, and consequently t.o the noor, under conditions 
ot loading the entire resisting load is transferred through the stee1 
plate to the channel, 'to the I.beams and finally to the floor. In this 
~ th~ loading mechanism is entirely tree ot the furnace. The hydrau-
lic ram is operated by an ~ectric pump instead of a hand pump. The 
electric pump• due to its continuous running, keeps a unitorm rate of 
application of the 1oad on the assembly. A hand pump would transmit 
load onl,y intermittent~. The unitorm increase in load, aa specified 
by A.S.T.M. procedure, is achieved by turning the adjustable relief 
valve at a uniform rate. To this valve is fixed a rod with an indica-
tor and dial. 137 turning the ioiicator to a lmown position on the 
dial• a known increase in pressure can be obtained. The load applied 
is read on a dial gage to an accuracy ot 20 pounds. 
In order to move the loading mechanism f"ran one specimen to 
another, the 1-ilole aasanbly- 0£ loading head and ram is mounted on 
wheels. These wheels run across the track fonned by the tops ot the 
two oppositely .taced charme1s. ·Thus just by pushing. the whole system 
~ be moved f'ran one p1ace to another, even at high tanperatures, with-
out disturbing the furnace or samples. 
Since the loading head is made ot big~ conductive material, 
a large amount of heat is transmitted to the .hydraulic ram at higher 
taJ1perature. The ef'tect ot this heat would change the viscosity of the 
oil contained in the ram and thereby would give erroneous results ot 
the load transmitted. To prevent thia heating, the stee1 rod as well 
as the hydraulic ram llfare ,eound vith a copper cooling coil, through 
vhich water was run during the entire test. 
To obtain a correct temperature reading ot the point at which 
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the load is applied• the thermocoup1e junction was fixed very c1ose 
to the lower tip of the 1oading head and thermocouple wires vere 
brought out of "the :tumace through protecting rubes 'Which aleo ll'ere 
fixed .to the mi.ire lengt,h 0£ the loading head. The thennocoupl.e is 
connected to the lead wires and then to a recorder. A p1atinum-
platinum+ 10% rhocli.um thermocoupl.e -.a used for measuring the tmper-
atures. This system helped Tery well 1n maintaining and measuring the 
temperature in the area 1n the vicinity of the eample. 
A system vaa attached to the loading mechanism by maans of 
which tJle deflection of brick, under loading, can be measured. A pin 
was at1.ached at the aide of the steel plate holding the hydraul.ic ram. 
To this pin is fixed a micran~ter dial gage tor measurement of deflec-
tion. To 'Ule collar holding the stee1 rod and the pj_ston together is 
attached a mna] l th:ln plate of metal. extended. f'urther out as shown in 
Figure 22. This metal pi.ece can move up or dovn. al.ong with the move-
ment of the ram. The stem of t.he micrcmeter dia1 is kept pressed 
against this piece. As the metal piece moves down, . the stem of the 
gage dial moves down, indicating the distance mOYed on the dial. Thus 
when the loading head is fi~ placed over the joint• the reading on 
the micraneter dial is taken and a continuous reading ie taken as the 
load 1a being applied until the joint breaks. The difference bet.ween 
this reading and the original one 1a the defiectj.on or brick before 
failure. The defiectdon can be meaeured correctly on a thousandth ot 
an inch. 
Essential. Features 2'_ the Furpace. 
The fumace, as tar as poaaible• meets al1 the requiranenta of 
the A.S.T.M. procedure tor span~ cliameter of the bearing edges, diame-
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ter ot the loading tip and uniform rate of application of the load. 
The furnace is electric~ fired by the use ot Gl.obar resistance unite 
ao that an oxidizing atmosphere is a1WcqS ma1mahled. Five individual 
deterndnations or modulus of rupture can be made during one £iring 
operation on the specimens 'Which haw received an identical heat treat-
ment. This is one of the most important feat.urea, since 1n this re-
spect. · a 'true average of f'ive determinations can be obtained. Five 
samp1es when tired aeparate4'", even under well controll.ed conditions, 
will not be ab1e to have the same heat treatment and theref'ore cannot 
give a truly representative average. The loading mechanism is ao ad-
justed that the specimen vbil.e being heated are not loaded at all. 
When the .tiring schedu1e is ccnp1eted, the ram can be slo'liicy' 1owered 
on t.he specimen and 1oad be applied. Also attar breaking one sample, 
the ram can be listed c1ear of the sample and can be moved to another 
samp1e tor breaking. Thua, during the tiring operation 0£ the joint 
no externa1 stresses are applied which might af'.f'ect the boming 
strength of the joint. In spite of ,.ts large d1.mensi.ons • a good uni-
formity o~ tanpera~ure is maintained inside the fumace because ·ot the 
narrow roo.f opening. Thia unitormit7 la maintained during tiring aa 
well ae during the breaking operations. Because of the particular 
position ot the thermocouple• the exact temperature ot the vic:ln1t7 of 
the specimen is known llhen it is broken. 
The ease 1d:t.h which the \!thole 1oading mechanism can be moved 
should a1ao be mentioned here as one ot its main features. Though 
more improvements can be made, this moving technique l«>rked very well 
ld.thout presenting much difficulty. The loading head as well as the 
bearing edges w.lthstood applied 1oad without any failure at high tan-
l2S 
peraturea. Sometime the bricks to which the bearing edges are fixed• 
broke during the loading operation. They can be replaced 1d..thout mu.eh 
effort. The loading mechanism is water cooled an1 independent of the 
furnace structure. Provision is made for measuring deflection ot the 
bricks before it breaks, at all temperatures. Thie method ot measur-
ing de1'lection can be improved further, so as to make it self record-
ing in co-ordination with load applied~ Last but not, least is the 
overall ease w.1th which the entire operation can be carried out. 
DPDSU DC S:ttftDGb De;t;ana;J M1iiPP - . Hgt lfd>dul.ug "'- Rup\yre flt. 
Joints and the Bricks Al.one. 
--- - ·- --- ---
For determination ~ the bonding strength ot mortar_ five 
joints were made according to the method specified in the A.S.T.M. 
designation Cl9S-47. Five 9'' straight bricks were selected and cut 
into two equal parts on a plane parallel to the 2-l./2• • x 4-1/21 • tace. 
The uncut face of the brick was used to prepare the mortar joints. 
After thorough m1x1ng ot 1.he mortar• if' required, twice the quantity 
neoea&ar7 to tom a 1/16•• joint, was placed on the uncut. surtace ~ 
one ot the halves. ho spacing rods, o~ l./16•' diam~, were then 
placed 1n the mortar parallel to the 2-1/2 • ' edgea o.t the brick and 
3/4'' fraa each edge. The WlCUt face ot the other hal..t was then placed 
on the mortar and the excess of mortar was .toroed oui- by' pressing on 
the top brick and at the same time moving it to and fro, ueing the 
spacing rode ae roll.era. The excess mortal!, 'Nhich squeeaed out of the 
join1; vu then removed and the joint wae smoothed around the surface. 
Attar an e1apse of setting time o~ the batch• previous lmown - the 
spacing rods 'lfaPe w1 thdra,m. It rods are taken out earlier a joint 
thinner than 1/16' • would be fomed, since the weight. of the top hall 
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brick wou1d cause some unset mortar to squeeze out. These five joints, 
prepared in this ~, 1-Jere then al.lowed to dry' at room temperature 
without any disturbance, for 24 hours. Aft,er drying these joints at 
roan temperatures . they were further dried at lOS-110°0 for another 
24 hours. These dried joints are now ready for the modulus of rupture 
det,ei,nination at various temperatures. 
The five brick and mortar assemblies are then placed in the 
furnace and heated to the prescribed temperature. The temperatures at 
\fflich strength is to be determined are 100•, 200•, 400•. 600°, soo•. 
1000•, noo•, 1200°, 1300°, · and 14oo•c. 'l'o reach this temperature 
within a fixed period a firing schedu1e was set up and was followed 
for all tirings tor all the batches. 
To reach J.4,00°C within 8 hours ttm.8 ~onsidered a normal rate of 
heating and hence the firing schedule to reach a1l other temperatures 
was set up 1n linear relation to this period. A temperature veraua 
. . 
time plot waa made on which the point for 14c,o-c and 8 hours ~s fixed. 
Fran this point, a straight line was drawn connecting the origin of 
the x and 7 axea. Then fr-an. this line~ the time corresponding to 
various tanperatures was read and that particular 'lis.perature was 
reached within the period shown by the plot. This time-temperature 
plot is shown in Figure 23. .'\tter reaching the temperatures, joints 
-were held at this temperature for two more hours, so that the joints 
would have proper heat soaking. During the entire f'iring operation 
water is continuous~ .. run through the cooling coil or the loading 
aaaemb]Jr. 
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FIRING SCHEDULE FOR Har K>DUWS 




and placed on the joint by rel.easing the system which had kept it 
lilted up during the _firing. The pump is then started and by turning 
t.he relief valve ot the pump, a 1oad was a;,pl.ied at a steady rate, 
unt_il the. joint f'a.iled. Immediately on £ai1ure the valve was released. 
and the pump turned oft so that no more load was applied. The tota1 
load required to cause failure o£ the joint is then read on the dial. 
gage. The l.oading head is then lifted up and transte1. .. red •.o the next 
joint and t.he entire process of 1oading is repeated again Wlti1 the 
joint has :tailed. The reading for the 1oad -required• is then observed 
on the gage. Similarly, the 1oad reQdrecl for breaking all. the five 
joints is determined. 
The modu1ua of rupture is then calculated tor these five deter-
m1natJ..one by the use o~ the formula: 
M .. 2..J?! 
2 bd.2 
where M • Modul.us of Rupture in psi 
p • Total . 1oad required £or break:1-ng in pounds 
1 • length of the span • 71 • 
b • breadt,h ot 'the brick • 4,-l/2 • • 
and d • depth ot the brick • 2-1/2 • • 
• M 1 X 7· 
• • • P x · 2 x 4.s x c2.s>2 
0 p x 0.373 pa1. 
An average ~ f1:ve dei;end.nations of modulus ot rupture ie 
~en ae the bonding strength or the mortar at. the particular tempera-
ture. In a atnd]ar manner. joints are prepared and broken at tempera-
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tures ranging trcm 100- to 1400•c for one mortar batch. Thus bonding 
strength ot the mortar batch for the entire range of temperature is 
determined .. 
The same process is repeated for all the mortar batches and 
also £or the standard mortar, and modulus of rupture is determ.i.ned at 
the tenperatures ranging fran 100• to 1400°c. Uniformity of firing 
operation was observed for all the batches as £ar as possible. 
During the modu1us 0£ rupture determinations it was noticed 
that failure somet.:i.mes occurred in the brick instead of the join"t, 
indicating the bonding strength of the mortar was higher than the 
strength of the brick. Under these cirCtUnStances., a knowledge ot 
strength of the brick throughout the entire temperature range is nec-
essary and there.fore it was dec1.ded. to determine modulus of rupture on 
brick a1one at temperatures ranging from 100°C to 1400-c. Five bricks 
were sel.ected and fired exactly in the s8JD.e manner as the joints were 
tired. Atter reaching the prescribed temperat.ure. they were broken for 
strength determination. The average Talue ot the five bricks was 
recorded as the modulus of rupture ot the brick. Test resu1ts tor 
the at1ength ot joints of all mortar batches a.rd for strength of bricks 
are shown in Table VIII and are represented grapbica~ in Figures 24, 
25~ and 26 consecutiv~. 
The deflection of the joints, urder loading conditions, at 
high tenperatures could not be detenni ned because ot sane lll'lexpected -
dif'ficul.ties obaei-ved during the teet. At various points of the 
channel.• a gra.t variation in deflection was noticed for the same 
l.oad. This indicated that the channe1s did not act aa a rigid beam 
and showed di.fi'erences in defiection at various points. Al.so. deflec-
tion at the t'WO ends 1>1as quite di.f'ferent tor the same load. This might 
have hnppened due t.o the slippage of the I-beam# oft the fl.oor~ though 
it, was not apparent. .Anyhow, in view of this non-unitormi:t7, deflec-
tion measurements were discarded. 
Since the strength data for batch CI and CIII showed very little 
variati.on in st,rength at diff'erent temperatures., it wa:D al.so decided 
not to determine modulus of rupt\:re for the intermediate batch CII. 
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T ABIE 1'.III 
li>DUWS OF RUPrURE DATA F0R TEST BATCHES AND THE 
BRICK AT EI.1!,'V ATED TEMPERATillmS 
Tanperature AI AII AIII BI BII BIII CI CIII D Brick 
100 so3.5 1e21.s l26.8 304.1 23s.7 149.2 1S6.6 93.2 S07.0 969.s 
200 1$.S 149.2 lll.9 w..7 106.4 134.3 44.7 52.2 790.s 978.9 
400 246.s l34.S 97.0 134.3 . 89.S 89.5 44.7 37.3 626.8 9S7.4 
600 167.8 134.3 89.S 100.7 82.l 74.6 37.3 44.7 522.0 1031.9 
soo 3,a.1 175.3 193.9 197.7 97.0 82.l 37.3 44.7 ss1.o 969.8 
1000 444.1 216.3 223.8 223.8 104.4 llS.3 67.1 52.2 719.9 939~9 
llOO soo.o 289.1 268.s 264.l 141.7 118.l 89.S 67.l 764.6 969.3 
1200 ~.8 400.s 373.3 294.7 15.3.o 128.7 121.9 94.3 272.3 960.5 
]JOO 350.6 104.4 200.9 134.3 48.S 74.6 X X 164.1 604.2 
1400 X .z X X X X X X X 238.7 
x ·- represents valves lower than 30 psi. 
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BONDING STRENGTH OF MORl'AR AT ELEVATED Ta.tPERATURES FOR 
THE BA!~ Al;; AII, AIII, D AND THE 
STR&'IGl'H ·oF BRICK AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES · 
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FIGURE 2S 
CURVES SHOWING THE BOMDDIG STRENGTH OF M:>RTAR 
BATOIIF..S BI, BII AND B!I! AT ELBV ATED TEMPERATURES 
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FIGURE ~6 
CURVES· SHOWING BONDING STRFllGTH OF ll>RT'.Alt 
.BATCHES CI AND CIII AT ELEVATED. 'l']MPERATl.JRES 
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There are several forms of ta11ure noticed in the broken joints. 
Those joints, which have ~bit.ed a high 'bonding strength usual.q' 
fail.ed through the joint and brick together at an angle, or the brick 
alone tail.ed. There are variations as to how this t.ype of failure 
occurs. Sometime the break is at an angle paral.le1 to the 2-1/2 • • x 
4-1/2 • 1 .face 0£ the brick depending upon the weaker planes in the 
· brick. Other types of failure showing a comparatively high strength 
and occurring most commonly, ie part~ through the joint and part:cy, 
through the brick. In this type of £allure, at pl.ac·es the mortar is 
peel.eel o~t the BUr.tace or the break occurs through the mortar body, 
but at other places big chunks of bricks have been puJJecl out on break-
ing. The joints with intermediate sta-eneth mostzy fa.il.ed through tJle 
joint. Either the joint. peel.ed orr the brick surface or the break 
occurred th.rough the mort:a-. In some inst.ancee, at pl.aces• a tew epecks 
ot brick material. can be seen pulled out of the bri.ck: surface. All. 
fai1ures, which occurred by just peel.ing of the mortar from the brick 
euri'ace .. showed 1011er strength. This condition ot fail.ure was noticed 
after £:I.ring at higher temperatures al.so, indicating that no intimate 
contact between br:1.ck surface and mortar is devel.oped even after .tir-
ing. This caused the comi.tion of lower strength of the joints to 
rema:Jn unaffected by heat treatment. 
The failure of the joint, occurring at a tanperature l300°C and 
14.oo•c :ls Vetr¥ typical. The mortar body at this temperature. due to 
same amount. ot liquid .formation, exhibited a p1aat.ic flow• under 1oad-
ing. The tv:> halves slow:q separated by puW.ng a1-~ from each other 
at the bottom, but still remained in contact at the point of appli.ca-
tion of 1oad. 
The ta:l1ures .oeourr.t.ng 1n the brick alone are o~ the camnon 
type., but tha~ occurring ot temperatures 1200•, 1300° and 14oo•c are 
worth noUng. Though at l200°C the brick showed considerable strength, 
a small amount of defleetion 0£ the brick was noticed be.fore the brick 
broke. Thie \'las due to the SID4ll. 8W".>ur.rt of liquid present, in the ·brick. 
At 1300•0 more liqu:id was formed,. and on applying load, the brick showed 
a plastic flow, though requiring a much l.ower load t.o initia'be the tlow. 
This 1oad was much further reduced £or bricks held at. l.400°C. Fa:llure 
in the brick• in a1l these cases., occurred after a dist.L..~ct amount of 
deflection in the brick. 
There a.re al.so other types of :failures noticed but those des-
cribed above are more camn.on and. predaminent. Some of these fail.urea 
are shown int.he photograph in Figure 27. 
M:>RTAR PEELED OF 
THE . 
. BRICK SURFACE 
FAil,URE MOSTLY THROUGH 
THE MORTAR tlODY 
FAILURE PARTLY IN BRICK 
Mm PARTLY Dl MORTAR 
BODY 
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CHAPrER VI 
MICHOSCOPIC AND X-RAY INVESTIGATION 
For a proper understanding of factors that at.feet the bon<H.ng 
strength of mortars at higher temperatures, a thorough study of the 
pl\vsical.., chemical and minero1ogical changes that are taking place 
1n the mortar is moat essentia1. The change in strength effected mey-
be either due .to change in chemical and p}\Vsica1 condition o£ the joint 
or it ~ be due to new mineral developnent or minerological changes. 
All these factors mew al.so work together. For such a study~ methods 
of microscopic and x-r8-Y' investigation are recognized as most hltorma.-
tive. These methods irv:lividually m,q not be ab1e to give a clue to 
the solntion but when used together u~ a satisfactory sol.ution 
can be obtained. These methods are supplementary to each other. 
Therefore. it was decided to use both these methods to gain a thorough 
understandi.ng or changes taking place in the bonding strength. 
Pd.croscopic Examination. 
A study ot the .interface between the mortar and the brick sur-
face can be easily done under a petrograph1.c microscope. For this pur-
pose, all the broken joints resu1ting Eran the modu1ua 0£ rupture de-
termination were set aside. Out of each set of five broken joints, one 
representative joint. was sel.ected, mich showed a good interface con-
tact. A srnal l portion of this broken joint was cut oft w.i..th a carbor-
undum saw ~ a thin section prepared. The thin section was prepared 
in such a ~ as to show the mortar body, brick and the interface 
between the brick surf'ace and the mortar. For one batch, thin sec'tions 
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we.re made of the joints broken at 100•, 80()0, 1000•, 1100°, 1200° , 
1300• and u.oo•c. The joints broken at 200°, 400• • 600°C were not used 
because no peys:l.cal, chm:lcal. or minerol.ogical. change ·wou1d be expected 
at these temperatures in canparison ~th the one at 100°c. Above eoo•c 
thin sections were prepared £or all temperatures at mi.ch the joints 
were broken. 
Thin sections were prepared of the joints. made of aJ.l the 
batches inc1uding the standard mortar. Joint.a broken at the tempera-
tures specifi.ed previously were also se1ected for thin sections ot al1 
the batches. 
These thin sect.ions -were observed under a petrographic micros-· 
cope·and some of the pertinent observ-ations made· are recorded 1n micro-
photographs given 1n Figure 28 'to Figure 49. 
In the f'ollow:lng figures 28 to 49, are shoui the photamicro-
graphe of M,rt.ar-Brick :inter.face fi...'"ed at various temperatures, or 
dried mortar batches and of raw ntaterials used in preparati.on of 
batches. All photcmlcrographs were taken under crossed Nico1s. 'ftle 
magnif'iea:t.ion used is 9'X~-
FZGURE as. OAWlfflQ) n.XNT -CLA:f (GROG).: ,mm 
QUAffl.'Z I$ SilEN AS SMALt, WRITE P:A'iCHES-. .- Miffl1fE MUillTE 
CRYS'rAlS ARE lf()TEi) . WITIUN flm. 'FLM OLAY GRAINS 
. . . ~ ~ 
F!GUU 29. -RAW PLASTI.C OLAY. OQNSIDEJUBLE 
AK)Uh'T OP ,mm SILICA AB QUARi'Z CAN BE · EA.Sll.Y 
NOTICED.· THE .KAOLIN~-CRYSTALS ARE NOT DISTINCT_. 
",.:; 
......... 
FmtmE ,o. )l)It't~laQJt :irnmtF .. lCE AT 'too•c 
roR Ttm BATCH AI, rliRTAR L.lYER ·zs Sm>l OM THE RIGHT 
FIGURE 31. M>RTAB-BRICK INTERFACE AT soo•c 
FOR BATCH AI 
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FIGURE 32 
H>RTAR.aRIOK INTDFACB ATJX>b•c FOR BATCH AI 
·---~---'-- -
FIGURE .33 
K>RTAR-BRICK INTERFACE AT noo•c FOR BATCH AI 
FIGURE 34 
H:>R?~RICIC INTERFACE AT :iaoo•o FOR B.ATCH AI 
FIGURE 35 
K>RTAR-BRIOK MERFACE AT 1300•0 FOR BATCH AI 
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FIGUHE 36 
ls-DR1'AR-BRICK INTERFACE AT 1400•c FOR BATCH AI 
FIGUP..E 37 
IDRTAR-BRICK INTERFACE AT 100°C FOR BATCH D 
FmmtE 38 
H>RT~~:9lf INTERFACE A~ 000-C FOR .BATCH D. 
FIGURE 39 
HlKrA&-BRICK mTERFAOE AT 1000•c FOR BATCH D 
FIGURE 40 
H)RTAR-BRICK INTERPACE AT 1100°0 FOR BATCH n 
+ 0 • • • : • • .; : • • F 
F.J:QPP...$ 41 
-.: . -:.. .. ,- ..., 
l-DR1'AR-BRIOK INTERFACE AT 1200•0 FOR BATCH D 
FIGURE 42· · 
H:>RT.AB-BRIQX INTERPACE AT 1'()0•0 FOR BATCH D 
~IGU,? 43 




M)B.TAD.-.J3RIOK mrEaFAOE. AT ~QO·-o !OR BATCH All . 
FI'.GURE 4S 
M>RTAB-BRICK nmmFACE AT 1oo•c POR BATCH AII:I 
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FIGURE 4/> 
H)R't~RXCK nmm;'ACE AT -l.4~<1 FOR BAT.OH All 
FIGURE 47 








H>RTAR BATCH BI Al.Olm 
. · lamll . AT 100--- . 
- F:IGURE· 49 
1-l>H:rAR BATOH CI AI.ONE. S~ GRAIN SIZE 
lS DTh'TDlCJrLY_NO'fED 
DlllEil ~AT--=100• =- --
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1S2 
:,igare~. 2S ~ -2~ show th~ _ c-a.1e~ed tµnt c~ and-pJ.astic. c~ 
_indi.vidualq .. und~r crossed ~icols.. The ca1c~d f'l.int cl.ay ~ 
shows 1arge grains 'With minute needl.e . shaped mul.J.j_te cr,ystal.s. Sane 
. . .. . , ' . 
free silica is_ a~so noticed in the cal.cined flint c1ay. ';l,'he pl.,astic 
cl.~ ~c,es. not a.how any pa:ridcular: C1c0'" crystal:$, but . a _1arge ·propQr-
• I ~ • • • ' 
t1.on c,;£ tree Bi.lie~ can bQ observe4 _unde:,r crossed N1.col.s. · Several. 
quartz c17stal.EJ may be seen . in. the picture. 
Fj_gurea .30. t _o 36 sh~w-. the 1J1orta.r·, the bri.ck and tbe mortar-bri<Jk 
. . · . . • . . .• I " . 
in:terta.4e :to;- the .. joirlts prepared wi'hh Batch A--I It This b$.teh o~nsist.s 
• • • ~ ,t' • • - • 
. ot ~10Q_:~ sh . grog and 27% s:odiuni silicate.. The joint broken at lOOc,C 
. .. . .. 
shows that the mr..a.ll ,grog grains,~~ a nd.nute .~t. ot ·mulJ.ite, 
er~ ~ound~ by ~he phsUc c~~-. Thi-s 1.• ~ndicate4 by small ~~z· 
QrT•tal.s ~urrounding tbs ~og sr,ain-. , ·Also the space between hlle gra:lns 
.. . . . .· . 
is n~ up wJ.th the p1astac ~· Grog grains s .eem ~o be in._ ~ontact 
with •ach other. There is a distino.t brick and mortar i.nter:tace-and 
' . 
no _ ~eac~on is ~e:ib1e between them. How~ver, the strong union can be 
noti.ced. Simil.ar .features.- \d..thout much change are noticed for this 
mortar batch broken at. ~oo•_c.. Ai- 1000°c, though ot.her changes are not 
dist.inctly v.teible, a slight change 1n the plastic mass is noticed. 
There is no reaction yet observed aii tl_le brick-mortar interfa~e. The 
joint broken at U00°C sh~ similar condi.tions but the one b:roken. at 
l200°C $hows signs of reacti.on at. the interf'ace as well as in the mor-
tar pody. ~he grog grains touc~ng. t.he mortar show a larger amount of 
mn]Jj.te ceystal. developnent and al.so more mull1.te crystal.s are Ile-en in 
. : . . . 
the mortar body_. This may not be too di~i.nc~ in the p:f.cture. At 
13oo•c the mortar-brick uiterf'ace . shows _ an uicrease in mr,1ll1te growth. 
Free silica grains are still. seen. A1so a slight amount of liqtdd 
formation can be noticed at the interface, 'Wbieh is increased in the 
joint broken at ·1400oo. ·The grog grain -outlinea seem to ·have 'tused 
into the -mortar, at: the interface, lhdics.ting that .th.a grog grains are 
:siowtcy- dissolved by the liquid tonne.cl in the -mortar. That· there ·is a . 
considerable amount Of liquid formed at 1400°01 is . :also· seen · from the 
tY})e o! failure tbat occuned at ·thee~ tE11peratures.· 
Thin seetions of the ·standarci mottaF ·in ttgure.s-·37 to · 43 show 
ditterent texture and cllaracteri-stic _ of the mortar joint~ . Since · the 
grog.used is of a coarser grain siz~,. l.arge grog grains can be· diatinc~ 
' ly -seen surround.eel by pla·stic clay in the joint broken at .-100•-c_ Also 
minute cavitie$ in the joint can be noticed which result from the J.ar.. 
ger grain . s'ize. Quartz eryst,ale from the plastic . clq are also pred~ 
inantly seen. The- 'tirick-mortar 1nt•.tace is distinctly marked and no · 
. . . 
reaction between thm is .observed. Joints bNken 'at 800° and l000°C 
exhibit tho same . characteristics am do not · indicate acy sign ot reac-
1 - •• • 
ti.on within the mortar body or .at the inter.face. At ·ll00° the grog 
grain outlinee seem to be sllght:11' disappearing into the mortar. The 
interlace demarkation is also ~ot _clear. A ~ht amount of increase 
in nullite growth is alSQ noticed. At 1200°c, this mullite growth in-
creases and the reaction at the brick.m.ortar interface becomes clear. 
A larger amount of tusion ·can be obserYGd 1n joints~~ at 1300°C. 
Um.er crossed Nicols, &n isotropic ~s is seen and cavitie.s . increase 
in size. , At 1400-c a _large amount of fusion can .be observed. ~quid 
at places seems to have beex:i se~ated out fraa the brick ~face due 
to the ten~le forces produced during the breald.ng o~a~~· 
The joints of batch AII and AIII when examined WJier the micro- . 
scope show the same general. characteristic as is observed in the case 
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of batch AI. However; the 1arger amount or plastic mass can be <lia. 
tinc'li:cy- ·seen in the dried joints-.. on ti.ring up· t.o l.200°C. these joints 
. ' 
follow the same _:trend · a& ·the batch AI.·· At a .temperature of ]300°.G and 
-es·pe~ial.l¥ at_ 1400•0, the batch ·ill! sho~ a .highe~-;~ · ot· liquid .. 
than.- batch AI, and · so does-ha.tell AII to a l.ess~ extent. These obser-. 
ntions_ are · shown :hl figures 46 to 47 - · 
S!lnce batches Bl, BII., Bill, C:t -and CIII di.d ·-not show much bom-
ing strength~ t~ se~ti.Qns of the joint,s prepared rran tbt:uJe. batches 
were not, .prepared. ··· But the -mortar ·batch· BX and -CI., _dried at, l.00°:C · and .. 
pul.verize4,. is shown in Figures 48 and 49• These batches;,. under the 
microscope., show·essent:tally_ the· eame Cbar$.eterl..sti.ee as t,ba.t 0£ batch 
~u, but · a .small grog grain slue· can ,be 'dist1nctly. observed wh:teh g:1ves . 
· a more dense.mass .. '· · 
· · · ·. Fo~ a 1'\trther .st.~ 0£ the int,ert-.ce rel.at.ion of the mortar and 
brick ' surf'ac~, ·polished _sect,1.ons of the .Jo~t were made and observed 
under the microscope. '. Port,i.ons 0£ the joint, noi. used · tor· making the 
thin section. were sel.ected far this · purpose. Poli.shed ~ectiona were 
prepared using the tectll!d.que~ described by snowl.54, witil ' slight· modi.fi-
cations. Polished. sections were prepared £or ·a11 the· ba~ches, :fo~ 
which tlun sections ·were made. 
The mortar-brick 1.nterf'ace eoul.d be seen very well. in reflected 
light, but, no minerals could be identit'ied um.er the microscope. Pol.-
1.shed gl!Og grains .seemed ·brighter t,han t.he surrouniing plastic mass. 
These c~acteristics··were seen in the joint, i.rresJ)&CtiYe ot the fir-
. . 
· ing tenperature. · · Ref'lee~ light technique there.fore did not add sub-
. . 
l.S4 R • .. 13~· Snow~ t•En,ri1'nation of Re.traetoey' Specimens in ~£iec-
t~ Light.'•, Jour .• Am• _C£am• Soc., 36:299~ 195.3.. . . . 
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· sta.nM.all¥ . tc t.he. :lt)t.erf ace study-. Oblique. ilJ.umination. showed a 
·clearer picture of the 1nter£aoe and c1ear.J,y- sho~ the variGU$ degrees 
of f'usi.on at ldgher t,enipe3rat11res~ Still., not much in.f'orma.tiQil could 
be obt.ained f'rom this s-tuey. Oblique illumin~ti.on, hOW$Ver1 v~ey well 
shows the .phym.cal. characteri.st.it:J of the jointtj 
X'"'.""flav Investig~igns. 
X-.ray d:itfra-cti.on niethods ~t inv~st.i.ga-ti.-<?n hc;'LW been used ~9 
-$tl.1dy the mineral devel.opzaent in c·.-al.14e bodies. Proba.b]Jr the obs.-erbed 
,ta:ri.ati.on in bonding n.r-ength ot mort.iU'· a'h bi.ghe~ 1iEl:tlP~~tures1 may be 
·due to mi.nero1ogi·.ca.1 ehanges raore so than to srt3' other f~ctor . al.one. 
Therefox-e.1 an x--ray -study of b()nding ma.t~rial., ~ well. a~ ot the joint~ 
ed specimen; 'NOUld throw more light on the under.standing of the 
strength of .the joo..nts. 
A tiorth Ame.vi.can PhillJ.:i·._ps _X.--rq spect:rane'ber ~ ueed :ro~ prep,, 
~g the x"'rq dif'haetion pa.tt.erns 0£ th~ ~terial.s.~ A small. ~ount 
et- represents:t.i.ve s~1es of a. batch .was taken . and. fired at all the 
t,emperaturea at l'bich,. tbe jo:lnt 1Mde out 0£ the· same l:>a.tch., · ~re 
brok.~.. BY: this procedure, the sampl.e . received almost, the seine heat 
~-~~ as the joint~ Sim1.1ar~ sam?1es :representing other _ batches 
were also fired at; various tfml')era.tur.- along \d..th the joints. Thua., 
samp1es representing each d!lt£_erent heat 'tre$tment were preparefl t,~r 
the. x--ray examination4' To · obtain an ~ra;y diffraction pattern, the 
sampl.e . was ,VQund through .a ·2()0 mesh sieVf) and then mixecl. . thorou.g~. 
• • . • • • • • • . ! 
A small amount of sam~l.e was Jii~ted on a specim~ holder and the 
pattern ~- -- ~~pared~ a e~pper._ ~get, and nicke1 £il.t~r- '. 
To b~tt~r interpret the x~r~ pattern of the sam.p1e1 patterns 
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were· also made ot the raw material.a used in the batch., 1. e. 1 the cal-
cined flint clay- and pla·etie clq. Using Hana.walttalSS method or min-
eral.- iden~_!h."ic•tion and also with· :the . help . or the ·_4,;-~·. T:-.JI~l5p . · Index 
Book, nd.neral.e .-p~iJent in eacl} ·bateh J~er~re and' ai'ter·, ti.Ting; were 
identified~ Thus, a· clear pict~e··o1' any mineral changes;. that took 
. . ' . ' I " 
place in t~e mortar batch after ··heat treatment · could be ~bt4ined_. 
X-rq patterns of raw: -materials and ~t .. one· ot ·.the -~li,atches fired 
at several temperatures are shown in ·Figures SO ··to 57.~ 
l.5S J. D. Hanawalt, H. w~· ·Rinn; and t. K. Fravel, "Chemical 
~is by X-ra:y Diffraction, CJ.as~ification and Use of X-:-ray 
Diffraction Patterns! !!!!• ~ b,:. Chem • ., 10: 4S7-5l2, 1938. 
l;6 • •.Alphabetical.· and Grouped tlumerical Index of x-~ Diffrac-
tion .Data' •, 1950 Edition, Special Technical Publication lfo. 48-lJ, 
American Society for Testing Material, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
PIGURE-50-
X.RAY DIFP'RAC'flOH PATTERfi QF CALCINED FLm CLAY-• 
M Itm'.ICATES IMPOR'tAHT PEAKS _OP. ;MU1J.,l'TI WHILE CR ~EfrS 
-~ 
I-RAY DIFFllAC'lION PA~ OF RAW PLASTIC CLAY. 
Q DIDICAT.ES IMPOm'JJlr PEAKS OF QUARrZ Atm K INDICAT&, 
IMroRTAN'l PEAKS OF KAOLIHl'rE . 
FIGURE S2 
I-RAY D,IFFRACTION PA~ERN OF l«)RTA:R BATCH AI 
PIRlm. AT 100°0 
FIGURE 53 




X-RAY DIFFRAOTION PA'i"'fERN' OP lllffl.'AR BATCH Al FZREb AT 1100-0 
FIGURE SS 
X-RAY DDTRACTIOH PATTER?i OF IDRTAR. BATCH AI FIRED AT 3200-C 
r1auaE S6 
L-Ril DIFFRAOT!Oll -PATTERN OF MOR?AR ~ATCH AI F~ AT l.300°0 
·F-IGURE S7 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION PA'l'TERti· Q,:,IDR':tAR BATCH AI FIRED AT 140Q~C 
The x-ray diffraction pattern 0£ the calcined · f"lint. _cley ma.inJ.;y-
st:towed the presence· of -the minerals mul.lite and 13.;.cristobalite. 
Strong peaks of these mineral.a are · in the position ,mere the most, in,.. 
tense line · for these ~eraJ.s s~d be pre$ent. Other 1ess intense 
· peaks · of· nrul lite and cristobal.ite ean. be seen ~o ·in the pattern. A 
very sm.al1 · amount of · cormld.um is ~so noticed · to be present. Though 
peaks are too ·am.all.,. its presence can be recognized. N'o other·,m1nera1 
is identified £ram the pattern. 
The pattern of the raw plastic clay shows · essentiaJJy the pre,.. 
·sence of kaolinite and a,..quartz. There is a very intense peakof · 
quartz notiqed in the pa.t.te~n and also other smal.J peaks are pres~nt 
. ··<.';··. - . 
in the pa.iitern~ This indicates that besides ·combined ~lica~ · there · 
:ls a ·. large amount 0£ free . $il.iCa present in the plast,ic cl.a.y. · Kaolin 
peaks are very significant and ita presence is easil;v- noticed. Essen-
tia.l.ly the pl.astic ~lay- seems · to be _ plast.ic . kao1f# :·-vd.th a co~si~erab1e 
. . 
amount of .tree sil.ica mixed w:i:t.h it.·· No other ·minerals of sign.1f':1cance 
cou1d be identified in the p1astic clay from _ the diffraction pattern., 
though · they ~ be present in minute amounts. 
Loold.ng at the x-ra.Y pattern of batch u ·mort·ar dried· at 100°c~ 
. ,, . . ,.. ' 
it is realized that peaks £or the miriera1s quartz, mu11ite, a,,;.cristo- . 
·- . . 
bal.ite· and kaol.inite ~e qu:lte predominant. The heights of. the peaks, 
. . . ' . . \ . . . . 
canpa.red witJl the original.. material. peaks :1s. ~er; but: large enough 
. .. . . . . . . - ., ' .. . - . ' 
to recognize . the presence,. of the~e. miner;u.sdri .~ th~ ·-ba~_ch. 0~ cours_e, 
.. . ·. . . . . . . ... . ... ,. - .. - .. ·-· ,. . . :·. · ··.; . .. . . . . . ·• - . ' \ 
the presence o:t t.heae minerals was expected\_in . the _ _.batch ~~e · th~ 
mortar batch i.s actua1lj'" a xn:txture o:r · caicihecf flint c~~ pl.ast,i~ 
. - . -·· .. - . . . - . 
c1ay and sodium silicate . in different proportions., ·Sodium silicate, 
16.3 
lite Mli1e the kaolin peak :ts jusi.; about 1oet and the ·quartz. peak re--
tains a . dist:inc'iii vely mnal1 height. The pattern of the J..400° C fired 
batch mostly' sbm.tS nrullite ceystaJ.s wi.1~ the small peaks for quartz 
have entdrel,31- disappeared.. Mu] 11 t.e pea.ks are strong but, heights of 
othe;r p~s are reduced.. Thi.a means that, there is an appreci.able 
amount · 0£ liquid present. 1n· the batch~ This liquid, holiever, wou:Ld 
not, · show up on the x-ray ditfra.cti.on pattern. 
X-~ay dif.traction pat.terns of other baiiehes, dried at, l00°C do 
not show any- ~f'.f'erence in ~orresponding heights of peaks as compared 
w.ith the patt·ern or batch Al:. Height.a ot the mulli.te, quartz., kaolin., 
and cristobal:ite peaks , are apparently- the same. The same t.rend of 
reaction, Vlich i.s .toll.owed in batch J:\I, _due. to heat treatment, is 
al.so be:lng .toll.owed by a1l. other bat<;:hes. Ea.ch bat.ch on heating up . 
to 1200°0 deve1o-ps more mul.1ite. At 1.300° and 14,00°C liqui.d is being 
formed, the amount o~ which can not be appreciably difterent:1.ated from 
one bat.ch to another. As far as minerologicaJ. changes .tram one batch 
to another is concerned., x-ray <liftraetion patterns do not he1p · niuch. 
However• m:lnero1ogj.cal. changes taking p1ace in a batch due to heat 
treatment · are more distinctly sho\f?l b7 the x-.ra.y di.t.fract:1on :method of 
investigation. 
CHAPl'ER VII 
DISCUSSION OF DATA 
General · Considera~ion g£_ Bonding Streng\h Data. 
For a con~dc,reti.on of s'tre~gth ·data the C<lQlPOm.t.ion of the 
batches used w:Ul. be rev1ewed here~ Batches AI, AII and AIII are 
made up 0~ --100 mesh grog and have .27%, 23%. and 19 sodi.um silicate 
present consecut:t.vely as bonding agent. B~, BII and Bill represen't 
the same ol'der of soclium 8".icat.e cont,en-t but contain -200 mesh grog. 
Al.so- batches CI, CII and ~III consi.st . of -325 me~ grog and sillcate 
content, !in the order of 27. 23 and 19%. The s-tandard_ mortar is repre,,. 
sented as batch n. 
~From the curves 1n· F.lgure 24, J-8prea.ent1.ng the str~h da'ta it 
..  . . 
is noticed tha't, among&t the batches AI;, AII and AIII, batch AI has 
the highest; 1nit.1.a1 dry strength. Then. t'ollows ba~h AII and :r-inall1" 
ba'tch AIII w.lth th•· l~ -dr7 nrength. 
For batch AI. the strength o~ the joint u s1ow:q- decreased. as 
t.he temperature :I.a 1.ncreaaed up to 600°C. At 600-0 the joint, shows a 
Dd.rdmum atreugth. Cn ?urtner inoreasing the £1rl.ng temperat,ure, the 
curve again increases lll<licating that strength continuea -uicreaaing 
wi.th the rise of temperature up to· 1200•0... At 12oo•c~ maximum ·~nding 
strength :is deve1oped 1n the joini; £or batch AI. On further increas-
ing the temperatm-e, the strength curve turns ~ d~. The 
strength at a temperature o~ 1300-0 has befJD reduced by some 600 
pounds per __ square inc~.. At u.oo•c ti:ie a'tr~h o~ the joint :ls so 1ov 
that the 1oad reqtd.red to break the joint cou.l.d not be recorded accur-
ately- on 'the gage. That :la ltlv" the curve beyond ].JOC>-C is represen'ted 
by a dotted line, represenilng uncertainty 0£ dat,a •. 
Though bat.ch AII repreaeniied a 1ower dry ,strength, the trend 0£ 
change i.n strength due to heat treatment followed the patt·ern 0£ 
batch AI very c1ose~. Considerab1e 1oss of str~<1::.h is noticed at 
200°C. At 400° and 600°0, there is not, much decrease in strength but 
it. ·is at a minimum at 600°C. Strength is gradually picked up by the 
joint on further rise in tEmperature and a maxi.mum 1.s reached at 
0 
l200°C. At .).300°C the strength 1.s a.gain reduced considerably- At 
1400°c, the strength of the joint belllg 1ow could not be measured 
accurately-. 
Dey strength of batch AIII is lowes't am.ongsi. th~ three• but · 
there i.s a much more significant dit.f'erence between dry strerigt,h of 
AII and AIII than between ·AI and AII. At 600°0 the strength is lower-
ed but is not much different :from the initia1 dey st.rength. Strength 
0£ the joint a.gdn increases on f'i.ring at higher temperatures and 
reached a maximum at 1200°0. The maximum etrengthn of batch AII and 
AIII at 12oo•c are very close. At 1300•0 the strength <btops of£ 
though it is e1j_ghtly higher than batch AII. This is an exception to 
the trend observed between batch AI and A.II for tlds temperature. 
Strength of the jo:int at 1400°c coul.d not be measured accuratel.J1". It 
is interesting to note here that bon<ling strength of batch AI has eig-
n:1.ficantly rema:lned high throughout the temperature range, except a't 
14oo~C., as compared wi.th batches . AII ; and AIII. Up to 600°0 strength 
of batch AII i.s higher -than AIII, but beyond this tanperature bonding 
strengths or both these batches have rema1ned very close to each other. 
J.mong batches BI, BII and BIII, the ba~h BI has t.he highest 
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in1.tial. dcy str~h, . and is represented by _ the c~es in -Figure 25. 
Batch BII has the . next highest . dry strength lfflil:e BIII i.~ .lowest. The 
trend of change_ in strength at el.evated -t,emperat'1res £or batches BI. 
BII .and BIII is the s~e· aa ~een ·£or batch~s AI, AII and AIII • . 
Streneth i _s . reduced to 60<'?0 0, and increased f'urther, reaching . a inaxi.-
. ' 
mum ··at _1.2oo•c., wh:lch again ~s reduced to _ a milµmum at 1300~ ~d 1400°c. 
Among these batches the bonding strength 0£ BI ·has remained higher 
throughout the taaperature range in canparison 'Id.th BII and B~II. ·. How-
ever, there is no_ signi.ficant dii'ference bet.ween strengths of batches 
BII and BI:P: at el.evated temperatures. 
Very l.ow initial. dry strength is deve1oped by batch CI_,and CllI 
~Ell can.pared with ba:tches AI, .AII and Aill and BI, BII and BIII. On 
firing the Scll00 pattern of strength change is -observed as noted hl the 
cases . of the other batches. The maxµaUm strength devel.oped at. l200°C 
:1s not even high enough to match _ its own dry_ strength. Except for a 
sl.ight difference bet.ween dry strength of batches CI and CIII, · there :is 
no appreciab1e variat1.on :ln strength at h:Lgher tempe1•atures. As a mat.-
'ter of fact they are practi.cal.ly the same. .Therefore, the intermecliate 
batch CII 'W8.8 not tested at all., as no signif'icant. -difference in . 
st.rength data woul.d be obtained. 
The standard mortar or baiich D has the highest init:lal. dey 
strength of a11 the batches. Ii; is even much higher then .batch il• 
which has been noticed as strongest of a11 the experimenta1 batches. 
The bonding strength of this mortar is a1so reduced by about 300 pe:i. 
. . 
at 6oo0 c. but is increased 'tr.I.th a ~urther r:l.se in temperature reacldng-, 
a maximum at ll00°C. For al1 the can.pounded batches the maximum 
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strength was a1WI\Ts reached at 1200°0. · The bat,ch D, at 12oo•c shows 
a condderab1e 1oaa in bondi.ng strength. -There· is a further reduct.ion 
in strength at· 1300°C ·and· finaJ.l:r a much 1ower·· strength at ].4.00-C. 
. . . 
· The modu.l.us ot rupture of · the brick alone., remains unaftected 
until the temperature of ll00°C ·:ts · reached'e ' Since <lat.a represented· 
a_1--e Btver&ges of fiva determinat.ions~ vari.auon· ed.st,s botween averagea. 
Orie bri.ck out 01' five• havir.g highei-- or 1ower-strength, woulcf 'give a 
conaiderab1e ·af.tect inspite of the :tact; . ·tha:t the otber .·:rour had prac- · 
Uc~ the same strength. Theretore• an average curve ~·!.e drawn for 
. . . 
. . 
t.he average readiriga up to· J.J.00-C. At 600°0 a slight increase in 
strength is shown. l\hether j_t is sign.1£1.cant or not· can not be deci.ded 
'111.th the 88'&Jl number ·of sampl.es in t.be test~ . At 1200•e there is 11. 
verr eligbi; reducUon in et.rength.. As m311tlo_ned previau.al,'y.; at 1200•0., 
t.he brick. ~ai1ed·· ·att,er: showing ari apprec:Lab1e deflection.-· Strength · 0£ 
the brick is rtriuced -to hal.:t at ~c • . At thi.s temperature., the i'a:U--
ure in.· the br1.ck had occurred due· to plastic f'low. The strength 1:nd.1.~ · 
cated is 'that 'Nhich 1.s required to' make 1.t tlow • . .At u.aooc. the 
strength ie about one-fU'th ~ the original. . strength~ . 'l'h1.s is because 
a 1ower~strength ia neceeaarr· to ini.Uat• p].astic .flow of a mass high 
i.n liquid cont.ent. and who.se "1.seoait.7 is also low. 
Consideration Sil. Auxiliarz: Rm: 
Tab1e VI shows da'ta on P.C.E., setting time and wa1;er content, 
The· tota1 water c~'ttent ~t the batch AI. having a M.gher amount 
0£ sodiuia ailJ.cate _ 1~ 19• S%, -,.Ue the one having the ~st, amount ot 
eodiun ld.licaw, i.e. AIJ::t has the highest water cont;ent. This showa 
that-' vith $higher .amount. of sodit1m silicate present, in the batch., 
1ess water is necessar,y to, bring the . batch to a atandard ·. consistenC"J• 
Less .silicate· .requires a higher aJnoun-:t . 0£ . water: to achieve the same . 
consistenciJ. This . is a1so true in batch --~I, ·J3II and BIII • . , However, 
these batches in general.., takes more water .to-bring, them to .th-e. stan-
dard .consist.ency than batches .u, J\+L. and_. Aill. ;Ja.,.tches BI, BII. &.m: 
~J:;II have a · fintar· grain size grog (...Jc?OO mesh) and he~cQ a. hi.gher- ratio 
. . . . 
. . 
· of finer me.t.eria1, .which woul.d require an increased amount : of water .t,.o 
- . ' 
make_. tbem p1asUc.· Thl.s ts al.so the ease with-ba'tches. CI· and· CIII.,. . 
. . 
~ere -325 mesh grog i.s used. . These batches have · a coneiderab1e amount 
0£ fine gr-a:tned. materia1 and ·theref'ore ·require the. highest amount ,of 
water content. 1n comparison m th the .other b~tches. ~ I • • 
. ·. Vari.ation , of water content . of ba.teh I -, · II arid- Ill wi. th _one par- . 
t.ieular grain si.ze grog ~an -a1so be attributed t~ .. a . s:!mi1ar factor~ .. 
As the · amount, of . silicaiie is decreased .. in a _bat~h-, a lµ.~er ~t, of 
clay and gog 1.s introduced. Thus .e. batch having, a ~1-amount of · 
sodium· Bi.iicate ld.ll have a ldgher clay content .and subsequently a 
higher ratio of finer, mat.~ia1. The plastic c~ contains · 50% of- the 
f'ract:1..on be1ow 5 microns. Th:ls hi.gher f"'ract.ion of finer rnateria1 in 
t,urn · would require an increased mnount · of wat.er of p1astic1:ty to bring 
:1..t to the a_~ard _consist~ey. 
Water ·content of the standard mortar is c1ose to that of batch 
Al even though it has a sUghtly higher ratio of the coarser' tracti.on. 
. . . 
Batches \dth h:igher sodium silicate content require a 1ong time 
for setilng. but the-setting time :!.s reduced as the sodi'l:JDl sil:icate 
. . 
1n the bat,eb is decreased. Batch AI requires 32 minutesJ AII, 25 
minutes_·'.and AliI~ · 10_,minut.es·. for .·setting. This . tretl,d .' :ls :observed :Ul 
batches ·BI-, .: ·BII, . ~;Ill: .~d- o:r, and . CIII-. . The. st~ard .mortat-. ~qt.ti"s -
33 minutes. £or· l:lett.i.ng micll , again: a:pp>!-aximates : that of batch , AI.. .- A1so 
~t-;· w.lll ·be. noticed here. that . the :tren:l · of set.ting ti.me '1.s .co~erse .-to 
. . 
that .-of .. the ,,-1ater-· content trend in the, bat~hes·. For one part~cular-: 
gx·~·:size, .. the batch m.th. high <wa,.ter .content ~required .the ~1east: set- _ 
ting time and v.ice ·vei-s~. · 
In, the· secUon · on genera1-appearance-o£·t the: batches it. 1-,as, o~ 
•• • • • • # 
~erved . that batches wlth _ ~ner ~ain . ~ze grog: f?howed th:bcotropic . 
characterisU·cs. -The ba'tch · seemed to .. be a· harcl -~sa ~,1n .the :- can; but · 
. ' .. . . 
wben.- trowell.ed., turned :into a th:tck· syrupy mass , and_.. l'ater seemed-· to 
separate.: out ·of the batch. . A:tso- urder . conditi-ons : qf Qtorage, eegrega-
... . 
tion of . the .- supernatant. liquid. at the _ .top l-Jas. -more.: common . 1l-. : the . batch~ 
. .· ' \ ' 
h~v.lng t,~, :f'i~er ~~ ~ze_: grog andalso ·in batch -o.t ·sam~ .gr~~;·-s:t~e., 
but ha.ving ·high~ -cl~-_content:~·· This , ~~fJ~tion _~al.ong ~th_,"Jat~-co~ 
tent · data of the · batch . indi.cate th~\ ·batches -with . f':lner , grain ,·size·. grog -·· 
.. .... . . . . 
hav! -. -~ge ~ount _of ~e ~ater.a~ ·compared -~th. c~e-,~ain~_- grog. 
bat_ches.· 'Also~ --~ -~atches _ with ·_ ~onstant _._grain size:, ·h1.~her c1ay: 
conta:ining· or 1ow · ~odi.um _os.illcate -~onta:t~ ·bat~h.e9. ·ha~e more_.-free 
water in ~he ·ba.tch. -Ba~ches l-dth. high-· silicate.-conten't do ·not ,h~ve ·· .. 
much,·water .- for i movement~ . This .fact hel.ps .very- much: in -ex.p1aining the 
' • • • • • ... • ,• • ' • ~ . • # • • ... ' ~ • • \. .. • 
varlous sett1.ng time required ··ey the batches~ 
,The ·mort~· in· a joi.nt: set.s on acccnmt .-of-· t,,-x1 .::ma!.n: reasons so · 
. . . . .. .. .. .. ... . 
that- :lt can w:Lthstard.· the: .1oad·: applied at :tlie:·· top~ · The liqu:ld conten't 
. - . 
. . . 
of the 'mortar rn.rq be .sucked~~out by capillaries -of; tlte brick. S''119£ace~ 
.,. . .. . . . .. .. ' . . . 
1eaving a · hard; dense. mass in the joint •. , · Al.so,; i..f'· wai;er ~~ia. nt;,t :-.~a,ai 
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out . by' t-he bricks, then the outer surf ace of the ,joint mue'h dey hard so 
as not to al.1ow the cent,ral. wet, material. to squeeze out under applied 
l.oad. Thie woul.d necessaril.y take a longer period or. time ~or setting. 
Now the batches w.i.th higher silicat.e have not nmch free water 
but have a dense viscous liquid. Thl.s liquid can not be drawn out 
eas~ by the capillaries when applied to the brick surface. There-
£ore, setting occurs by the process ot drying and obviously' a longer 
setting time is noted.. Batches with finer grain size grog have more 
rree water~ wtu..ch incidentally- increases .with the rat:i.o of finer frac-
M.ons present, which would eas1Jy be removed by the brick surface on 
application. By thJ.s p~ocees a shorter period is neee·ssary- for s~tting. 
This fact is il.lnsi;rated by the set.ting time required b7 batches AI 
and CI., even though bo'tb contain the same amount of sodi'lml silicate. 
fyrometricc Cone ~val.ents of the ba~cbea with high sodium 
silicate content is 1ow. Th.is ,is easi:cy" realized. tran the .tact that 
with higher silicate a hi.gher amount of .tlux is introouced; wh:lch 
l«JU1d lower ti:,.e ft:tsion point. Proceeding £ran batch AI to AII or AII 
to AIII the P.C.E. va1ue 1.s 1owered by one -cone. Thi.s implies that on 
1oW&ring of sodium silicate b:y l!f, am a1so subse~en~ increasing t.he 
amount of grog and cJ.q content~ the fusion point of the batch :ls :in-
creased by one cone. This f'act has rema:fned constant ui all the 
batches :lrrespective of the particl.e size clietr:lbution of the grog 
used. Tb.is would be expected since change in partic1e si.ze does not 
af':tect the cherdca.1 composition of' the batch. The fusion point of a 
batch is almost dependent, on the chemical constituent of the bateh. 
The P.C.E. va1ue of' the standard mortar is 1ower on account 0£ the 1ow 
. -
twdon point of the batch ingredients~ 
Th;ere are a few hel.pful. pouits .observed in the. refractoriness . 
~ • • • ' ' I • :,. • 
test. !by. ~e. fusion b~ocks ~ethod. The bat¢h ·w.Lth _f"uiei- gr~n · _sized . 
grog, _:fused. mor~ -th~ .the ones w.l..th coarser-_. grog. S~l.y ·t.he tine 
grm.n s~~ed. }?~:tches show. more contracti9n. ~n £iring.. None Qf, the 
. . . . , \ . . 
b.a'tches sh~ a.Jl7· now up. to. as high as .. 1500°0. These data on the 
' . !' •• ..· . ;._ ~ . ' . . ~ : 
.fus1.on b.:Lock t.:e~t-supp1ement the in.formation obta.tned £:r:o~ the ~.C.E. 
. . ~ . . . ' . . . - . .. . . . . 
~u~s • . Thou~. l.,~~ches ,..I and ~I. bav~ t.be . s~e P.C.E. value., ~ 
account . of finenes~ of grog . grain, batch . BI ~s shQl~ h.i~er _ fun~n 
than AI. This is frcm surface observation· and . ~s qf ~o ~di.cation . 
about th~ ~ts· 9f 11.quid f'onned ~t. any _. one :~:t~~ t~erat.ure 
in tll.e. ~i~ batches •. 
_D.a'ta. on ~inkage charact·eristics on dey1:n& a.nd firing ~ use-
,. . ·- ..... 
1'11 information to the understanding of -bO?Xling .st,rength of mortars. 
... • '. • J • • 
Batch AI has · $he>;~ c~ara~ve:cy verr ll.t,tl.e . ~~e ~ o~er · 
bat~ea on drying_ hav~ ~ither cra~ked: to a .c~rtain d~~ee ,?r ~e1~ 
of:f the br;ck. ~:r~ce. This characterisUc seems to have been 'linked 
. .. . ' . . . . . , 
w.:1.th . the amount, r;,f .sodium sili-cate pre.sent and the grain size of the 
I ~ • I ., • ' ~ • I -
g;rog. ~en silicate :is_ 1ne-,h a1:X1 t.he grog grains are coarse• the deying 
shrinkage is very much reduced. Th:ls :la seen in the case of standard 
. . " . • , . • . • . r • 
mortar which has both of the above mentioned f'actors present,. However, 
I • • 0. t I • I. • ' • 
each .tactm- indi.viduall,y_ al.so ~~~t~ th_e ahrinkag~ characteristic, 
co~:ide~ AI~ AIII, the 1a~ter has shrunk more and cracked. Tld.s 
,· ' •• • • • 1 • .. • • - • • • 
1.s due to varia~i.on 1n sillcate con~ent, and tperefore ~o due to vari-
- . 
ation 1n water _content of the batch~ . Higher water c~tent· ~ the bat.ch 
produces excessive shrinkage. ·when considering batches AI and CI with 
. . 
the same amouni; of' si.llcate but a variation in raUo of' the :finer f'rac-
tion~ ba~ch CI bas shrunk more. Batch CI has a higher water content 
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and therefore . i~ al.so produo~s a s~inkage. , To · cont.ro1 the ·shrinkage , 
c~aract,eristi.c of. a batch it. seeais that pro~ · contro1 . ·of grain · size 
and ~ca:te-content . of the batch. is, necessary .. . , 
· Shrinkage caused· by drying. does n'?t · m.at~riall.y change· due ~o 
heat-t,reatment, unl.es.s · fusion· takes · pl.ace. Batch AI ha~ not. shown -~ 
i'Urther apprediab1e contraction_ on· f'iri~ ·up to · 1400°c. With stand~ 
mort~-··no ef'£e.e:t-.. ot ~ng is obs~tted un'til 12oo~c. ·At l.300° and.· 
1400°c cont.rnct-.:!on' :Ls y ca.used bee~ .• of the. fusion.- The fused mortar 
seems 1;o ~V(;) been·. J?Ulled to~s the edge$ cauaing cantraetion in 
the central. r~gions. Dat.a on !'iring contraction of ·other batches ia 
not ·.available.- Since these ba:tches.·had an excessive :tniUaJ. dr.,:lng 
shrinkage, it" wa.s not· thought necessaey to fire the already cra.Qked 
mortar, layer.. , 
There are ·a few impo-rtan't points oba.ei'Ved during the test at be-
ha:nor ot joint under compression· at e1-evat-ed temperatures·. 'lhe-se ob-
serV"ations are rather '' more enpirica1 .and ean1)$rative_. than, precise. 
Al1 the mortar compositions including the s~andax-d batch show a grad-
ual ~tdon vie,n tl:1e te1nperature is raised to. soo•c or in ·· sane i.n-
stances up to l.000°Q. -This exparud.on observed i.n the mortar 1.s a net 
resu1t. of the expansion of the non plastic grog of the · batch and 
. ) . . 
shr:lnkage• if' any-, of the clay constituent. The expansion· aJ.so ~ 
' have been caused due to phase changes tald.ng place in silica minera1s 
. . . . . 
on beating. a,..quartz at 575•c converts to ~z and exhibi1;s a con-,. 
. ' . " .. - . 
siderab1e expansion. Since the p1asti.c clay contains tree silica and 
. . .. 
grog al.so has sane quartz noted unier the microscope, thi.s wou1d con-
tribute to the over al.l. expansion of the batch. At these temperatures 
sane el.umping might have been caused due t,o the liquif:l.cation o~ sodi.um 
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sili~ate. The _ liquidus temp~rature 0£ the sodi.um silicate used in the 
bat,ch is .857°C. The shrinkage ef.fect of this change in ~s~ca1 state 
of the silicate is not noticed_probabl;y because the viscosity of liquj.d 
silicate and the cl.a7,-grog ~ure 1.s so high as to now under 1o~-
As a temperature :is reached beyond 1000°01 contraction starts_ taking 
place and the zero point is reached at, 3200°0· in JnOst cases when the 
mortar again assumes i.ts ofiginal. dimension. ~eyond th:ls temperature 
there :ls a continuous: shrinkage caused in the mort.ar body, on account. 
of more liqu:i~ tormaUon and al.so due to ~hange_in viscosity of the 
liquid fo.rmed. This trend :ls observed wi.thout, exc_ep:t,ion in al.1 the 
batches. 
Affect of various constituents of the batch on this property can 
not very well be established tran the ~at.a obtained. However. a few 
generalizations can be made. Batches having a higher amoimt of sodium 
sj1icate ha'V"e shotm more expansion as compared w1.th other batches. 
This ~ be due to the :tact, that gelatinized silica in this batch is 
present 1n greater amounts~ ldlich on heating wou1d cause higher expan-
. . . 
sion due t.o mineral. phase change. The am.OlU'lt of shrinkage is noted 
to be higher :ln those batches 'With 1ess sodium sj_llcate than :in the ones 
with high si.licate content. This phenanena seems contrary to expecta-
tions. This variation~ have been caused by the over all. change in 
. . 
the dimensions of the furnace on .which the assembly ,m.s supported. The 
var.laUon in characterlstics of the brlcka which wer~ used for the 
blank determination mq al.so have contributed to th:is factor. 
Temperature Versus Bonding Strength. 
In light of these observat:ions. the bon<ling atrengt.h - tempera-· 
. . 
ture re1at:ionship can be exp1ained more explicite'.cy'. As noted pre-
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viousl;v in the~.- rev:lew -of 11:~erature,- the :1ni1'1.a1 bonding .strength of _ 
·sodiunt silioate mortar deperxls upon 'three factors. The chemical reac .... 
_ tion of the -mortar w:1.th the .br:lck surface or the ~tting propert7 0£ 
the · mortar ia· ~ ~rtant~- Secondly, the change in viscosity -due 
w 1oes of water on drying nuµces an impo~t contributi.on to the de-
ve1oJl!lellt, 0£ -the_- bOl'ldulg ~:trength.- · ?he rate of change of visco~ty o-r 
rate of water 1oss ~ue to ~ -co~lion is another· important_- .factor. 
A ~~st.er rate of dcying would cause case hardening of the m!>rt.al-1 ~ 
. . . ~ . . - ~ . . . . 
a1so cauae era.eking or b1oating ,wl thin the mortar body, which in turn 
would af'f'ect the bonding strength, · Since- the rate of drying 0£ the 
joint is the sam.e for a1l. the batches~ this tldrd .factor woul.d not be 
Batches ld.th higher sodium. silicate content~ 'When applied to 
the surface of the br:lck have better wetting propert:1.ee than ones with 
1es& ·. silicate. 
boncling agent is not w:tthdrawn at a .taster rate in 'hlds bat~h and hence 
. . . . 
there is more time £or reaclion or the brick surface with mortar before 
eettlllg. This ia not.1.ced from the data on setting time £or the mortars. 
The mortar w:ith ldgher silicate therefore will have strong union w.lth . : 
. ~ .. ~. . 
the bri~ surface on drying. Morta.rs with· 1ow sodi.um silicate content 
reqtd.re a higher amount ot water for workability. Part, of this water 
remains as :tree water j.n the system and on application or the mortar to 
the _br1.ck sur~ace?_ ~e wat~~ ie ~eked au:t ea~~ b7 the ca~Jlarles. 
Thus a mortar body sets before enough wetUng cou1d · be caused.. Once 
' . 
the mo~ _body _1_~ ~t~. furth~r ,~tti.ng ~s not possib1e. 'Ehl.a would 
then resu1t in a weak joint. A1so excessive water 1n the batch -causes 
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a shrinkage i.n the · mortar ~er-~- ·· Due t,o .taster rate of water movement. 
to this bri.ck our£a1::e the o1ay- and grog ·partic1e move c1ose to ea.ch 
oth·er· within the .mortar body ·l.ea.v:lng cracks.· stresses set up by such 
. ' 
excessi.ve shrinkage · cause the. mortar layer to be peeled off the brick·. 
. ' 
Th1.s tactor al.so adds further to weakening of the joint.: This ··eiear~ 
$XJ>lains the dU'ference in bonding strength· of the ba.tches · having the' 
same grog grain size~ Lowar sD..i.cate batches have a higher ratio of -· 
wat.er content. · 
The di.ff'erence in bondhlg ei:,r(;ngth of . the bat;ches ~- ha'Ving the 
' ' 
-sam.et,.edlicate c~ntent but -di~erent grog gr~ sizes, ·can · also be ·ex-
p1a1ned in thi.s . way-. The finer grog grain batch conta:lris inore water 
than 'the coarser gra1.n batch - which is withdra"Wn faster by the brick 
. ' 
surface. ·This causes shr:Lnkag·e ·of t.he ·mortar · in the joint, and thus 
. . . 
forms a W$ak bond. · Thl.s boilding. strength~ in spite of _the Baine sili-
cate ' content. · 1.s mu.eh more- reduced in the bat.eh c::ontaining finer· grog. 
·: '. There is . a ver:, di.stinct' di.f'tfflnce in .bondblg strength between 
. . . ' . -. 
the bate.hes having 27% sodium:' eil.icate and varying grog grain sizes. ·· 
. -
But, 'W:Lth 19% si.llcate ·batches the bonding strength ·1s not, gr.ea~ in-
nuenced by grog grain sises. Therefore~ i.t seems that there :ls a 
er! t:tcal. point· sanewhere in · the re1aUonship· between b-0mli.ng · st.:e~ngt,h 
and silicate content as well as with particl.e fdze di.stribuUon 0£ the 
bat.ch-. 
·At 200°-c; almost al.1 batches 1ose their bon<ling strength to a · 
. '' 
slight extent. This loss in the batch conta.in:i.ng C(?&rS8 grog and 27~ 
. :. . 
silicA-te 1.s re1atively :1ess than with ·the same grog \,ut 19% silicat.e. 
A1so the 1oss ~n strength between 100° · and 200°C for batch BI, BII and. 
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· BIII 1.s considerable. It is knt?wn that, at ordinary drying tanpera-
t.ures, 1 •. e • . 100°0, most of the mechanical. water. of t,he bat,ch ~d a por-
t.ion o:r , the combined . water 0£ the silicate is removed. Batches with 
. . . 
high-. silicate · content dry out at the surf ace much more and hence do . 
. . 
not permit much water to escape at slightly higher temp~atures • . 
Batches l'.d.th 1ess silicate do not. .. deve1op the case hardening er.:rect 
't9 -this exte-nt bec~e of their hi.gher water c.ontent. •· Wat.er from 
these batches~ on a.pplica'tion to a brick., removes aporlion _of the so1-
uble silicate and s~~s 1'ast~- : Joints of such batches, ~d there£ore 
1oee watei- at . a. fast.er rate. With loss. of 'WZlter t~ the silicate, 
the colloidal. sillc~te partiel.es recede toget,her as the binding force 
between them 1.s_ reduced. Thus the net resul.t of this e£f ect is the 
redueti(?n in 'bonding etrength at 200°C in ever:, case. 
Vm.11~ ha~ poii:i'ted QUt that in a ~ilic·a:te-,m.ter-t·em:perature 
sy.st-Em., the ~~licate does not, 1ose all. ita wate~ at the t.empe~a.t~e o~ 
boiling water. Wa~er i.s gradual.ly removed, the la.at traces · only cap-
, . . . 
abl.e o£ being removed at about soo•c. This fact axpl~s the sudde~ 
drop in strength at 400°C in batch with 27% silicates. At 400°0, the 
. . ' . 
silicate in the batch can no longer hol.d much 0£ its water and thus 
, ... . . .. 
causes the reduction in _bonding strength. Since~ batches ld.t.h 27% 
si11cate did not loee nmch water at 200° _on accoun~ o£ case ~ening, 
the nll!Ljor part of it i.a removed at 400°0. Thi.a was not. t.he case wi.th 
. . 
batches hav.1.ng ~9% si.licate or fine ~og ~ained batches,_ wl:rl.c~ did- · 
not have much strength from 200° to 400°0 • .-. Therefore, more 1osa _is 
• ~ f • • . 
noted bet-ween the strength at 200• and 400°0 in the high silicate 
157 J. G. Vail; 21?.• Cli.t. 
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content. 
In almost every batch, the bonding strength has been reduced 
to a minimum at. 600°c. This mey- be caused by many £actors working· to-
gether. Fi.rat of all is the compl.ete 1oss· of water from the silicate. 
Added to this eff'ect is., that at 60{)0C the pl.astic c1ay J.oses most, of 
its chemically conbined water. Thus any bending force which was due to 
the p1astic ·c~ is a1so reduced. In a dried joint., the two ha1ves of 
the brick are he1d toget,her by the stresses due to drying of the mortar 
in the joint. At around 6oo°C the mortar body starts exhibiting an 
expanfd.on. the result peing that the stresses ho1<ling the brick togeth-
er, are counteracted by the forces set; up by- expansion of the mortar. 
Thi.s expansion effect is observed: in the t.est of .the joint., under 1oad 
at high tanperatures. Another point which may be considered here i.s 
the softening point cf the silicates. van1S8 mentions that the sott-
em.ng point, 0£ silicate is approximat~ two-thirds 0£ the llquidus 
temperature. The sodium s:Uicate with a ll&,201Si~ rat.io of 1,3 • .32 is 
used in the batches and has a liqu.idus temperature of 8S7°C. Two 
Udrds of this temperature i.s S7].°C which :le the start of softening 0£ 
the silicate. The effect, of this £unction may- be to 1ose ho1d 0£ the 
grains in the mortar body and further contributing to reduction :Ln 
strength. Putting all these factors together, it can be easilY rea-
lized ldiy- the bonding strength is at. a minimum. 
The rise in bonding strength, from. this minimum, al.ways starts 
beyond 600°c. The increase in strength i.e noted :l.n ever:, bat,ch, 
though it :1.s lllUch 1ess in batches wi:th 1ess sodium silicate content. 
158 J. G. Vai.1, QE.. Cit. 
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:rt was st.ated above that starting .tram 571 ° C, the silicate start.a 
sof't,ening and is finally in a liqtd.d state above 857•0. This means 
that at 800°C the majority of the silicate may be present in a liquid 
s:tate. Since dry silicate with cl.ay was seen under the miscroscope 
as coa'ting the grog grains• this gives a coating in a liqtdd condition 
above aoo•c. Hence the coating has an excessive chemical. reaction 
with the grog grain surface as wel.1 as . within the coa~. 1111s coat-
ing at this stage is qui.te saturated with N~O c·ontent. I.f the 'three 
e·anponent, system N820 - ""20.3 - Si02 j.s considered, then in t,he region 
o£ this batch~ the ceystalll.zaUon of albit,~ can be expected at such 
temperatures. This l«nll.d oontribute towards developing a bond between 
grog grains and impart. strength to- the mortar body. The same reacUon 
wouJ..d be tald.ng p1ace at the briek surface. The over a:u effect, then, 
wou1d cause an inerea.se _in bonding strength of the mortar. 
Another .factor 'Which mq be c·onsidered here :is the ~scosit,y of 
the Dd.x containing liquid silicate, c1~ and grog_particl.es. At 600•c, 
the entire mortar body is dry without any gl.assy liquid. At. ooo•c, · 
the liquid silicate~ in mixture with clq and grog~ forms a very vis-
cous liquj.d• which wou1d act as a gl.ue, and increase the adherencf!' of 
the mortar to the brick surface as well as w:l.t.hin the mortar body • 
. 
Tlda would also then contri.bute toward -the increase in strength at 
As the temperature _is raised to 1000•0, a ~her increase in 
bonding strength is noted. At these temperatures, the viscosity of 
the edllcate liquid wou1d be 1.owered and hence would be more ea~ 
reacti.ve w.l.th the grog grains and c1ay- partic1es~ Al.bite or nephelite 
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c17sta1s· deve1oping at, the -8'Urtace ot the grog grains · woul.d add to the 
bondi.ng .ability. of the mortar. · Thus a gr84ual. rise·. i.n ~ strength mB1" be 
noted as the temperature o:r iooo•c is · reached. ··At iooo~c, which · 1s · 
ver'Y cl.ose to the eutecti.c tem]')erature in this ~gion~ some-liquid £or-
mation · mi.ght start.• and · ai'.f.ect : the. strength. · However• another reaction 
i .s taking place at this temper.ature • . It 1s known that ·just be:io1r1 
1000°-C, the. centres. of crystalli.za.ti.on ot mn1Jite start . to form. · This 
nu]Ji:te of. course woul.d ·start f~nning with:i.n the . p1astic clay port:Lon 
of the mor~~ lihich also .forms coating of, the grog partic1es. A1so · 
the 1iqu1.d · present woul.d start di.ssol.vi.ng ·more and· more :·si.lica ~ --
alumina,- and .would t'erm a very viscous liquid. -The net resul.t,s of the 
starting · ot muJ.11 tization 0£ kaolinite and · the presence 0£ highlJr· 
visc·ous -liquid would-further increase with .14crease .in tenperature. 
Thi.s veey well corelates with . the -x-rrq data. A~ 1000°-C, .the x~r~ 
pattern or the mortar sho-wed. a · decrease in height 0~ quartz pe·aks . · 
indicating that plastic clay is reacting as well _as a part of the free . 
silica is al.so 'bei.ng con$Umed. 
· At 1100°C ~he boming strength 0£ all. the batche·s is further in-
creased. This rise in strength can be .followed by the same reasoning 
as was noted in the case 0£ ·1000°c. Th1s area of the batch 1n the 
three canponent _ system N820 ~ _A12')3 - Si~, has three~ cry~tal.s. 
They are a1b:1:te., mullite and _cri.stobalite or tridymite. Though, 
equj.librium. conditions are ·not att.dned during firing of the joi.nt and 
the mortar batch can not be COnBidered as an :tntimate mixture~ the 
liquid fonnation or crystall.ization may roughly , follow the trend speci-
fied 1n th:1.s system. The region in the systan where the mortar batches 
occur has a eutectic poin~ at J.050-!l.ooc. Fran this considerat:1on, no 
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al.bite ceyata1s a.re expected at. llOO~C~ · Phases which could exist-at 
this temperature are liquid# rnnlJ-Jte and some fonn of free s1.lica, i£ 
the reaction is comp1et,e. Therefore, a.t· this -temperature .we 1-IOU1d 
expect more-nn>Jlite· growth td .. thin· the body: of the mortar joint a.a well 
as at· the interface. - A1so .t.he liquid present -wouJ..d take more silica 
and al.umina hlto so1ution £orming a,vi.scous liquid, whi.ch wou1d. again 
act as. a gl.ue material. hol.ding the . grains in the mortar together. From 
x-ray-datait. is se~n that more quartz and .kaolin of the plastic c1ay 
is used up. · Mul.lite pea.lm are ·shown hut· ·not affected very much. · It 
can _be concl.uded here that · mnJJite growth ' at this temperature has· not, 
progressed· very much6 so the quartz and kaolin con~ed must have gone 
into· -so1uti.on with the liquid. · This f'actor then would aga:in · raise .the · 
strength of the joints -at JJ.00°0. 
· The bonding strength reaches· its:ma.:x:imum point at. .J.200°0. The 
increase in strength 1.s sudden and ·a:Lso consi.derab1e. •Considering 
in£ormation J:rom the x-rB3" data, 1.t is noted . th~t strong ·nm.l.lite peaks. 
are observed in iihe l200°C ·samples. Quartz .and kaolinite peaks have 
been ·further reduced in size and a.-cris~oba]j_te al.so seems to be 
affected. Until -1200°0., the reaction within the grog gra.1.ns ·was-not 
:indicated:, but .at 1200°0 i.t. seems that grog grains are.al.so affected 
on the interior as well as at the boundaries. Signs of reaction -in the 
joint. as well as at, the :l.nterf'ace with ·~~ brick are al.so noted under 
the microscope. A considerabl.e amount of· mullite growt;.h i.s observed 
,dthin the grog grain and a1so at. the interf'ace. Both x-ray data and . 
microscopi.c observations indicate s'trong mul.lite growth .. 
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Budinkoir and Shmil.kier1 59 observed thai; in kaolins between l.000°C 
and ·J.200°C · the amount . o;f' mul.lite · increases· s1owly and sharply but ·most 
0£ mu1lite gro\olth is being f'o:rmed at ,1200°C~ Canef'oro, ·Fi.scher and 
Drad1e.v160 have ·aJ.so mentioned that -in th~·mu1litization o:r kaolinite, 
the original.. non crystalline • 'Meta·· kaolinite•• on .f'urther increasing· 
the tem.perature, colJ.apses into· c17otaJJine mul.l.ite nuc1ei ~hich· then 
exhibit growth on · further increasing· the -temperature. -Considering 
these. data~ the ·sudden rise in ponding strengt.h · at 1200°c can be easily 
explained., There ·a.re nuc1ei ·0£ mullite growth · present.in· the· mortar 
body at · the inter.race and· at the brick surf'ace at 1000°0 and 1100°c., 
Ori .further rm.sing· the tanperature to l200°C, there · is a sudden -l.arge· 
growt,h of ' mull1te crystal.a in. the body o:C the mortar, in the brick and · 
al.so· at the brick· and mortar interface. Under the circumstances, at· 
the interface · mull.ite crysta.l.s of mortar -would shoot into the brick sur-
:race~ lmi1e those · in the brick would · push · themsel.ves . into the · mortar 
body. Thus. a condition of interlocking ceystals is · obtain¢-d at the 
i.nterf'nce., mich cert~ wou1d increase the bonding strength. Though, 
liquid is present in the mortar body the growth 0£ mu1lite crystals is 
oven-me:!.ming in its e:f:fect. It is al.so suspected that the finer · por-
tion of pl.astic c1ey is present :raore s.t the iriter.f'ace then in the -mor-
tar body. Due · to capillary acti.on a majority of ·the partic1es l:c:u.ow 5 
microns might have ·been carried a1ong with the si.licate at the inter-
£ace. These pe.rtic1es of c1ay easentia1ly being kaolin., l.'Oul.d be , 
159 P. P. Budi.nkov and K. M.- Sbmukl.er, 1_. 1E£.fect 0£ Mineralizers · 
on the Process of-Mul.litizati.on of Clays, Kao11n· and . ~thetic :Masses",· 
Jour. Applied ·chem. (u.s.s.R. ), l.9:l.029-36, l.946; ~- Bib1. 245i• 1950. 
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160 J. E. Canef'oro, R. B~ Fisher, w. F. Brad1ey., 1 'Mul.litization 
of Ka.olini:te", Jour. Am. Ceram. ~ •• 31.:254., 1948. 
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changed into mulll.te at l200°C and wou.1d show more concentration of 
nnJJJ1te at the interface. Also at the interface, mul.:U.te crysta1s are 
present both from the brick and the mortar showing a concentrated mu1-
lite region at the inter.race. 
To establish th:is evidence of concentrated mu1lite area, an exper-
iment was devised using the x-ray d:tf'fracti.on method of investigation. 
Polished sections of joints, mich were prepared for examination under 
renected light~ were used for this purpose~ since they already had a 
fl.at and smooth surface required for this experiment. 
From the x-rey dif'.fract.:l.on pattern of this eur.face, a strong inde-
pendent peak of mullite waa se1ected to represent the concentration o~ 
the mullite present in the area exposed to the x-ra:y· 'beam. This se1-
ected peak is at, 2& = 61° and has a d-va1ue of 1•52. The peak is fair-
ly intense and any vari.at,ion in height of this peak wou1d indicate the 
change in concentration o.f mu.l.lite present in the area covered by the 
x-rey- beam. Now, i.t the intensity of this peak is obtained .tor the 
area on the joint interface, brick and :tinally deep into the brick, a 
comparative idea of concentrat ion 0£ mu:Llite in these regions can be 
obtained. The arrangement of experiment is sholffl. in Figure 58. The 
width of' the beam is eo adjusted as to cover the small area 0£ the 
joint., inter:Cace or the brick a1one. Fixing the position of the Gei.ger 
counter on the goni.ameter at 2Q = 61°, and allo'Wl.ne the beam top~ 
on the surface of t,he mortar body al.one~ the intensi.t,y 0£ diffracted 
beam was measured. By moving the sampl.e s1ow:cy, in one direction, the 
area of' hlterf'ace and the bri.ck aurf'ace was exposed to the x-r83" beam 
and the intensity of diffracted ray f'rora t hese regions was noted. Thus 
a read~ng of mul1ite concentration was obtained for severa1 regions of 
.3 
the joint;. Such measurements were made on the joints made :trcm 
batches AI, AII and AIII, which were broken at 1.00•. 800°, 1000•, 
1100°. 1200•, 1300°, and U,00°C. Determinations al.so vere made on the 
standard mortar joints fired at these temperatures. The resul.ts ob-
tni.nod are shown :1n Tab1e IX. Columns marked int.he table as joint1 
1, 2. 3, 4, 5 correspond to those shcrwn in Figure 58. The region 
marked as i 11 1 ' is the brick surface of the interf'ace. Area ' '2' ' is 
next to • '1 1 1 in the brick and so on. .Ea.ch fi6-ure in the tab1e repre-
sents the :intensity of mulli:te peaks and hence tho concentration 0£ 
mul.lite. 
"' 
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I-RAY DAT A ON CONCENTRATION OF MULUTE IN SEVERAL REGIONS OF THE 
M)RT.AR - BRICK ASSEM3LY FIRED AT VARIOUS Tl!lTPERATURES 
·Batch A-I 
~ l 2 .3 4 5 ;-s 
. .., 
so 60 60 5S 55 55 
50 70 6S 60 ;; 55 
. 608000708080 
So 75 65 70 70 65 
6; so ao 75 70 6; 
60 75 70 60 60 60 
50 80 70 70 70 55 
Batch A-II 
so ss ss 55 ss 55 
50 60 5S 55 55 50 
45 70 60 ;, ;o 50 
so 60 60 55 ;o so 
;o 65 60 S5 50 so 
70 75 70 65 ss 50 




45 6; 70 70 65 60 
55 55 50 50 50 50 
55 60 55 50 50 so 
55 60 50 so 50 50 
60 65 6; 55 50 50 
60 65 6o 55 50 SO 





70 70 70 70 70 70 
60 70 70 70 70 ·70 
70 ao so 1s 90 65 . 
70 80 75 6; 70 '70 
60 s; 70 70 75 75 
50 90 80 7; 75 75 
50 70 SO BO 8~ ?!i 
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From Tab1e IX the following £acts can be observed. In the re-
gion marked 1 'l'', lnlhich is the brick mortar :interface., the great.es't 
concentrat"ion of mul.l.ite is usua.l.l,.v shown, as compared 'With the joint, 
or other regions of t.he brick. Exceptions will be noted but they may 
be due to some areas in the brick 'Where more mullite might have grown 
:1n one place. Proceeding £rom regj.on l. to 5, the amount of muJJ1te 
decreases, and there is not much dif'f'erence in the mullite concentra-
tion of regions 31 4, and 5, which may be considered characteristic of 
the brick. Considering the a.t::teet or £iring temperature., the mu1lite 
concentration is a11a.1~s greater between 1000° and J200°C which de-
creases at. ]300° and U.00°C, either in the joint, inter£ace or brick. 
Batch AI has s~own hi.gher mullite concent.ration at the interface at. 
l2C~GC than batch AII or AIII. However, mul.lite concentration in the 
case of each batch, is definitely 1arger in region 1, though the vari-· 
ations ~ not be too ttlstinct as in batch AI. The standard mortar 
has shown higher m.nJJ1te concentration ui the joint, inter:f'ace and 
brick but f'ollows the same trend observed f'or batch AI. 
These data prov::l.de a conc1usive evidence of' a large concentra-
t:lon of mullite., at l200°C in the region of the interface between brick 
and mortar. Therefore, the inter1ocking o:t rnul.Jite crystal.a at them-
ter£ace and a1so mull.:lte growth ltd.thin the mortar body, _explains the 
sudden .1.ncrease in bonding strength of' the mortar to a maximum. 
The question ~ arise here as to 'Why strength :1n other batches 
is not deve1oped in this manner at 1200°c. As a matter o:f' f'act 
strength in the case of' each batch has increased at 1200°C and rnul.11.te 
growth is al.so noted in these batches at l200°C. However~ the inter-
face rel.ations p~ an important ro1e here. These ·joint.$ were · ini:t:!.a-
lly weak due ·to ·a.weak union of brick and mortar. at. · the int.er:ra.ce • .- Due 
to higher ,mt,er c~nte11:li~ the mortar in the jo~t had shrunk and partly 
pulled from the sui .. 1"ace. Under this condition mullit,e growth in the 
br.ick or mortar l-rlll not aid the reunion at the interf'ace. ilthough., 
at places ,·mere there i.s a good contact befa'ieen raortar and brick · sur-
f'ace in this joint., mullite gro,'1th woul.d increase the bond. It is · this 
bond 11\hlch contrlbut,es to an increase in bonding strength o:.f initially 
weak joint,s at l200°C. 
At l.300°C the amount, o:f liquid is increasing and al.so the vii,.;.. 
cosit.y of the liquid present is 1o·wered. Thus a . reduction in strP;ngth 
is ef£ected at 13oo~c in spite of mull.ite being present. This effect 
is 1ess severe in cases mere .there was .high strength due to mul.llte 
cryst.a.l. growth. From the x-rey pattern of the jointing material., at · 
1300°c, it is seen that there is mull.it.a growth~ but at the same t:line, 
kaolinite and mul1ite peaks are ·.fast .disappearing :indicat.ing ·£ormation 
0£ a liquid. 
More liquid is :formed at 1400°. T"ne liquid f'ormed is so .0.u:ld 
that, even with slight l.oad the joint can be broken and the ·t.wo hal.ves 
be separated. Thus at .1400°C, very littl.e bonding strength is shown 
by the jo:lnt. 
The dry strength of the standard mortar :is high. This is due 
to the £act that tJome organic boncli.ng :material. seems to have been add-
ed to this mortar. This is easily seen f'i;-001 the darkening of the mor-
tar l.ayer on the 1 1 1 split at 600QC. In a11 other respects the bonding 
strength of' this mortar £ollows the same tren~ __ as batch· AI~ reaching .a 
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minimum at· 600°C and agd.n .attaining .a max:J.mum .at noo•c. This i.s. 
ioo•c below the ~erimenta1 batches~ and atiiention is dra,m ,i;o ·-~e 
fa.ct that th1.s batch ha~ a 1o~;er PCE: va.1.uo th~ _the experimental. 
batches. _Because of' tl~s, more liquid is· present at _l200°C ,mich 
caused a reducUon in strength. At,.]300°0 the strength ·was very l.ow 
and as usua1 no appreciabl.e strengt.h was show11.at 1400°c. 
It can "thus .be generalized that mortar batches w:l .. th _ l't--et. _s~~-
silicate as the b<:>nding ~ge~t 1ose thei~ initial. dry strength gradually 
on heati.~ up to -600° _ at, 'Which temperature the st;rength ~s a ntinimum. 
On further heating the strength is slow:q-· raised, reaching a maximum. 
at 1200°0. Beyond this 1;,anperat~e the , strength . is again -reduced at 
l300°C and is very 1ow at 1400°c. 
Since, no strength is aholffl by the joints at M,00°C• one aay-
quest.ion aa to.how furnace structure remains me~hanicalJy s~ab1e.even 
. . 
though_ the .furnace temperatures are a.rouncl 1400~0. - It -mu~t be pointe4 
out here t..ltat, the -joint at the :race of the wall is at ,the operating 
t~rature~ The temperature of the wal.1.6 ·as is lmown~ varies ~ 
about 100° to 150°c moving .trom the o~ter face to ·the inner face ·of. 
the brick in the 1-all. Thus just about. an :L--ich or tl\ro inches a\4.~ 
J;rom the facf1• tempera~ures ·0£ the joint are ot such an order that. they 
are strongest.. Considering the area. the s~ong bond area or the 
joint :ls greater than the are~ ot weak bond. 'l.1hus the .strength of the 
structure 1s maintained even ~t very high temperatures. However, a 
mortar wtdch woul.d deve1op maximum etrength at. operating temperatures 
is pref'er~b1e. 
Sodium Sil1..ca'te Versus StreJYtih. 
The affect. of vari.ab1es on the bonding strength will be next 
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considered. In general.• these points are discussed along ld.:th the 
temperatures - strength rel.ationship• but. the7 ld.ll be brief'l,y outlined 
here. 
The af'£ect o:r the amount o~ sodium silicate j_a very disUnct and 
marked. A higher amount de.finitely gives added bonding stre11gth a-t 
room. t.<nperature and even at higher temperatures. Thoae·batohiss w.1.th 
27% sDicate had a1~s been stronger, though t.he strength 0£ some 
batches is inf1uenced. by other variab1es. Higher silicate al.so adds to 
the improvanem of workability. Theo~ disadvantage is that, high 
sodium silicate content l.owers iihe fusion po:lnt. In this work an in-
crease 0£ , sodium silicate by l..:I> on the wet basis~ reduces the PCE va1ue 
by one cone. With a high emount of a:l.licate, l.eas water j.s required to 
attain the same workability and thus the drying ahrinkage ~a reduced. 
These are sane 0£ tile impor1iant. poims lfhich can be considered as 
af'f'ected. by sodium silicate indi.viduaJJ;y. However, the bonding strength 
in genera1 :Ls -an e.tf'ect of maqy var1ab1es 1110rking together. 
Ora.in Size Versus 5t.rength. 
Individu~ this :tact.or a£tect.s strength mu.ch more than &DY' 
other inli.vidua1 variabl.e. During this work i.t is seen that when 
there 1a a higher ratio ot finer ma1;eria1 in 'the batch, the strength i.a 
E1Uch more reduced. Tide happens because of the tact that with a high 
rati.o of fine partic1es more water o~ p].ast1.cit7 i.s requj_red tor good 
'WOrkabUity. \ti.th such high water content i.n the batch~ excessi.ve 
di.~ shrl.nkage Md cracke are deYe1oped g:l ,rt...ng a very 1ow strength 
to the joint. As the batch contains a greater amount of coarse par-
1;j.c1e dze content, the workabD.ity- :Le .obtained at 1ower water content. 
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Thus drying shrinkage is reduced and strong joints resu1t 'W:i.th coarse 
grained batches. 
Another point, \tJhi.ch l.imit,s the coarser grain size content. in a 
batch~ should be considered here. This is the thickness of joint and 
the permeability. Thinner joints are al.ways desirab1e to produce a 
monolithic lining. Thin joint,s can on:Ly be easi]J' ma.de \rll.th batches 
having .fine material. in the batch. Al.so ii t.he particl.es are too· 
coarse in the batch., cavities woul.d be lef'i; in the joint a..~d thus a 
dense joint can not be obtained. There is an upper l.:inrl.t also as to 
how far the grains can be increased in size in a: batch. 
With this point in mind, grog grain sizes o'E -J.00 mesh., -200 
mesh and -325 mesh were se1ected for this "1<>rk. Ii; lia.S expected thai; 
the finer the grain si~e~ the stronger and denser the joint would be. 
However• this :ts not the case as observed. The -100 mesh grog batch 
had been the strongest,. Thus it. seems that. there is a crit.ica1 l.imit 
bet,feen 1rmi.ch the pa.rt,icl.e grain size cou1d be varied t,o produce a 
sound and strong joint at e1evated t,emperatures. 
Plastic Clay Versus Strength. 
The importance 0£ p1asti.c cJ.a.y in the batch is i.n direct rel.a-
tionship to the 1-1orka.bility of the nortar. If the ba-t;ch does not have 
any pl.ast.ic clay~ the batch would be lean and set much .faster £or 
smooth working. The pl.ast.ic c~ adds fattiness to the batch ao that 
batches can·be easl..J.ar trowelled on t,he surface of brick-or can be 
'9asi:cy- converted iio dipping consistency. Fraa the st,andpoint or 
strength o:r mor"'1r., the plastic c1~ had very- litt1e ef'f'ect compared to 
other variab1es. 
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P1ast1c clay is usuaJ.ly used in the raw condition in the batch. 
On mixing the bat,ch the plastic clay disintegrates and al:wa~ys increases 
the ratio 0£ f'i.nar particl.es in the bat.ch. Init.iall.y also the c1~- is 
always high grain sizes. If the amount, of c~ is l.arge in a batch• 
more water of' p1ast1ci.ty ldll be needed for smooth workability. This 
in turn -wouJ.d cause excessivo shrinkage 2.11d waaken the joint. A very 
1arge amount of clay in the batch lii-Oul.d tend to reduce the sodillln si1-
icate content in the bat,ch 1 which again would not develop a strong 
dry bond. In genera1, t.he cuq content, 0£ the batch indirectly affects 




The following concl.usions can be reached tran the data obtained. 
A definite pattern of tom.perature - strength re1ations.~ip ~s 
sh01m. by air-Bet.ting refractory mortars., when bonding stre11o~ is ac-
tua.J.4r determined. at tenperatures ranging f'rom 100• to 1400°c. The 
irdt1a1 dry strength, whi.ch is characteristic of the batch canposition, 
is al~s high. At temperatures of 200° 1;o 400°c the bonding strength 
is gradually reduced and then reaches a very l.ow va1ue at 6oo•c. On 
a further rise o:r temperature to 800° and 1000°C, 1ihe strength al.owly 
ri.ses upward. This increase in strength 1 beginning fl-am 800°0, :ls 
gradual. and ateady up to ll00°C~ but at 1200°0, the bonding strength 
of the mortar suddenly increases to a ma.xL"UUm. ~'\t 1300°C, the 
streneth a.eain falls to a 1owva1ue. The strength a.t 1400°C is so 1ow 
that it cou1d not be determined accurately-
The in:ltia.l. dry strength~ which is character.1stic 0£ each batch 
composit:1.on of the mortar, is a'ttained by three succeas:l.ve steps. In 
the first instance a chemical. reJ.ationship ot surfaces by which contact 
bet'WeGn liquj.d mortar and the br.i.ck surf aces to be he1d together, is 
obtained. Such a relationship :ls the ability ot the mortar to produce 
good wetting of the br1.ck surtaces. In the secom step, setting is 
brought about by raieing the viscos:ity of the mortar to a high val.ue 
in situ. TM.s is attained by gradua1 loss ot water from tl-c joi.nt. 
FinaLcy a bond 0£ sufficient strength is obtained. 
The loss of strength at. 2oo•c., which is commonl,y not great,~ 1.s 
the remut 0£ loss of more 1ra.ter that had been reudned m the dry 
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bond. More 1oss of wa.i;er fran the bond occurs at 400-c, causi.ng fur-
ther reduction in strength. 
At, 600°c, the strength reaches a low val.ue because of so many 
unf'avorab1e .factors working together. At this tEl!lperature all. the 
- water in the bond is J.ost, 'Which a1so causes the loss of bond between 
the colloida1 parti.c1es of sodium silicate. Strength~ due to bondj_ng 
agent al.one, is +.bu$ reduced. The pl.astic c~ constituent 0£ the 
batoh al.so 1oses chemieal.zy combined watE,r at 600°0, causing reduct.ion 
in bond strength produced by c~ a.1one. The mortar body as such shows 
an expsnsion a.t. th:f.s temperature. The stresses brought about by ex-
pansion counteract the shrinkage stresses by \«iich the bricks are 
hel.d together. A1so at this temperature, the so.ftening o'E the dried 
sodi.Ulll silica:t.e is ini ti.ated. The net af'£ect, of aJ.l. these factors ~s 
to bring down the bonding strength to al.ow va.1ue at 600°0. 
The increase :in strength at. aoo·c~ :tran a.previous min:l.mwn, 1.s 
slight.. 1".ost of the dried sodium sili.cate is in a liquid state at. 
th:l.s 1;emperature which is near the characteristic liquidu.s temperature. 
Thi.a liquid in mixture \d.th cl.a.y- and grog part.ic1es~ .torms a gl.ue 1ike 
mass affording an increase i.n strength of bond. At 1000°0., the liq\dd 
takes more sili.ca and al.umina :in so1ution and £orms a vi.scous llquj.d 
coating on tha grog particl.es an:i ho1ds them together. Thus a .further 
increase in strength :ls a.f£ected. At 1100·0~ there 1.s st:U.1 more 
viscous llqui.d present, but at the same time a small growth of mu.1111;e 
eryata1s takes p1aco. These t-wo factors gj.ve a further rise :1n 
strength at. 1100•0. The sudden :1ncreaee 1.n strength to a roax1mun at 
l200°C :1.s tho resu1t of a sharp increase in amount of mul.lite crystal.a 
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at 12oo~c. Mull.ite crystals, developed at the brick-mortar interface, 
gl"ow into each other·., at tha contact, .forrtd.ng an interlocking bond • 
. Also mullite gr01·:th takes place within the mortar body itself. Thus 
the stre11t,-th c:f the joint i3 :L1creased to a :rn .... ~~imum. at this t ooipera-
ture. Due t.o interlocking mullite ccystal.s at the interface., e. high 
concentl1 ation of m.ullit~e would be expected in the region of the mortar-
brick L~terface as · compared to other areas. From the x-ray di:ffra.ction 
study of the jofut, surface, the concentration of mullite in the region 
of the interface. is established. This is a; conclusive evidence, ex-
plaining the reason for the sudden increase ill strength a.t J200°C. 
Due to the fltL"tl.ng action o.f sodium silicate., more liquid is . 
Lormed at 1300°C, a.s well as the viscosity of t,he liquid is also de-
creased. 'fhe :mortar in the joint thus is like a plastic rr.iass at 1.300°, 
requiring olicy' a low pres:3ure to initiate ·the flow. Thus bond strength 
is reduced. At 1400°c, more liquid is formed i,.Ji'iose viscosity is a1~o 
low. rrhis reqtdres very little ef£ort to initiate the flow of the 
plastic. joint. A very low value of strength., therefore, is obtained 
at this temperature. 
It is also concluded from this work that bonding str.ength of 
mortar is not dependent on one single variable, though sorue of these 
variables aff ~ct t.he strength cons:i.cierably. A."'nong the variables 
studied in this work it is noticed that higher sodi1J.m silicate content 
in a batch had given higher dry strength, good -workability and low 
drying imd firing shrin~rage. The bonding strer~gth of the h i gh sj_li-
cate containing _batches remained comparatively high also at .elevated 
temperatures. Batches with low silicates gave t\-eaker joints at all 
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temperatu;-es. 
The r,a.rt.:tcJ.e ~ize distributio:n also cons.iderably affects the 
. :initial dry strength of the mortar. It _was ·observed durin¥, this inves- · 
tiga.tion thB.t., keeping other variable~ constant, the batch having a 
l~arg~ ratio of finer 5--ra.i.i."'l -sizes, _ i. e . less than 5 m.icron gaye bonds 
of very low strength • . Converse~y i:-he higher content .--of cO-t"~ser grain 
sizes produced a. · ~-st.ronger and more sound j9int. It 1-.s realized from 
t:r~s lf.rork that., the -.325 m~sh grog is useless, -200 mesh e;rog gives 
intermed:iate . strengths ·while. -1(?0 mesh groe produces excelle11t ' ~trong 
O.r'J' joints. However , there is an upper 1.Lnt regarding t.he propo:17tion 
of coarser .g~ains in the batch since a higher proportion i~uld tend 
to make the batch become lean a..11.d - l.eas 'workable. We&.lc strength g.i v~n 
by batc~es , .. Jit,h o. large a.m.ount or i'iner sized material is due to the 
£act that a larger quantity cf water is required to achi·~ve good 't\rork-
ability. 'rhe more fine particles present , the more water is required 
t.o r.:roduce a plastic mass . 1·ne l~ge ·water content causes e.."'tcesai ve 
shrinkage a.-ritl ,,drying cracks und causes the mortar to peel off the 
brick surface. Also this free water is absorbed from the batch by 
the brick surface, c a.using a qui.ck setting, ·which reduces the oppor-
twrl.tv for chemical reaction het\.te~n the mortar and bric1-~ suri'~ce. ~ . . 
This is·most es$ent:i.?,l for a good bond strangth. Batches having too 
mu.ch .fine grained rmterial also~ .f'u~ed 3lld contracted .at high tempera-
The gonding stre:ngth is not m.uch aff ecte.d by slight variation 
in the a111ount of plastic clay i...11. a batch.. However :- too little or too 
large clay c~nt.ent a..ffec·ts other properti-es of the mortar and thereby 
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the strength. Batches with low cJ.a.:y- content will be lean and. not 
1,-::or.v..able, ·while batch 'with larg e cla.·r content required mo:t"e ·water which 
·w-ould cause e:x.cessi ve shri:n.kage and \'iea...:cen the bond on drying . Al.so 
the hi.gher clay con.tent :will j_ntroduce a larger ratio of finer Zrac-
tion ~Jiu.ch is unde sirable·. 
1
,"1ater content, though a.n indivld.ual var·ial>le of the batch., 
changes auto:ma:tica.lzy along w:i:t-h other variables. Therei'oi~e, the 
effect of water content o:f e. ~a.tch on bonding strength· io tied up wit,h 
other variables. Hol,~ver , it can be concluded that the higher the 
~v-ra.ter content,, the lower is the bond strength in a joint. 
Setting time is influenced by silicate content I grain size dis-
tribution, clay content and i•ra.ter . In general batches with high sili-
cate a.nd high coarse g:Nrin ~dze ratio have a long setting ti1:ne. ThetJe 
bat,ches require less wa.ter for workability, thereby reducing the ,·.rater 
content. Setting in such batches takes place more by surface harden-
ing in contact ,, .. i th air than by capillary- action of the brick surface. 
Batches ,;v'i th low silicate or high fine grain si~e rat,io set faster. 
'l'hese batches have large water content, \'lIUCh is being l'tl.thdra'Wn faster 
by the brick surface resulting in a quick set. 
The i'usion point of tho batch is not much affected by any of 
those variables except the sodium Rj:"i~ate • . Variation in th~ sodium 
silicate affects the . fusion point because of higher or lower ar11ourrl. of 
i'lux introduced into the batch. 
From a consideration of affect o:f variables on the bonding 
strength, it is realized that sodium silicate content and grain size 
distribution of the dry ingredients are the most important and most 
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eff ect:i.v~ . . These two "hrhen considered t,ogether . R.lter tremendously the 
hondin.~! chn.racte::--i st:tc o.f th~ mor'tn.r. Fror.1 -tl,e bondi.ng strencth data 
:it iB observed th.at h:tp.:h silicate and high c.oarse gr.91..n size ratio in 
a batch produced a s'trone bond . Further inc:rea::rn in boncins strength 
:ma;r be obta...i.ned by· v~1.-ty:i~1g the upper itmi ts o.f these variables . Ho~.._ 
ever, too higt a siLi..ci3.te content wlU reduce lean ;nortnr a.11.d .Porous 
joints . Tnere.fore t.here is some critical point in the cornbincd . rela-
tionsh:i.p of ·sod:i.urn zilicate content:. a...'1d grain size distribution of the 
batch, at ,;1hich mortar 1,10-uld produce joints having z~axirn1:-u..11 bonding 
strength at ro(">tn anri elevated teraptu~e:t.u1~es . 
If .a r.ood ai.r- set,ting refractory mortar is to be pre:,a..red, a 
proper control o:f all these v.ari.al:>les is necessary to obtain desirable 
properties . Appropriate selecti'm of groe m,3.terial and hondin.~ ::went 
11roduoe structuralJ.y stable joints, h.~wing h .. i.gi'1. bond:i.ng strength a.t 
opera.ting temperatures of the furnace . By proper use of electro~~rtes 1 
if the mortar :is brought to a point of deflocculation, ·chc morta.1~ 
·Nould e:xhib:tt &"'1 eJ:cellent workability with comparatively lo·wer amou..~ts 
of water content . Such a batch 1,"0uld produce joint e..xhibiting high 
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A.PPENDIX 
The attached drawing., Figure 59., shows in detail. the sectional. 
views of the .furnace used in this investigation for determination of 
hot modulus of rupture of mortar joints and the bricks. ·l't1e drawing 
is made to the scale indicated and the dimensions o:f the furnace can 
easi:cy be figured using this scale. The . detailed schematic d.iagr~-n 
o:f the loading mechanism and the steel structure can be seen elsewhere 
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